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The authorship of John 
 
The Canon of Holy Scriptures was recognized at the Council of Carthage in 397, including Genesis, 
Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy, Joshua son of Nun, Judges, Ruth, 4 books of Kingdoms, 
2 books of Chronicles, Job, the Davidic Psalter, 5 books of Solomon, 12 books of Prophets, Isaiah, 
Jeremiah, Daniel, Ezekiel, Tobias, Judith, Esther, 2 books of Ezra, 2 books of Maccabees, and in the 
New Testament: 4 books of Gospels, 1 book of Acts of the Apostles, 13 letters of the Apostle Paul, 1 
letter of his to the Hebrews, 2 of Peter, 3 of John, 1 of James, 1 of Jude, and one book of the 
Apocalypse of John.  The Old Testament books were accepted primarily because they were 
historically recognized by the Jews.  The New Testament books, however, were recognized on many 
criteria including widespread acknowledgement in the church and on apostolic authority.  Thus the 
question of authorship of the Book of John is very important.     
 
The earliest complete Greek manuscripts of the Fourth Gospel are titled “according to John” (Burge, 
40), but neither John nor James are mentioned in the text of the Gospel (Carson 72).  This is curious 
because the writer of the fourth gospel mentions Peter and most of the other disciples by name.  
Another character is found in the Fourth Gospel, the “beloved disciple”, who is mentioned nowhere 
else in Scripture.  Since he is a disciple who was present in the Upper Room on the last night of 
Jesus’ life (John 13:21-30), the beloved disciple had to be one of the twelve (Mark 14:17).  The 
beloved disciple is later found standing at the foot of the cross (John 19:25-26) where he is entrusted 
with Jesus’ mother Mary, running to the empty tomb with Peter (John 20:2-10), and standing with the 
resurrected Lord (John 21:4-7).  Finally, the “disciple whom Jesus loved” is said to have written the 
Fourth Gospel (John 21:20-25). 
 

Disciple Could he have been the beloved disciple? 

Peter No, he is mentioned by name in the Fourth Gospel alongside the Beloved Disciple 
(20:2) 

Andrew Unlikely, he is mentioned by name in the Fourth Gospel (John 1:40) 

James “The sons of Zebedee” are mentioned in the Fourth Gospel, but not by name.  It is 
unlikely, however that James lived long enough to write the Fourth Gospel since 
he was martyred during the reign of Herod Agrippa 1 (10 BC – 44 AD) (Acts 12:2)   

John Most likely.  “The sons of Zebedee” are mentioned, but not by name.  He was in 
Jesus’ closest group, lived until the late first century, and was a leader among the 
disciples.    

Phillip Unlikely, he is mentioned by name in the Fourth Gospel (John 1:43) 

Bartholemew 
(Nathaniel) 

Unlikely, he is mentioned by name in the Fourth Gospel (John 1:45-51) 

Matthew Unlikely, he wrote the first gospel and would probably not write a second one 

Thomas Unlikely, he is mentioned by name in the Fourth Gospel (John 20:24) 

Judas Iscariot No, he is Jesus’ betrayer (John 6:71) 

Judas/Thaddeus Unlikely, he is mentioned by name in the Fourth Gospel (John 14:22) 

James , son of 
Alpheus 

Unlikely, though he is not mentioned by name in the Fourth Gospel, he was not in 
the group closest to Jesus (Mark 9:2, Mark 14:33).  He was not a leader among 
the disciples, and was never juxtaposed with Peter in any of the gospels, as John 
and Peter were in the passages in Mark noted before, and the “beloved disciple” 
was with Peter in John 20.   

Simon the 
Zealot 

Same as James, son of Alpheus. 
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The evidence internal to the gospels, therefore, strongly suggests that John the apostle, the son of 
Zebedee, was the “disciple whom Jesus loved” and wrote the Fourth Gospel.  The external evidence, 
including the testimony of Irenaeus, Polycarp, Theophilus and other church fathers is convincing that 
John the apostle is the author of the fourth gospel.  In fact, no one seriously doubted the Johannine 
authorship of the Fourth Gospel until the 19th century.  This treatment of the question of who wrote 
John is very short, and good men have struggled over it for almost 200 years, but I believe it is more 
profitable to discover what God is saying to His people through this gospel than endlessly dicker over 
who wrote it.  I am satisfied that we have the right answer.   
 
The gospel of John is usually dated towards the end of the 1st century.  Church tradition states that 
John wrote his gospel during the reign of Domitian (81-96 AD) and that it was the last gospel written.  
From John 21:19 it can be inferred that John survived Peter, who was martyred in 64 or 65 AD during 
the reign of Nero (54-68 AD).  This suggests that John was written between 65 and 96.  John does 
not mention the Jewish rebellion or the destruction of the Temple and the Jewish war occurred from 
66-70 AD.  If the war was ongoing or had recently happened, it is reasonable to assume that John, a 
faithful Jew, would have mentioned it.  The fact that he didn’t suggests that the war and the end of the 
Temple occurred several years in the past.  This would place John’s between about 80 and 96 AD.   
Four places are commonly suggested for the location where John was written; Alexandria, Antioch, 
Palestine, and Ephesus.  According to tradition, John spent the last years of his life at Ephesus, so it 
is most likely that the Gospel of John was written in the 80s or early 90s in Ephesus.  Some modern 
scholars may hold tradition lightly, but I hesitate to do so.  I believe that we are neither more moral 
nor more intelligent than our forebears, and fear that too often we engage in chronological snobbery.  
Our descendants will likely do the same to us.   
 
The purpose of John’s gospel is clearly stated in John 20:31, “but these have been written so that you 
may believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God; and that believing you may have life in His 
name.”  The purpose of John’s gospel is to convince the Jews, and the world, of the person and work 
of Jesus Christ, so they might have eternal life with God.  The purpose in the late first century is 
exactly the same as the purpose in 2011; that man would know (have a personal relationship with) 
the Savior.  John’s gospel is key in helping non-believers become believers and helping believers 
come to be more like Jesus.    
 
John 1 

V1 – In the beginning, at the origin of all things (ἀρχή archē – extremity, first thing in a series, first 
place), the word (λόγος logos) existed. The pre-Socratic Greek philosopher Heraclitis (c. 535 – c. 475 
BC) wrote that the Logos is common and all things come to pass in accordance with it. The Stoics 
described the Logos as “the account which governs everything.” From these samples one can infer 
that the Greeks understood the Logos as a controlling force in the universe. If impersonal, it would be 
described as Fate. If personal, it would be described as God.  

But John also used the Old Testament meaning of the “Word”. In Genesis 1, God’s word is the force 
that created the universe (“God said…”).      

In the second phrase of this powerful verse, John described the Logos as being “with” or “to” God, as 
if standing alongside or pointing to Him. In the final phrase, John revealed that this mysterious word 
actually was God.  
 
V2 – As if to emphasize his point, John repeated that this Word, which is God, existed in the 
beginning with God. 
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 For God to already be existing in the beginning means that He must have existed before the 
beginning. For the Word to already be existing in the beginning means that It must have existed 
before the beginning.  

VV 3-5 - John then moved to describing the Word as a person, who we later discover is Jesus Christ. 
The author wrote that this Person made all things that exist in the universe, and then emphasized that 
fact by saying the same thing in the negative; that nothing that exists came into existence apart from 
Him. Not only was this Word the giver of life, but He was also the giver of light. Light speaks of 
understanding and clarity of vision, and His light was given to men.  This light is so powerful that no 
amount of darkness (σκοτία scotia – ignorance, confusion, evil) can overcome it.  

Thus in only five verses John used the time honored style of Hebrew poetry – statement/restatement, 
to emphasize the mighty fact that God manifest Himself as The Word and The Light. The rest of the 
book of John will flesh out this theme.  
 
VV 6-9 – John the Baptist, the forerunner of Jesus Christ, was sent by God the Father to tell others 
that Jesus Christ was the Light. John was not the Light, as some thought he might be (Luke 3:15), but 
was a witness to the Light.  
 
VV 10-11 – Though Jesus created the universe and though, taking on human flesh, He became part 
of the universe that He created, He was not accepted by His fellow humans. Further He was born into 
the Jewish race, and yet the Jews, His own race, did not accept Him. The reason for this rejection 
was moral, not intellectual. Since sin entered the universe and into the heart of man, and since God is 
perfectly good and without sin, man has fled from God even as darkness flees from light.  
 
VV 12-13 – The preceding statements are generalizations because some people, including Jews, had 
accepted Jesus Christ at the time the Book of John was written. Those that were able to receive Him 
did so by the will of God, who gave them the faith, the understanding and the desire know Him. On 
our own, none of us would seek God. For us to be saved from eternal separation from Him, He must 
seek us. He did so in the person of Jesus. From this mighty act, we humans, who used to rebel 
against Him, can be reconciled to Him and even become Children of God.  
 
V14 – Jesus, God the Son who is co-equal with God the Father in grace and glory, took on human 
flesh and dwelt with fallen man. Therefore man was able to see the glory of God with his own eyes, 
and in ways that he could understand. Jesus was uniquely able to reflect the glory of the Father, and 
man saw that such glory is full and even overflowing in grace and truth.  
 
V15 – John the Baptist referred to Jesus as the fulfillment of his own prophecy (Luke 3:16). Though 
he was older by six months than Jesus and came into ministry before Jesus did, yet Jesus was 
preeminent over John. Being self-existent as God, Jesus preceded John the Baptist. As a result, John 
willingly began to decrease in his ministry so that Christ could increase (John 3:30).   
 
V16 – All of the fullness of God has been given to us.  He has not only given us grace, but grace on 
top of grace.     
 
V17 – Here we see the beginnings of a contrast between Christ and Moses, the founder of the Jewish 
law. Moses was the messenger from God who brought the Law to the people, while Christ embodied 
the Law of God. Christ is the standard by which all law is measured.  
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V18 – No man has seen God the Father, because it is physically impossible for a mortal body to 
withstand the shock of seeing an immortal, infinitely glorious God. Jesus Christ, being the God-Man, 
has seen the Father perfectly. Therefore He is able to perfectly portray the Father to other men.  
 
VV 19-24 – John the Baptist was a popular prophet teaching in the southern part of the valley of the 
River Jordan.  So many denizens of Jerusalem and the surrounding region came to hear John preach 
that the religious leaders in the city noticed him. They sent out a team of priests and helpers to ask 
who John the Baptist considered himself to be. John denied being the Christ, the Promised Messiah.  
 
Wanting to ascertain what John’s claims were for himself, and how to categorize him now so that they 
could deal with him later, the religious leaders asked John again “Who are you?” John understood 
their game.  
 

1. If he claimed to be a prophet, they could attack his authority by catching him in some mistake, 
because prophets had to be perfect in their predictions (Deuteronomy 18:22, Jeremiah 28:9, 
Ezekiel 33:33).  

2. If he claimed to be a Levite or a priest they could attack him for a lack of formal training, 
though he certainly was the son of a priest (Luke 1:5).  

3. If he claimed to be a political leader then they could set the occupying Romans against him.   
4. If he denied any special authority, they could tell the people that there was no reason to listen 

to him. 
 
Instead John the Baptist answered these Pharisees by quoting Isaiah 40:3 and thereby claiming 
Isaiah’s authority for himself. Thus John claimed to be neither a prophet nor a political leader. He 
claimed no special training, but needed none, for even Isaiah, by rabbinic tradition a prince and 
descendent of the line of Judah, had none. John claimed authority only on the basis of fulfilling 
Isaiah’s prophecy. It was a masterful answer. 
 
VV 25-27 – Still focused on the question of authority and legitimacy, the Jewish leaders asked why 
John baptized people. Rather than answering directly, John pointed to Christ. His baptism of water 
was only symbolic, but “the one you do not know” would provide the true baptism of repentance and 
the forgiveness of sin. As such, John was not worthy to do the lowest service for Him.  

V28 – Bethabara (Βηθαβαρά Bēthabara - house of the ford) may be at the fords of Abarah on the 
Jordan River and on the way to Gilead.  

V29 – Jesus came to John the Baptist the next day, and John’s response to Him, “Behold, the Lamb 
of God who takes away the sin of the world”, suggests an advanced theological understanding that no 
one else seemed to have. The idea of the blood of lambs washing away the sin of man is common in 
the Old Testament, but to apply that to Jesus before His ministry really started required profound 
foresight. As a result, many critics suggest that this phrase was added on by John the Apostle (also 
the writer of this gospel) to support his later theological points. This is unlikely, and in any event is no 
more a logical explanation for what John said than simply assuming that God gave him special 
insight.  

VV 30-31 – John the Baptist reminded his hearers that Jesus was the preferred One. 

VV 32-33 – The account of the baptism of Jesus is more complete in Matthew (3:13-17). 
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 Here we are reminded that God the Father gave credibility to God the Son in the eyes of skeptical 
men but having God the Spirit visibly alight on Him.  It was the Spirit that alighted on Jesus that He 
would use to baptize others. 

V34 – John’s theology is again shown to be advanced.  It was incredible for a devoted, monotheistic 
Jew, reared in a strict Jewish household, to use the term “Son of God” for anything besides the nation 
of Israel (Exodus 4:22). To apply such a term to a man would have seemed heresy to most, and 
would have lost John many followers.  

VV 35-36 – John the Baptist had many disciples, but as soon as Jesus entered the seen, he pointed 
them to Him. Two disciples, Andrew and probably John, were with John the Baptist at this time.  

VV 37-42 – Andrew, was curious and asked if he could spend a little time to listen to Jesus. Jesus 
agreed. Andrew then ran to get his brother Peter and brought him to learn from Jesus. It was about 
1600. The Lord gave Peter a preview of his role in the coming conflict. Though he was called Simon 
the son of Jonah now, he would soon be called Cephas (Κηφᾶς Kēphas - stone), because he would 
develop the constancy of a rock.  

VV 43-45 – Jesus began His trip to Galilee, and Andrew and Peter probably went with Him at least as 
far as Bethsaida in Galilee; their home town. It is not likely that these disciples followed Jesus 
permanently at this time; this was only the first meeting. Later Peter moved to Capernaum to run a 
fishing business. Enroute Jesus met Philip, who told his friend Nathaniel about Him.  

V46 – Nazareth was a small town of no account and Nathaniel was surprised that anything significant 
could come from there. It was a town of bad reputation even within Galilee.    

VV 47-49 – While Nathaniel was going to Jesus, the Lord saw him and commented on his sterling 
character. Nathaniel was close enough to overhear and said “how do you know me?” Jesus reply 
suggested that He had seen Nathaniel in some miraculous way while he was still sitting under a fig 
tree. Nathaniel was greatly impressed, and proclaimed that Jesus must be divine. 

VV 50-51 – Jesus promised that Nathaniel would see far greater works than this. Indeed he would 
see heaven opened and angels of God ascending and descending upon the Son of Man. This 
statement is a clear allusion to Genesis 28:12, in which Jacob dreamed of the angels of God 
ascending and descending a ladder to heaven. Note that as the ladder provided the link between man 
and God in the dream, the Son of Man provides the link between man and God in this statement.  

The Son of Man was first referenced in Daniel 7:13-14, in which a divine Son of Man received an 
everlasting dominion from the Ancient of Days, God the Father. “Son of Man” was Jesus’ most 
common designation for Himself. 

John 2 
 
V1 – Jesus was raised in Nazareth, a village in Lower Galilee which overlooked the Jezreel Valley to 
the south. Three miles to the north was the Roman city of Sepphoris, a leading military, political and 
cultural center in Galilee with extensive building projects sponsored by Herod Antipas. Eight miles 
north of Nazareth and 17 miles southwest of Capernaum was Cana, a small farming village located in 
marshy terrain on the north edge of the Plain of Asochis (Shikhin), part of the Jezreel Valley.  
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The reference to “three days” suggests that the wedding was three days after calling Philip and 
Nathaniel (John 1:43-49). Jesus’ mother Mary was invited to the wedding, which suggests that she 
was a close friend or relative to at least one of the members of the wedding party.  
 
V2 – Jesus and his disciples, at least Philip and Nathaniel but perhaps including Peter and Andrew, 
were at the wedding also. John, who wrote the account, may have been present as well.  
 
V3 – The wedding festivities lasted seven days with new guests arriving every day, and the 
bridegroom was responsible to provide food and drink. People marrying in a small village like Cana 
were probably not wealthy, and in this case the groom’s supply of wine ran out. This was a social 
catastrophe for the groom and his family, and to a lesser extent the bride and hers. It was possibly 
even a cause for a lawsuit by the family of the bride.   
 
Mary was close enough to the couple to have been told of the problem, and she told Jesus about it. 
Joseph was probably dead by now and as the eldest son Jesus was responsible to meet the needs of 
his mother and family. Mary probably did not expect a miracle but she did expect Jesus to somehow 
help her friends out of their predicament.  
 
V4 – Jesus’ use of the word “woman, what have I to do with thee” was not a rebuke, but a notice to 
her that His obligations to the Father, not the expectations of His family, would be paramount in His 
work (cf. Luke 2:49). Jesus’ “hour” (7:30, 8:20, 12:23-27, 13:1, 16:32, 17:1) referred to His time of 
glorification; Calvary and the empty tomb.   
 
It is also likely that the kinship relationship between Jesus, His mother, and the wedding party was 
not close enough for Him to have primary responsibility to provide more wine; closer family needed to 
fix the problem.  
 
V5 – Undaunted, Mary told the servants to do whatever Jesus commanded.  She knew that Jesus 
was a remarkable child who had become a remarkable man. He had been the “man of the house” for 
several years and she had developed great confidence in Him.  
 
VV 6-7 – Six large water pots, each containing 20-30 gallons and used for ceremonial washing, were 
nearby. As the servants stood awaiting instructions, Jesus told them to fill the pots, probably half 
empty, with water. They filled the water pots until they were ready to overflow.  
 
We can only wonder what the servants were thinking. They probably expected Jesus to give them 
money and send them into town to buy wine. Instead Jesus told them to fill water pots normally used 
for hand washing. Perhaps they thought that He was making a moral statement like “if people kept 
themselves clean, God would provide.”  Perhaps they thought His order was stupid and irrelevant, but 
obeyed anyway due to the social pressure of those around. Whatever the servants thought, they 
complied completely, putting in as much water as the pots could hold.  
 
V8 - Jesus’ next command had to seem ridiculous to the servants. Why would they take water they 
had just put into a hand washing pot and serve it as a drink to the master of the wedding ceremony? 
Would they get fired? Would he get sick? At the very least they would be humiliated in front of 
everyone there. It is a wonder that the servants obeyed. Perhaps Jesus’ authority was such that they 
could not disobey. Perhaps having obeyed Him in a little thing, filling the pots, they now felt no choice 
but to obey Him in a big thing. Whatever the reason, the servants obeyed the Lord. 
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We do not know when the water in the pots became wine. It could have happened in the pots, or in 
the ladle when they brought the wine to the “governor of the feast”. If in the ladle, did the servant 
watch in fear and amazement as the clear water turned as if by magic into red wine?  
 
VV 9-10 – Jesus not only created wine, but fine wine in large quantities (120-180 gallons). The 
master of ceremonies was impressed by the quality of the offering and also by the timing. This young 
man did not try to pass off vinegary, inferior fare to his later (and more inebriated) guests. Instead he 
saved the best for last. 
 
V11 – This miracle is the first of seven signs that John reported. The disciples’ faith, and perhaps the 
faith of the servants, became stronger. It did not strengthen the faith of His brothers (John 7:5).  
 
VV 12-13 – It was a one day journey from Cana to Capernaum on the Sea of Galilee, which served 
as the base for Jesus’ Galilean ministry. Peter had a house in Capernaum where his mother-in-law 
lived (Matthew 8:14). The wedding was in the early spring, probably March or April, so Jesus didn’t 
stay long in Capernaum. He needed to get to Jerusalem for the Passover. All adult men were 
required to go annually. 
 
VV 14-16 – Only the priests could go inside the “Court of the Priests” and the Temple building, but 
Jewish men were allowed in the “Court of Israel”. Women had to stay in the “Women’s” Court and 
Gentiles could go no farther than the “Court of Gentiles.” Jesus probably found the money-changers 
in the Court of the Gentiles. 
 
People came to the Temple from all over the Roman and Parthian empires; some from thousands of 
miles away, for the Passover. They could not bring livestock to sacrifice but instead bought the 
livestock that they needed in Jerusalem. They also could not get the required Tyrian coinage in their 
home countries but had to change their money in Jerusalem. Therefore the business of selling 
livestock and changing money was legitimate and even godly. The problem was the location. The 
Court of the Gentiles, where the merchants hawked their wares, was the only place in the Temple 
complex that the Gentiles could worship. The bleating of sheep, the tinkle of money and the bickering 
of buyers and sellers could only have made it harder to worship.  Thus the very purpose for the 
pilgrimage to Jerusalem was lost; the best most people could do was to go through the motions. 
 
Why were these merchants in the Court of the Gentiles? 

1. Gentiles could not go into the Court of Women or the Court of Israel so booths set up there 
could not do business with Gentiles. 

2. Israelites heading to the Court of Women or the Court of Israel had to go through the Court of 
the Gentiles so they could do their business. 

3. The Court of the Gentiles was a large, open space that was ideal for a market. 
4. Many Jews at the time, with their near-instinctive hatred of Gentiles, probably didn’t care if the 

Gentiles worshipped or not. 
 
Jesus, however, cared deeply, and told bold and unpopular action. He fashioned a whip and walked 
around the Court, overturning tables and whipping those who would not move. The merchants must 
have been bewildered by this seemingly unprovoked attack, but got out of the way anyway, at least 
while Jesus was there. Undoubtedly later in the day, or at least by the following day, the merchants 
were back.  
 
Imagine if God told one of us to do the same thing. Would we obey or come up with a litany of 
reasons why we could or should not? 
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1. It is illegal. 
2. It is violent. 
3. It makes me look bad in front of others. 
4. It would make God (and me) look intolerant 
5. The merchants had legitimate business in the Temple. 
6. The Gentiles could just concentrate more and worship anyway. 
7. The Gentiles are really not that important anyway. 
8. I have no authority to do it. 
9. Perhaps I didn’t hear God right. 
10. Who am I to judge them? 
11. It will not do any good – the merchants will come back and start again as soon as I leave. 

 
While we could make a strong practical and even theological argument for not obeying in this case, if 
the Lord really commanded us to do it, we must. To do otherwise is sin. Sometimes God asks us to 
do things that don’t make a lot of sense. Jesus listened to the Father’s commands in the light of His 
understanding of the Father’s word, and then obeyed.  
 
This account is found at the end of the Synoptic Gospels, during Passion Week, and at the beginning 
of John’s gospel, during the first Passover of Jesus’ ministry. Either John moved his account to the 
front of his work for theological reasons or there were two Temple cleansings. The later seems more 
likely.  
 
V17 – Years after the event, John remembered it and noted Jesus’ zeal, recognizing in the episode 
the fulfillment of prophecy (Psalm 69:9). 
 
V18 – Probably the Temple police responded first to the incident. They would have asked Jesus what 
authority He had to do what He had done. Did the Chief Priest (Caiaphas) command it? Did the 
Sanhedrin sanction it? Did the order come from Pilate or Herod or someone else and they simply 
didn’t get the word? There is no record of this interaction but that is no proof that it did not happen; it 
certainly would have been the ordinary procedure. 
 
John’s gospel probably refers to a later interaction. The Temple Police probably took Jesus to 
whichever Jewish rulers were in the vicinity to decide what to do. Many probably knew Jesus by His 
reputation, and asked Him to produce a miracle to show that God had given Him authority to do such 
outlandish things.  
 
VV 19-21 – Recognizing their request for a miracle, Jesus replied with what they perceived as a 
fantastic boast. Herod the Great began rebuilding the Temple in 20 BC and by time work had been 
proceeding for almost half a century. In the eyes of the Jewish leaders who were questioning Jesus, 
no man on earth had the power to rebuild the Temple in three days. The emphasis in Greek is “YOU 
can raise the temple up in three days?” They were mocking Jesus’ presumption, and completely 
missed His prophecy of an even greater miracle; His resurrection from the dead. 
 
V22 – Only after Jesus rose again did the disciples understand His meaning.    
 
VV 23-25 – We are not told how Jesus was released from the Jewish leaders, but He spent the week 
doing many miracles. The people “believed” but their belief was suspect, because Jesus responded 
cautiously. More than anyone, Jesus knew the wickedness and duplicity in the heart of man. As a 
result, He did not commit Himself to them, or get too close to their expectations.  
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John 3 
 
V1 – Nicodemus was a Pharisee and member of the ruling council of Palestine, the Sanhedrin. The 
first part of the discourse between Jesus and Nicodemus is set in dialogue and the second part in 
monologue. For further reading, please see the article The Sanhedrin at mdharrismd.com.  
 
V2 – Given his high social position and status as a leading teaching in Israel, Nicodemus did not wish 
to be seen conferring with a controversial character like Jesus, so he came at night. He came to 
Jesus because of his very practical observation that since Jesus did miracles (mighty works) and only 
God can do miracles (mighty works), Jesus must have received His power to do them from God. 
Therefore Jesus’ teaching must also have been from God.  
 
As logical as this line of reasoning was, it escaped many of the other Pharisees (Matthew 12:24). This 
was not because they were stupid men but rather because they did not want to accept the inevitable 
conclusion.  
 
Man has an enormous capacity for self-delusion, and we are not immune. Many times God tells us 
something, through His word or through other people, and we refuse to believe because we don’t 
want to accept the consequences.  
 

1. Nations do it. The Mamelukes rejected gunpowder and were crushed by the Ottomans, and 
the British were unwilling to accept the reality of machine guns and trenches so they 
squandered thousands of lives in World War I 

2. People do it. How many men have wanted to abandon their wives because they found 
someone “better”, have been told not to, and rejected that wise counsel?  

 
V3 – Jesus changed the line of discussion from His miracles to entering the kingdom of God. The 
Pharisees believed that since they were biological descendants of Abraham, since they were Jews by 
birth, they would enter God’s kingdom. Jesus attacked this view directly by telling Nicodemus that 
birth from the line of Abraham was not enough, he needed to be born again.  
 
In modern America we don’t think that blood, who are ancestors were, matters much. Lincoln 
famously said “I don't know who my grandfather was; I am much more concerned to know what his 
grandson will be.” In the past, in most cultures throughout most of human history, one’s biological 
heritage was very important.  
 

1. With limited economic mobility, your ancestry largely determined your economic future. Land 
was wealth and land stayed in families. 

2. With limited physical mobility, your ancestry largely determined the kind of person you would 
marry and the place that you would live. Men would usually marry women from their same 
race, same social class, same region, and same religion.  

3. With limited communications, your ancestry largely determined your education, culture and 
religious system.  

 
Israel was chosen by God to be His people, and therefore it was entirely logical to assume that the 
people of Israel would enter God’s kingdom simply by virtue of their blood.    
 
V4 – Nicodemus understood Jesus’ words only in the literal sense and was puzzled about how he 
could again experience a physical birth.  
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VV 5-6 – Jesus replied suggesting that the physical birth was the birth “of water” and the spiritual birth 
was the birth “of the Spirit.” Without both events, Nicodemus had no hope of entering God’s kingdom. 
The physical birth begets a living body, and the spiritual birth begets a living spirit. Without a spiritual 
birth, there can be no living spirit.  
 
VV 7-8 – The Lord could tell that Nicodemus was struggling with the concept of the spiritual birth. 
Using the illustration of the wind, the Lord explained the behavior of the Spirit. Just as the wind was 
powerful and unpredictable, blowing where it wanted in a way barely detectable to man, so the Spirit 
moves where it wanted in a way undetectable to man.  
 
VV 9-12 – Nicodemus was still puzzled, and Jesus mildly rebuked him. More importantly He rebuked 
all of the spiritual leaders of Israel. Since teachers can only teach what they know and what they have 
seen, and since the Pharisees had rejected the testimony of Christ, they would be unable to 
understand. Further they would be unable to teach others. If earthly things were too much for 
Nicodemus, the Pharisees, and the other spiritual leaders in Israel to understand or accept, how 
could they ever understand or accept heavenly things.  
 
Jesus was not only concerned with Nicodemus but with all of the teachers of Israel, both for their own 
sakes and for the sakes of the people that they taught. He tailored His message to the willing man in 
front of Him and met His need first. However Jesus knew that though Nicodemus did not understand 
yet, the Spirit was working within him and so eventually he would. Jesus therefore moved from 
Nicodemus’ immediate needs to those of the group he represented and could influence.  
 
Had I been in Jesus’ position, I would have repeated myself, circled around verbally, used 
illustrations, and done everything that I could have until he understood or became frustrated. Jesus 
trusted in the work of the Spirit, knowing that Nicodemus would eventually be saved, and moved to 
the bigger needs of the group.  
 
V13 – The history of Israel included impressive stories about faithful men, such as Enoch (Genesis 
5:24, Hebrews 11:5) and Elijah (2 Kings 2:11-12), ascending into heaven. However none of them 
ever came back down from heaven to teach about it. Jesus, on the other hand, came down to earth 
from heaven. He had experienced it and was therefore uniquely qualified to talk about it. As a result, 
anyone who honestly wanted to learn about heaven should listen to Him.  
 
VV 14-15 – However the greatest work of Jesus, the Son of Man, would occur when He was lifted up. 
Moses made a bronze snake on the staff in the wilderness and lifted it high so that his people could 
look at it and be saved from God’s judgment (Numbers 21:6-9). Jesus would also be lifted high, in His 
death and resurrection, so that all mankind could look at Him and be saved from God’s judgment.   
 
V16 – In of the most famous and beloved verses in scripture, John summed up the gospel story.  
 
V17 – The wrath of God manifest in many stories in the Old Testament is true and terrible, but it is not 
the whole story. The Creator of the Universe is also its Sustainer and ultimately the One who loves it. 
The Lord wants no one to perish in everlasting separation from Him but all to be reconciled with Him 
(2 Peter 3:9).  
 
V18 – Those who reject Christ condemn themselves. He is the only One who descended from 
heaven and He is the only One who was lifted up so that men could be saved. Those who reject Him 
are rejecting their only hope.  
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VV 19-20 – Why do people reject Jesus and therefore condemn themselves to a life, and an eternity, 
away from God?  
 

1. Because God is holy and man is evil, and we would rather continue in our evil than turn and 
follow Him. 

2. Because God is light and His light would expose our wickedness. Our conscience, the sense 
of right and wrong that He put within us, would condemn us for our own thoughts, words and 
actions. Rather than being condemned, we would prefer to ignore the truth and stay in 
darkness.  

 
V21 – Prompted by the Spirit of God, however, a few people accept the Light and do good. Those 
people have their thoughts, words and actions empowered by God.  
 
V22 – The Apostle John, who wrote this book, now turned his attention to the conclusion of the 
ministry of John the Baptist. Jesus and His disciples moved from Jerusalem, where He had cleansed 
the Temple and met with Nicodemus, to the Jordan River area in Judea to teach, heal and baptize.  
 
VV 23-24 – John the Baptist and his disciples were baptizing farther north. The exact area is disputed 
but it seems to have been on the Jordan River in the region of Samaria near the Greek city of 
Scythopolis. If so, it may have been in the territory of the city and outside of Herod Antipater’s 
(Antipas’) domain. John had rebuked Antipas for his incestuous relationship with his niece, who was 
also his brother’s wife, Herodias. She wanted John dead (Mark 6:17-29). By placing John outside 
Antipas’ territory, God prolonged his life and ministry. John was later arrested. 
 
Josephus also wrote an account of the demise of John the Baptist, noting that he was imprisoned and 
executed in the fortress of Machaerus, 15 miles southeast of the mouth of the Jordan River on the 
Dead Sea (Antiquities 18.116-118).  
 
V25 – John and Jesus both practiced baptism in a way unfamiliar to Jewish tradition. The Old 
Testament includes laws regarding washing for purification and pagan religions also have purification 
rites, but baptism as practiced by John and Jesus was something new.  
 
V26 – More important to John’s disciples than baptism, however, was the fact that more people were 
going to Jesus than were going to John. John’s remarkable lifestyle and his powerful preaching had 
drawn the eyes of Israel, but the miracles and message of Jesus drew more.  
 
VV 27-28 – John confirmed to his disciples that he himself had borne witness to Jesus, placing Him in 
the first place and himself in second place. John recognized that God had given him a fruitful ministry, 
but his moment of fame and even his life were soon to pass.  
 
V29 – Using a common metaphor, John told them that he was merely the friend of the bridegroom. 
He would prepare the way for a marvelous wedding, but then would step aside and let Jesus, the 
bridegroom, receive the honor. Only in fulfilling his role, and not in taking Jesus’ role, would John be 
fulfilled.    
 
V30 – In a few words, John summed up Jesus’ future, and his. John’s disciples, who had probably 
hoped that he would launch a new initiative to reclaim followers, had to decide what they would do; 
stick with John, go to Jesus, or return to their former lives. God made it easier for them; John would 
be imprisoned and executed only a few months hence.  
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VV 31-35 – John gave his disciples more reasons to follow Jesus: 

1. Jesus came from heaven and John from earth. 
2. The testimony of Jesus about heaven was, therefore, what He had heard and seen in heaven.  
3. God sent Jesus from heaven and gave Him the words that He was to say. 
4. God gave Jesus His Spirit without measure. 
5. God loved Jesus, and gave Him all power and authority in the universe (cf. Matthew 28:18)  

 
V36 – As a result, John the Baptist wanted his disciples to follow Jesus. Has there ever been another 
leader who accepted his decline with more humility and grace? Some of them continued to follow 
John even after his death, and God gave them the special grace to meet with Paul and follow Jesus 
(Acts 19:1-10). For the same reasons John the Apostle wanted his readers to follow Jesus. Only 
those who did would have everlasting life.  
 
John 4 
 
VV 1-3 – The religious leaders of Judea considered John and Jesus to be threats to their authority, 
and they gauged the size of the threat by how many followers each had; just like armies size each 
other up by number of troops and politicians size each other up by number of votes. As John’s 
ministry waned and Jesus’ waxed, the political and religious Establishment increasingly focused their 
ire on Jesus. Knowing that it was not yet the time of His death and resurrection, Jesus left Judea and 
moved to Galilee, farther from the hot bed of opposition, to cool things down.  
 
It is also likely that Jesus moved north to avoid potential conflict between His disciples and John’s 
disciples.  
 
V4 – Samaria sat between Judea and Galilee on the west side of the Jordan River, but Jesus could 
have gone to the east side of the Jordan and traveled north, thereby avoiding Samaria, as most Jews 
did in normal circumstances. When traffic was heavy, however, such as the time of the great feasts, 
Jews would travel through Samaria.  
 
A desire to seek and save the lost (Luke 19:10), not geography, forced Jesus to go through Samaria.   
 
V5 – There is debate about the location of Sychar. Many think that it is a corruption of the name 
Shechem and that this episode occurred near Jacob’s well (Genesis 33:19) on the eastern outskirts 
of the city.  Others think that it could not be Shechem since Jerome’s Onomasticon distinguishes the 
two and since Shechem was destroyed in 107 BC.  However in other works Jerome (347-420 AD) 
equates Sychar and Shechem, and a village persisted in Shechem later into the Roman era. Another 
possibility is that Sychar is the modern village of Askar.  
 
V6 – Jesus and the disciples had probably been walking all morning and since this occurred around 
noon, decided to break for lunch. The disciples went into town to buy some food, itself telling because 
some Jews would not buy food from those with “unclean hands”.  
 
VV 7-8 – It was usual for women to draw water, but unusual for a woman to walk outside the village 
by herself to draw water in the heat of the day. Most women would have come out together in the 
cooler morning air. This marked her as an outcast; someone who was rejected by her community.  
 
Unexpectedly, Jesus asked for a drink.  
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V9 – By His accent and probably by His clothing, the woman knew that Jesus was a Jew. In ancient 
near eastern culture men were considered more important than women, and it was odd for a man, 
unless he wanted something unusual or unseemly, to talk to a woman.  
 
There were many reasons why the Jews and Samaritans hated each other. 
 

1. King Jeroboam had rejected the worship of Jehovah in the Northern Kingdom of Israel after the 
nation divided (1 Kings 12:28-31, about 950 BC). 

2. The Northern Kingdom of Israel and the Southern Kingdom of Judah fought many times in their 
history.  

3. The hated Assyrians had settled Gentiles in Samaria after the fall of the Northern Kingdom of 
Israel in 721 BC, and the remaining Israelites had intermarried with the interlopers. 

4. The Samaritans built a temple on Mount Gerizim but the Jews under John Hyrcanus destroyed 
it in 128 BC.   

5. Jews were not to eat or drink with Gentiles. To do so would be to be defiled.  
 
The Samaritan woman was understandably shocked that a Jewish man would even speak to her, 
much less ask for a drink.  
 
V10 – Jesus did not directly answer her question but instead led the conversation to Him. His primary 
purpose was never His own needs but instead the Father’s work. She wanted water, and if she 
provided water for Jesus she would be giving water, but Jesus introduced Himself as the only One 
who could give Living Water.  
 
The concept of living water is found in the Old Testament. God is the source of living water (Jeremiah 
2:13) and one day it will flow from Jerusalem (Ezekiel 47:9, Zechariah 14:8). The living water is a 
reference to the Spirit of God (Isaiah 44:3, Ezekiel 36:25-27).  
 
By discussing living water, Jesus is applying these passages to Himself and essentially making a 
claim to be God. Since the Samaritans did not accept the authority of these books, even if the woman 
had been scripturally knowledgeable, she would have missed the implications of Jesus’ words.  
 
VV 11-12 – Like the Sadducees, the Samaritans only recognized the Pentateuch, the first five books 
of the Old Testament, as Scripture. Therefore the Patriarchs and Moses were the most important 
figures in their history. Indeed Jacob, grandson of Abraham, gave them the well from which the 
Samaritan woman was about to draw water. Here was this man claiming to be more powerful than 
Jacob? 
 
VV 13-14 – Using the curiosity He had generated in her, Jesus explained that this Living Water would 
quench her spiritual thirst forever. In fact, the water would become a well that would spring up into 
eternal life. 
 
VV 15-16 – The woman was still thinking physically rather than spiritually, just like Nicodemus did in 
the prior incident and the disciples did later in this chapter. Jesus opted to change her understanding 
by demonstrating some of His power, forcing the woman to realize that He was something far greater 
than anything she had ever encountered. His challenge also directly addressed her personal spiritual 
needs.   
 
VV 17-18 – She told only part of the truth, because the whole truth would have been humiliating to tell 
to friends, much less to a stranger. 
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 Jesus caught her in her half-truth and revealed that He knew her better than she could imagine. The 
circumstances of her being at the well alone at midday marked her as something of an outcast, but 
the fact that she had had five husbands and was living in sin with someone else required either divine 
knowledge or prior information.  
 
Notably this passage casts doubt on the principle of common law marriage. The idea behind a 
common law marriage is that if two people behave as if married, such as living together, having 
children together, and working as a couple, the State can recognize them as married. While some 
jurisdictions recognize common law marriage, Jesus did not, as evidenced by His phrase “he you 
have now is not your husband.”  
 
VV 19-20 – Caught off balance, the Samaritan woman tried to change the subject. Abraham built an 
altar to God at Shechem (Genesis 12:6-7) and since Mount Gerizim overlooked Shechem, the 
Samaritans chose to build a Temple there as their place of worship. The Jews recognized the writings 
and the prophets, in addition to the law, as Holy Scripture. Therefore they chose Jerusalem (2 
Samuel 7:5-13, 2 Chronicles 6:6) in which to build the Temple and worship the Lord.  
 
VV 21-22 – This time Jesus answered her question, telling her that a great change was occurring in 
her time. The Samaritans did not acknowledge the whole Scriptures and therefore could not know the 
God that they thought they were worshipping. The Jews did acknowledge the whole Scriptures and 
therefore they could know. In this way, salvation was from the Jews.  
There was a more important truth, however. Jesus was God, the source of salvation, and He was a 
Jew, so in this way salvation was truly from the Jews.  
 
VV 23-24 – Worship was not about the external practice of religious ritual, but about the spirit of 
Christ working with the spirit of man to worship the Father in spirit. Consequently, it did not matter 
where true worshippers worshipped, whether a mountain or Jerusalem, because God could only be 
worshipped in spirit and in truth. External actions, especially when they contrasted with internal 
reality, were not worship at all, no matter where you were.  
 
V25 – Though the Messiah is not as clearly predicted in the Torah as in later Hebrew Scriptures, the 
Samaritans had heard the Jewish talk of the coming of the Messiah. 
 
V26 – Jesus bluntly told her that He was the Messiah, the Anointed One. Interesting that Jesus 
bluntly admitted this to a Samaritan woman but would not do so with the Jews, His own people.  
 
V27 – The disciples knew the social rules of the day as well as the Samaritan woman did and they 
were as surprised as she. For a well-known rabbi to be seen talking with a “woman of ill-repute” could 
easily provoke a scandal and damage His reputation. Nonetheless, nobody asked why He spoke to 
her; Jesus was clearly a man of authority and while they loved Him, they also revered Him.    
 
VV 28-29 - The woman used the break in the discussion to rush away, leaving her water pot at the 
well in her haste. She was clearly uncomfortable in the discussion but also amazed at Jesus’ 
knowledge of her and His claim to be the Messiah. On reaching the city, she told the men in the gate 
about the amazing man that she had met. Then she challenged them with the question “Is this not the 
Christ?”  
 
Her history would have made her a social outcast and for her to talk to Samaritan men was little more 
accepted than for her to talk to Jewish men. Nonetheless if she wanted to convince others that Jesus 
was the Christ, she felt that she had to get the men of the gate on her side.  
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On a personal note, the woman tried to dodge her sin when confronted by Jesus in verses 19 and 20, 
but here she acknowledged it. In this small village her neighbors would have known much about “all 
the things” that she ever did and probably gossiped more than a little about her many lovers. In the 
presence of the Messiah, however, the deceitful “I have no husband” changed to “the things I ever 
did.” She acknowledged the wrong that she had done.    
 
V30 – Though it was probably midday and time for lunch and an afternoon nap, the men thought 
enough of her story to investigate.  
 
V31 – The disciples didn’t dare ask Jesus why He spoke to her, but did encourage Him to eat some 
of the food that they had bought.  
 
VV 32-34 – Jesus’ used the current topic of conversation, food, to segue into a spiritual conversation. 
The disciples were puzzled, wondering how Jesus got the meat that He was speaking of. Just like 
Nicodemus and the Samaritan woman, the disciples were focused on physical realities and 
neglecting the spiritual ones. This echoes Moses writing (Deuteronomy 8:3) and Jesus’ own words at 
His temptation (Matthew 4:4).  
 
V35 – Harvest times occurred in May/June and September/October (see also the article The Land of 
Milk and Honey – Agriculture in Ancient Israel). Since Jesus said “there are yet four months until 
harvest”, this event probably occurred in the winter, perhaps February. His point is the man is a slave 
to physical realities, the harvest of food, while the spiritual realities, the harvest of souls, is infinitely 
more important. Further, there was no need to wait for this most important of all harvests; the hearts 
of many men were ready now.     
 
VV 36-38 – Those that sow and reap the souls of men receive temporal and eternal wages. Unlike 
the farmer, who both sows and reaps, the evangelist may do one or the other. Nonetheless, both 
share in the bounty.  
 
V39 – The woman’s enthusiasm was palpable and her story was convincing, so many believed. In our 
efforts to share Christ, our enthusiasm should be at least as palpable, because our story is still 
irrefutable.  
 
VV 40-41 – The people of the village wanted Jesus to stay for a couple of days, probably because 
they could receive more teaching. Jesus’ words convinced many more to believe in Him. There is no 
evidence that Jesus did any healing or other miracles in Samaria on this visit, and yet the people 
believed in Him. The Jews of Judea and Galilee, by contrast, saw hundreds of miracles, and yet they 
by and large did not believe in Him. What a powerful example of the limitations of mighty works in 
convincing man.  
 
V42 – The woman’s testimony peaked the curiosity of the people, but they truly believed only after 
they had heard Him themselves. Perhaps another factor was that this woman was still an outcast and 
it would make them look bad to accept her testimony alone for something as important as the 
Messiah.  
 
V43 – After two days, Jesus and the disciples continued their journey to Galilee.  
 
V44 – Jesus’ mission had been successful in Samaria, but He warned His disciples that it would not 
be successful in Galilee because He was from Galilee, and no prophet is honored in His own country.  
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V45 – Many of the Galileans had been at the feast in Jerusalem and had heard the teachings and 
seen the work that He did there (cf. John 2:13-23).  As a result, they initially received Him.  
 
VV 46-47 – Jesus returned to Cana, the site of His first miracle recorded in John. A Jewish nobleman 
lived in Capernaum, and on hearing that Jesus was back in Galilee, went to ask Him to heal his son. 
The distance between Capernaum and Cana was about 20 miles; between one and two days 
depending if he was walking or on horseback.  
 
V48 – Jesus knew the hearts of the people. They received Him in Galilee because of the miracles 
they had seen in Jerusalem. Had He done no miracles, they would not have received Him. The 
nobleman went to see Jesus because he wanted Him to heal his son. Had Jesus not been able to 
heal, he would not have come to Him. The underlying truth is that people were accepting not for who 
He was but for what they believed He could do for them.  
 
VV 49-50 – The nobleman repeated his urgent request. To his credit, when Jesus told him that his 
son was well, he believed Him. When Jesus told the nobleman to return home, he did. 
 
V51 – Elated at the recovery of their master’s son, the servants of the nobleman set out to give him 
the good news. Meanwhile the master himself was hurrying back. They had each gone about a day’s 
journey and met probably about halfway.  
 
VV 52-53 – The fact that the nobleman asked this question suggests that he wondered if his son had 
begun recovering on his own or if the intervention of Jesus, even from afar, made the difference. His 
servant’s answer confirmed that Jesus had healed his son. On returning home the nobleman told this 
amazing story and his whole family believed in Jesus.  
 
There are some times in the gospels when the text mentions that someone believed in Jesus but the 
genuineness of their faith can be questioned (cf. John 2:23-25). Given the way that John wrote of this 
family’s belief, it is likely that their faith was authentic and enduring (cf. Acts 16:30-34, Acts 18:8). 
 
V54 – John’s strategy in his gospel was to highlight certain of Jesus’ miracles to demonstrate the 
truth of who He was. They were: 
 

1. Making water into wine at the wedding in Cana (John 2:1-11). 
2. Healing the nobleman’s son in Cana (John 4:46-50). 
3. Healing the lame man at the pool of Bethesda in Jerusalem (John 5:1-47). 
4. Feeding the five thousand by the Sea of Galilee (John 6:1-14). 
5. Walking on the Sea of Galilee (John 6:15-21). 
6. Healing the man born blind at the pool of Siloam in Jerusalem (John 9:1-41). 
7. Raising Lazarus from the dead in Bethany (John 11:1-44). 
8. The huge catch of fish on the Sea of Galilee after His resurrection (John 21:1-14) 

 
Signs 4 and 5, feeding the 5000 and walking on the sea are the only two signs that are recorded in 
the other gospels. Signs 2 and 8, the healing of the moribund nobleman’s so and the raising of 
Lazarus, are the signs dealing with death. Signs 3 and 6 are both healing and occurred at pools in 
Jerusalem.  
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John 5 
 
V1 – Israelite feasts were typically tied to harvests and since 4:35 mentions “four months until the 
harvest”, it is likely, though we cannot be certain, that this feast was as early as May or June of the 
same year. Some manuscripts have “the feast” instead of “a feast” and Jesus had a custom of going 
to Jerusalem for Passover, so Irenaeus speculated that this feast was Passover of the following year. 
If the episode with the woman at the well happened in January or February, itself a speculation, 
Jesus had ministered in Galilee for at least four months and possibly 14 months when these events 
occurred. 
 
V2 – The word in “Bethesda” in Hebrew means “house of flowing water.” This gate may be the same 
one the Nehemiah referred to (3:1, 32, 12:39). If so it was a small gate on the north wall of the city 
near the northwest corner. The traditional location of the gate is below the Church of St. Anne.  
 
VV 3-4 - “Impotent” in the King James means “lame”.  The story of the “stirring of the waters” is 
controversial. Modern commentators note that it is not found in manuscripts (MSS) before the fourth 
century and the story differs somewhat in later MSS. Therefore most consider it a gloss, an 
explanatory note, added long after the fact. 
 
Commentators from the past accepted it as a valid part of Scripture. Matthew Henry (1662-1714) 
accepted the story as fact, as did Bishop Chromatius of Aquileia (d 406/7) and Bishop Ambrose (340-
397). It is not entirely clear who is right, but the Bible gives no other examples of periodic and 
predictable miracles such as this. As such this story represents a departure from the Lord’s modus 
operandi, much more resembling the myths of old. Therefore readers would do well to avoid placing 
too much weight here.  
 
V5 - The beggar had spent most of his life here, and knew and was known by everyone in the area. 
There could be no doubt that this was a genuine healing. 
 
VV 6-7 - It should not have been hard to know that this man was long lame. If he had been lame 
since birth his leg and hip muscles would have been underdeveloped and if he had become lame 
later they would have atrophied. However, this beggar could probably have done things, such as 
exercise, to develop whatever muscle he had remaining. As an astute observer Jesus knew what the 
problem was and what the man could have done, but had not, in order to make it better. That may be 
why Jesus asked the beggar if he wanted to get well.  
 
The beggar’s explanation is wanting. Assuming that the story of the moving of the waters actually 
occurred, he could have pulled himself into the water with his upper body; paraplegics and bilateral 
amputees do that sort of thing all of the time. For some reason, he could or would not. This is a 
common problem in our lives. We ask the Lord for things but do nothing to obey Him and help the 
situation ourselves.  
 
VV 8-9 – In one simple command, Jesus healed him, and told him to exercise his body and his faith. 
He did so, certainly demonstrating more health, and probably more faith, than any other day in his 
life.    
 
V10 – The Jewish authorities knew that he had been lame because they had seen him at the pool for 
years. After overcoming their initial surprise they could not fail to know who had healed him. 
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Unfortunately, instead of rejoicing with the man who was now whole, they condemned him for 
carrying his pallet, essentially a sleeping mat, on the Sabbath day.  
 
V11 – As weak in character as he had been in body, for after all he was a beggar, he blamed Jesus.  
 
VV 12-13 – The Jewish authorities, seeking to build a case against Jesus, asked the beggar to 
identify who had healed him. He could not remember, a remarkable fact similar to not being able to 
remember who gave you a million dollars just a few minutes before.  
 
V14 – They were probably in the Court of Israel, the courtyard of the Temple were only Jewish men 
could worship. Jesus knew that the beggar would betray Him to the authorities, but had such concern 
for his spiritual state that He found him later. The beggar had received physical healing, and that 
seems to be all that he cared about. Jesus advised that the man’s spiritual state was bad and getting 
worse. He would be in danger of eternal damnation if he did not repent and follow God.  
 
V15 – Failing to heed Jesus’ admonition, the beggar immediately went to find the Jewish leaders who 
were seeking to destroy Jesus. Then he informed on the Man who healed him. Jesus’ warning had 
fallen on deaf ears; the beggar sinned in the biggest way he could just moments after Jesus warned 
him against further sin.  
 
Sometimes we do kind things for people and they betray us. Our first reaction is often anger; “how 
can they do that with all that I have done for them?” Our next reaction may be revenge. Another 
reaction is to refuse to do anything for them in the future, or even to break off all contact with them. If 
we knew that we were about to be betrayed, like Jesus did, how many of us would still do the good 
deed?  
 
V16 – The Jewish reaction was entirely predictable. This incident was just another reason for them to 
hate and ultimately kill Him. The fact that He had healed a lame man, showing unearthly compassion 
and divine power, seems to have completely escaped them. By this time, no amount of logic would 
get many of them to change their minds.  
 
V17 – Jesus’ defense further inflamed His adversaries. In telling them that the Father was working 
through Him, Jesus was claiming equality with God. The Jews clearly understood this to be a claim of 
divinity, even if we moderns are not that astute.  
 
V18 – The Jewish authorities undoubtedly thought that their murderous intents against Jesus were in 
accordance with God’s will. They had been destroyed as an independent nation almost 600 years 
before because they had failed to obey God. In their minds Jesus’ laxity towards the Sabbath and 
towards other traditions such as ceremonial washing would lead in people away from the Law. This 
would end as it had before, with the Romans destroying their nation and taking away the Jewish 
authorities’ place in the land. Even worse in their minds, Jesus was usurping the place of Jehovah. 
Thus killing Him was their “duty” before the Lord. 
 
VV 19-47 – This passage is a discourse in which Jesus revealed Himself to His accusers. In it Jesus 
implied that He was the Son of God, and described His relationship with the Father God in familial 
terms. This would most likely have enraged the Jewish authorities, because in the Old Testament the 
nation of Israel, not any individual man, was called the Son of God. They probably would have 
thought that Jesus was trying to take the place of the whole nation. No wonder they wanted Him 
dead.  
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V19 - A flaw in the reasoning of the Jewish rulers was that Jesus taught spoke the words of God. 
Though He contradicted rabbinic traditions and interpretations of the Law, He did not contradict the 
word or spirit of the Law. Moses did not say “don’t heal on the Sabbath”, he said “remember the 
Sabbath Day and keep it holy.” Pursuant to Jesus instructions, the beggar picked up his mat and 
carried it through the Temple courts. Though Jeremiah forbade the carrying of loads on the Sabbath 
(Jeremiah 17:21-22), the healing of this lame man was a great good. It was the traditions of man, not 
the commands of God, that Jesus opposed, and He did so because those traditions of man 
themselves contradicted the commands of God.   
 
Another flaw in their reasoning is that He did the works of God. Jesus fed the hungry, healed the sick, 
and later raised the dead. As Nicodemus noted, no man could do those things unless he came from 
God (John 3:2). Jesus never used His power for evil or even selfish designs; He used it to do the 
things that the Father loves.  

V20 – Just as a human father loves his son, so God the Father loves God the Son. The Father’s love 
is manifest in revealing His works to the Son. He will even show the Son amazing works. This word 
(δεικνύω deiknyō) suggests “giving evidence”, and the idea is that the Father will use amazing works to 
give evidence of His relationship with the Son. God would allow those listening to Jesus to see the 
works and marvel at them in the hope that they would believe.  

V21 – The most marvelous work would be that just as the Father raised the dead (2 Kings 4:8-37, 2 
Kings 13:21), so the Son would like raise the dead (John 11:38-44).   

V22 – As the Father had given the power of life and death to the Son, likewise He had given all 
judgment to the Son. This was clearly a warning to those who were about to judge Him and condemn 
Him to death.  

V23 – Life, death and judgment were given to the Son because the Father wanted all men to honor 
the Son as they were supposed to honor Him. In fact, to withhold honor to the Son was to withhold it 
from the Father. Another warning to those who opposed Jesus.  
 
V24 – To hear the word of the Son and believe it was to hear the word of the Father and believe it. 
Those who did so had everlasting life rather than condemnation. The Jewish authorities listening to 
Jesus believed that they had everlasting life due to their blood membership in Israel as descendants 
of Abraham, so the idea that they had to believe Him to gain everlasting life was preposterous.  
 
VV 25-26 – Those who were spiritually dead would hear the words of Jesus and become spiritually 
alive. In due time they would be resurrected to physical eternal life. To the ears of the Jewish rulers, 
Jesus’ claims were beyond presumptuous, they were blasphemous. He was claiming to have the 
power of spiritual and physical life and death.  
 
VV 27-29 – Implicit in His power of life and death was the power of judgment. Jesus was the standard 
of good and evil, and would judge men according to Himself as the standard. Those who were good 
by Jesus’ standard would be bodily resurrected into life with the Father, and those who were bad by 
His standard would be bodily resurrected into life without the Father, that is, damnation. Note 
however, that Jesus taught that no one is good except God (Luke 18:19). Therefore only those who 
had the righteousness of God would be resurrected in life with God. It is impossible for any man, no 
matter how hard he tried, to earn the righteousness of God. The only way he could get it, and thus be 
resurrected to life with the Father, is to have the Father God give His righteousness to him. That is 
the promise of Jesus.  
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V30 - Jesus did all His works through the power of the Father. He also judged with the wisdom of the 
Father, because He was sent by the Father. 
 
VV 31-32 – We constantly tell other people who we think we are. Expensive houses and cars, 
impressive titles, name-dropping, and carefully crafted stories pass on our importance, or at least how 
important we think we are, to other people. We spend our lives bearing witness of ourselves. 
 
Jesus however, taught that when we bear witness to ourselves, our witness is false. By nature man 
will perpetually see himself as better (or maybe worse in certain areas) than he actually is. Despite 
seeing Himself with perfect clarity, Jesus did not bear witness of Himself. There were others who bore 
witness of Him.  
 
VV 33-35 – John the Baptist bore witness of Jesus. Though Jesus did not need any man to bear 
witness of Him, for the benefit of the people God sent John to bear witness. John’s message burned 
hardened hearts and shined light into dark minds, and for a little while many people listened to him. 
 
VV 36-37 – The main One to bear witness to Jesus, however, was the Father who sent Him. His 
mission was to do the works of God. The Father’s witness is perfect, but He Himself is very distant 
from man’s understanding. 
 
V38 – Since the people rejected the word of God, they also rejected the One that He sent.  
  
VV 39-40 – If the Jewish religious authorities and rulers had truly known the word of the Father, they 
would have accepted the Son. By not accepting the Son, they forfeited any chance at eternal life.  
 
VV 41-42 – Jesus’ honor did not come in money, awards, titles, or honor from men. This freed Him 
from seeking the acclaim of men. It also helped Him to know the hearts of men. 
 
VV 43-44 – The Son of Man came in the name of the Father, doing His words and works. They were 
rejecting Him, but would accept someone who came in their own name.  
 
VV 45-47 – As noted above, the Jewish authorities put their trust in their bloodline and their religious 
and cultural lines to Moses. Jesus condemned this, knowing the Moses wrote of Him. By rejecting 
Jesus, they were rejecting everything.  
 
John 6 
 
V1 – Jesus and His disciples left Jerusalem after the Passover and returned to Galilee in the north. 
Rather than staying in Nazareth and Cana as before they went to the east part of Galilee near the 
Sea of Tiberias (Sea of Galilee, Lake Gennesaret).  
 
V2 – Jesus’ reputation was by now nationwide and large crowds followed Him, the sick hoping to get 
well and the well hoping to see a miracle.  
 
V3 – The country around Lake Gennesaret is hilly. Teachers in antiquity sat while there students 
stood to receive the lesson.  
 
V4 – Jesus and His disciples must have ministered for a whole year in Galilee because the Jewish 
Passover was again imminent.  
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V5 – John’s account has Jesus bringing up the question of feeding the multitude, while Matthew’s 
account has the disciples bringing it up (cf. Matthew 14:13-21). According to Matthew’s account, 
Jesus had been teaching all day from this hillside. Seeing that the day was nearly spent, the disciples 
brought up the fact that the crowd was undoubtedly hungry and they needed to find food. An 
unwritten possibility, but one that is true to human nature, is that the disciples were getting hungry 
and tired. They may have even brought this issue up to make the crowd go away.  
 
V6 - John’s account suggests that Jesus used this event to teach His disciples.  
 
V7 - Philip gave a very practical answer. An average workman received about one denarius per day 
for his laborers. To buy food for all of these people would require over 200 days of wages, and even 
then each person would get very little.  
 
VV 8-9 – Andrew is an unheralded hero among the disciples, and in this story he came up with a plan 
to feed the crowd, no matter how small his ideas seemed.  
 
VV 10-13 – The Sea of Tiberias gets relatively good rainfall, especially on the north coast, and this 
climate helps grass to grow. Jesus took the small offering of five barley loaves and two small fish and 
broke the bread, giving thanks to God. The Lord multiplied the food while the disciples were 
subdividing the multitude into sections small enough to be handled. The food was distributed to the 
group. Everyone ate their fill, Jesus, never wanting to waste resources, told the disciples to gather 
than everyone. Traditionally this occurred near the village of Tabgha (formerly Heptapegon – seven 
springs), about two miles west of Capernaum.      
 
VV 14-15 – “Those men” refers to the men in the crowd, and “that prophet” refers to the Messiah. 
Thus the people who had just been fed, taught, and many healed, by Jesus, wanted to make Him 
king. They would use force if necessary. And in the minds of those there, why not? An army led by 
Jesus would be unstoppable. He could feed and heal them with a word. The Jews would regain their 
national independence and become the premier power in the world. Jesus’ disciple Judas Iscariot 
was probably in full agreement. 
 
What they did not understand was the spiritual transformation that Jesus offered, the change He 
spoke of to Nicodemus and the Samaritan woman. They sought power to rule in this life while He 
offered power to live forever. They sought vengeance on their enemies while He offered forgiveness 
for all. They sought a king who could meet demands but never demanded while He offered a king 
who demanded everything but gave even more in return.  
 
This was a dangerous time in His ministry because most other men would have been swept along 
with the tide of public opinion. How many politicians allow themselves to be cajoled into actions 
against their will? How many public figures ride from one wave of public opinion to another in the 
hopes of staying in power? How many are constantly taking their clues of right and wrong from the 
fickle crowds?  
 
Jesus never did that. Sensing the danger, He cooled the situation by retreating alone to a nearby hill 
where He could not readily be found. While other men would have given a speech, basked in the 
applause and met with their closest supporters to plot their next move, Jesus intentionally backed off. 
He did everything on His timetable and in His way; the way of the Father.  
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VV 16-19 – After the sun went down, the disciples got into their boats and began rowing towards 
Capernaum. They rowed out into the sea and then 25-30 furlongs toward the city. One furlong is 
about 200 meters (220 yards) so they rowed over three miles and were probably nearly to their 
destination. The disciples were hindered by a strong wind that stirred up the waters and made rowing 
difficult. If the wind came from the region of Mount Hermon in the north, as many did, and if the 
traditional location of the miracle is correct, the wind would have also directly impeded their progress 
and they would likely have tried to row around it.  
 
VV 20-21 – The Sea of Galilee is only 200 feet deep and therefore its waters can be easy stirred up 
by the winds. Amidst the darkness and waves, the disciples saw Jesus walking on the water. Most 
men would have drowned, and so the disciples were afraid.  Jesus comforted them, got on to the 
ship, and the ship was immediately at its destination. This may mean they miraculously covered the 
rest of the distance to land or that they were very close to land when they saw Him and the rest of 
journey seemed very quick.  
 
VV 22-24 – A crowd reassembled the following morning and saw that the disciples had rowed away, 
but they knew that Jesus had not gone with them. Other small boats showed up and as many people 
as could got into the boats and went to Capernaum to find Jesus. 
 
VV 25-27 – The people wanted to know how and when Jesus arrived, but Jesus wanted to talk to 
them about their hearts. They wanted Jesus because He met their physical needs, but Jesus wanted 
them to realize their desperate spiritual need. Meeting physical needs is easy compared to 
acknowledging and meeting the need of a dead spirit. If they realized their spiritual need they would 
seek the food that only Jesus, given the seal of approval of the Father, could provide.  
 
VV 28-29 – The people asked how to do the works of God, and Jesus replied that they needed to 
believe in Him. Notice that even though the Bible refers to many people as “believing” in Jesus (cf. 
John 6:14), such belief was essentially selfish and inadequate for salvation.    
 
VV 30-31 – These verses seem incredible. How could a group of people, having just been healed and 
fed by this miracle worker have the audacity to ask for another sign to help them believe in Him? 
What did they need to convince themselves? The answer is as follows: 
 

1. The Messiah was expected to be greater than Moses, the greatest of the Old Testament 
leaders. 

2. Jesus had fed them for a day while Moses had fed them for 40 years, with manna in the 
wilderness. 

3. Feeding for 40 years is greater than feeding for a day, and therefore Moses’ miracle was 
greater than Jesus’ miracle.  

4. If Jesus was claiming to be greater than Moses, He needed to perform a miracle greater than 
Moses did.  

 
Therefore the peoples’ question seemed entirely reasonable to those who asked it. This is the case 
for most people when they ask questions. 
 
V32 – Jesus attacked their underlying assumption. Moses did not give them bread from heaven and 
therefore did not feed them for 40 years. Rather that miracle came from Jesus’ Father, the God of the 
Universe. The claim that God was the Father of Jesus was incredible, Moses never made it for 
Himself but only for the people of Israel. Thus Jesus was making a claim that would puzzle and 
offend. Eventually it cost Him His life.   
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Not only did Moses not give the bread from heaven, but even the bread from heaven that they 
associated with him was not the true Bread from Heaven. Moses’ bread was temporal, filling for a 
moment but doing nothing for eternal life.  
 
V33 – The true Bread from Heaven gave eternal life to the world.  
 
V34 – Just like the Samaritan woman who asked for Living Water so that she would never thirst 
(physically) again (John 4:15), these crowds asked for the Bread of Life so that they would never 
hunger (physically) again. As with Nicodemus, the great teacher of the Jews, the people were so 
focused on the physical part of their being that they couldn’t grasp the spiritual truths that He was 
teaching.  
 
V35 – Jesus detonated a bombshell. The people were thinking of honey-flavored wafers from heaven 
(Exodus 16:31) and He said that He Himself was the Bread of Life. Jesus then stated that the way to 
never hunger or thirst again was to come to Him.  
 
V36 – While the Samaritan woman and her countrymen believed (John 4:25, 41-42), even though 
they saw no miracle, the Jews in this crowd did not believe in Him, even though they saw amazing 
miracles.  It almost makes one think that miracles can be a hindrance as much as a help to sharing 
the good news about Jesus.  
 
VV 37-40 – Speaking of God’s sovereignty, Jesus promised the people that those who the Father 
gave to Him would come to Him and have eternal life. This was because His duty was only and 
always to do the perfect will of the Father. Those who came to Him would never hunger or thirst and 
they would be resurrected in the final judgment.  
 
The claims that Jesus is making for Himself are breathtaking:  

1. God is His Father.  
2. He came down from Heaven. 
3. He does only the will of God.  
4. The Father gives Him people to save.  
5. He raises His followers from the dead in the Last Judgment.  

 
VV 41-42 – No wonder the people in the crowd, and especially the Jewish leaders present, were 
grumbling about Him. You can almost hear them whispering “who does He think He is?” They actually 
say as much. He had done an amazing miracle but His claims outstripped His works in their minds. 
Didn’t Elijah and Elisha do amazing miracles, yet they never claimed to be God? Don’t we have proof 
that this Man did not come down from heaven? 
 
VV 43-48 – Jesus wanted them to stop talking and start listening. He repeated the fact that the Father 
draws people to Him, and He then gives these people everlasting life. As was spoken by the Hebrew 
prophets, those who truly read and understood the Scriptures went to Him, the only One who has 
actually seen the Father.  Those who believed in Him would receive eternal life, because He is the 
Bread of Life. 
 
VV 49-51 – The Lord wanted to sharpen the contrast between the Bread that He provided and the 
bread that the Israelites had eaten in their wilderness wanderings. No matter how miraculous the 
source, eating manna did not protect from death. Manna satisfied the body for a short time, but 
ultimately failed to give life. Jesus, by contrast, provided the manna that would satisfy forever. 
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However, Jesus went on to say something that sounded ridiculous, not to mention provocative. He 
said that His flesh was the Bread of Life.   
 
That statement undoubtedly sounded as repugnant then as it does now. Jesus seemed to be 
suggesting cannibalism, an idea wholly discordant with His proven character.  
 
V52 – Some of the Jewish leaders and people present recognized this as metaphor, however 
obnoxious and impolite. Others were thinking concretely and puzzled about how Jesus could give his 
flesh to other people and not be consumed.  They all discussed what the real meaning might be.   
 
VV 53-58 – Confronting this confusion, Jesus did not explain it; instead He intentionally added to it. 
Not only did His followers have to eat His flesh, they also had to drink His blood. Only those who did 
this would have eternal life.  
 
What then did Jesus mean? The Old Testament clearly forbids eating blood (Genesis 9:4, Leviticus 
19:26) and so He clearly did not intend His statement to be taken literally. Rather Jesus was saying 
that every part of His being, His thoughts, His words, and His actions, had to be internalized into 
those who would follow Him. Only then would they receive eternal life.  
 
V59 – Jesus taught these things in the synagogue at Capernaum. 
 
VV 60-61 - Many of His 70+ disciples struggled with this teaching. Jesus recognized this and 
continued. 
 
V62 – Jesus asked the people if this teaching caused them to stumble, what would they do when they 
saw Him ascending into heaven. Jesus’ teaching was radical, but how much more radical would be 
His greatest act, rising from the dead? If trying to conceptualize eating His flesh and drinking His 
blood caused consternation among the crowds and His disciples, how much more difficult would it be 
to understand, and accept, His resurrection.  
 
V63 – Repeatedly in His ministry Jesus tried to get His hearers to focus on the Spirit, not the flesh, 
because the Spirit gives life. He did it with Nicodemus, the Samaritan woman, His disciples, and now 
the Jewish crowd and their leaders. We spend our lives focused on our physical pleasure, physical 
needs, and physical accomplishment, but we think little of our lives as spiritual beings. But the spirit, 
not the body, will live forever. And if the Spirit of God does not give life to the spirit of each man, little 
that happens in the man’s body will matter.  
 
V64 – With His acute perceptions, human and divine, Jesus knew who would believe and who would 
not. He also knew who would soon betray Him.  
 
V65 – The Lord told His hearers to believe, and also told them that the only ones who would believe 
were the ones that the Father drew to Him.  This suggests that the hearers had no role in their own 
salvation; that they could no more believe on their own than a man could fly from earth and touch the 
sun in his flesh.  
 
The Bible teaches that salvation comes from the Lord alone; that those He calls are saved, and none 
other. However it also teaches the man is responsible for his actions, and for his decision in salvation. 
Since God is perfectly just, it is not clear how to reconcile these seemingly irreconcilable truths. 
Nonetheless both are true and worthy of belief and obedience.  
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VV 66-67 – Jesus’ teaching was so troubling that many of His outer circle of disciples stopped 
following Him. He asked the Twelve if they would desert Him as well.    
 
VV 68-69 – Peter gave a very practical answer. No matter how hard Jesus’ teaching was to accept, 
they would not leave because they had no other place to go. The Spirit of God working through Jesus 
miracles, His teachings and His character had convinced them that He alone had the words of life. 
Jesus alone was the Messiah, the Holy and Anointed One, and they needed to stay with Him.  
 
VV 70-71 - One of Twelve chosen by Jesus not only did not believe, but He would betray Him.  
 
John 7 
 
V1 – After the controversy on the feeding of the 5,000 and the Bread of Life speech, Jesus no longer 
ministered in Judea but only in Galilee. With one faction trying to make Jesus king by force and 
another faction, the chief priests (Sadducees) and Pharisees, trying to stay in power, the situation in 
and around Jerusalem became explosive.  
 
V2 – It was autumn and the Feast of Tabernacles, one of the two primary feasts in Israel, was soon. 
Since the feeding of the 5000 happened near Passover (John 6:4), events in this chapter happened 
about six to seven months later. 

VV 3-5 – Though many Catholics and Orthodox believers hold to the perpetual virginity of Mary, the 
Scriptures do not support this view. Matthew 1:25 notes that “Joseph kept Mary a virgin until she 
brought forth her firstborn son”. This passage clearly states that Jesus had brothers, although really 
half-brothers because God, not Joseph, was His Father. The Greek word (ἀδελφός adelphos) does not 
support the contention that these men were actually cousins, or that they were Joseph’s children from 
an earlier marriage.  

More importantly, his brothers did not believe that Jesus was the Messiah, the chosen One of God, 
and altogether they were pretty clueless about what was going on with Him. Their suggestion that 
Jesus wanted fame reveals that they did not understand how famous He actually was. Their 
implication that He wanted power reveals that they did not understand His miracles and that He could 
be proclaimed king in Israel in a moment if only He would give the word. Jesus already had more 
fame and power than they could possibly imagine, but He was not concerned about Himself. Instead 
He wanted to give. 
 
Jesus’ family had been embarrassed by Him in the past (Mark 3:20-21), and His recent speech about 
people eating His flesh and drinking His blood couldn’t have helped. Though their words could have 
been well-intentioned advice on Jesus’ career, it seems more likely that there is a sneer in the voices 
of Jesus’ brothers in this text. “You think that you are such a big shot! Get your parade together with 
your lackeys and give them a good show.  
 
To their credit, Jesus’ brothers seem to have finally believed in Him after the resurrection (Acts 1:14); 
certainly James, the author of the book of James and leader in the Jerusalem church, did (1 
Corinthians 15:7). 
 
V6 – The phrase “my time is not yet come” referred in the immediate sense to when He would go to 
the feast. Jesus was continually aware that every aspect of His life was scheduled by the Father, and 
everything He did was in God’s time and way. In the ultimate sense, “my time is not yet come” 
referred to the time of the consummation of Jesus’ ministry, His death. 
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  In addition to moving in God’s time, Jesus was equally aware that nothing could happen to Him, no 
matter how badly the Jewish leaders wanted Him dead, until the Father allowed. Thus He had 
amazing confidence in the face of His soon-to-be murderers.  
 
His brothers were not following God’s schedule, living in disobedience to His will. Though the Father 
sovereignly controlled their lives as well, their failure to acknowledge Him meant that it did not matter 
when they acted. 
 
V7 – The world, the spiritual forces of wickedness and those people who lived their lives in obedience 
to these forces, hated Christ because He lived in harmony with the Father. Jesus’ brothers were living 
in opposition to the Father by rejecting the Son, and the world accepted them. 
 
VV 8-9 – All Jewish men were required to attend the Feast of Tabernacles, as with the Feast of the 
Passover, every year. Jesus told His brothers that He would go a little later. So the family left and 
Jesus stayed. Neighbors must have wondered why such a prominent man as Jesus wasn’t going to 
the Feast. 
 
VV 10-11 – Jesus did not advertise His departure for the feast and He traveled unobtrusively. When 
He did not arrive with His family as expected the Jewish leaders in Jerusalem searched for Him, 
perhaps because they were planning to kill Him. This was the last time that He was in Galilee before 
His resurrection.  
 
VV 12-13 - Jesus has always been a source of controversy. His supporters looked at His undeniable 
good works, while His detractors cited His controversial teachings. Both groups were nervous about 
openly talking about Him for fear that the Jewish leaders would retaliate against them. These crowds 
included Jews from Judea, Galilee, and throughout the Roman and Persian worlds.  
 
VV 14-15 – The Lord arrived in Jerusalem mid-way through the Feast, missing the opening 
ceremonies. He went to the Court of Israel in the Temple complex and began to teach. Jesus’ 
teaching continued to amaze the people; He had the brilliance of a scholar and yet the common touch 
of a common man. 
 
VV 16-17 – Jesus gave the credit for His remarkable teaching to the Father, the One who sent Him. 
He went on to say that those who did the will of the Father would know the doctrine of the Father. In 
answer to the debate in verse 12, they would also know the source of Jesus’ doctrine. The key, 
therefore, to knowing if Jesus was good or bad, if He was teaching His own doctrine or the Father’s, 
was to obey the Father. If people did not know who Jesus’ was, their ignorance was caused by their 
disobedience.  
 
We can easily cite examples of disbelief resulting in disobedience. If I prescribe a medication to a 
person and that person does not believe that it will do them any good, they often won’t take it. 
However disobedience often results in disbelief. I often prescribe physical therapy for patients who 
have musculoskeletal pain along with defects in strength or flexibility. Many of those patients like and 
trust me but just don’t have time to do the physical therapy. These people often don’t get better and 
end up believing that physical therapy wouldn’t have done them any good anyway.  
 
V18 – People who teach their own ideas and experiences seek their own glory. Those who teach 
other’s ideas and experiences seek the glory of others. Those who teach the ideas and experiences 
of God seek the glory of God. Since only God is true and righteous, only those seeking His glory are 
true and righteous. 
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V19 – Moving from the abstract to the specific, Jesus asked His listeners why they failed to keep 
Moses’ Law which had been given to their people by the Father. The question must have sounded 
strange, since when He made the accusation they were standing in the men’s court of the Temple in 
Jerusalem during the Feast of the Tabernacles, all of which were commanded by Moses.  His 
listeners were probably among the most observant of Moses’ Law, and so why would He say that 
they weren’t keeping the Law? 
 
Jesus’ accusation was prompted by the fact that the Jewish leaders among His listeners were 
seeking to kill Him. While they might be very good at keeping the externals of the Law of Moses, the 
simple fact that they were contemplating murder meant that they missed the whole point of the Law. 
Since they did not obey the Law they did not know God, however loudly they claimed that they did.  
 
V20 – Probably shocked by His awareness of their secret plans, the people reacted harshly.  
 
V21 – Jesus healing of the paralytic (John 5:5-16) on the Sabbath was a major event in turning the 
Jewish rulers against Him, and that is the “one deed” that He spoke of here.  
 
VV 22-23 – Because circumcision had to be done on the eighth day of life (Leviticus 12:2-3), 
sometimes the procedure would be performed on the Sabbath Day, even though the Sabbath was 
supposed to be a day of rest. Moses allowed it because circumcision made a man distinctively part of 
the people of Israel, set apart to God’s service in His nation.  
 
If it was good to perform physical circumcision on the Sabbath, why wouldn’t it be even better to heal 
a man, making Him physically whole, on the Sabbath? The supposed experts in the Law were 
inconsistent and were hurting people as a result.  
 
“Not from Moses, but from the fathers” reminded the Jewish rulers that the custom of circumcision, 
though included in the Law of Moses, originated with the Patriarchs (Genesis 21:4).   
 
Since the fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom and knowledge of the Holy One is 
understanding (Proverbs 9:10), Christians should be the wisest and most understanding people of all.  
Yet sometimes our own sin keeps us from wisdom, understanding, and clear thought.  
 
V24 – Though healing appeared to be work and therefore appeared to violate the Sabbath Law, it 
was really the righteous and gracious gift of God and did not violate the Father’s intent in providing 
the Sabbath.    
 
VV 25-26 – Everyone likes a scandal, and two of the favorite topics are death and sex. So the word 
that the Jewish leaders wanted Jesus dead got around. The common people were then confused 
further, since if the Sanhedrin wanted Him dead, why didn’t they just arrest Him and kill Him. Soon 
the conspiracy theorists got to work: 
 

1. Some people say that the Jewish leaders (of the Sanhedrin) want Jesus dead for speaking 
against them and undermining their power. 

2. The Sanhedrin has the power to arrest and kill Jesus. 
3. Jesus was currently speaking in a public place in immediate reach of the Sanhedrin. 
4. They have not done anything to Him. 
5. Therefore the Sanhedrin must not really want Him dead. 
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6. But if Jesus did those things against the Jewish leaders and they still didn’t want Him dead, it 
must be because they actually believed in Him.  

 
V27 – Others retorted that Jesus could not be the Messiah because they knew where He came from; 
His origin was known. Thinking in the magical terms of which humans are so fond, they expected the 
Messiah to suddenly appear in the black of night, or float down on a cloud from the heavens. Malachi 
3:1 would have been used in support of such a position, but that passage actually teaches nothing of 
the sort. The “sudden appearance of a magical messiah” is consistent with the myths of yore, but is 
not how God works. Had they truly known the Scriptures, they would have seen that.  
 
VV 28-29 – Jesus knew what they were debating about. He shouted out that while the people knew 
Him and His earthly origins, they did not know the Father who sent Him. The people did not know 
Jesus’ heavenly origins, because they did not know the One who sent Him.  
 
V30 – The controversy was almost unbearable for the Jewish leaders, and they wanted to end it by 
seizing and killing Jesus. However by the sovereignty of God they could not.  
 
V31 – During the ongoing debate in the crowd, some looked at the evidence that Jesus was the 
Messiah, the Chosen One of God, and believed. After all, the teaching was profound and the miracles 
were exceptional. They followed Nicodemus (John 3:2) in accepting the obvious. Others were not that 
clever.  
 
V32 – With tempers rising and the situation becoming more unstable, the leaders of the Sanhedrin 
decided to arrest Jesus immediately. They sent trusted officers of the temple guard, Levites who kept 
the temple grounds and maintained order, to seize Him.  
 
VV 33-34 – Meanwhile, Jesus turned the topic of His teaching to His death. He knew that He would 
be sacrificed as the Passover Lamb only six months hence. Then He would return to the Father from 
which He came. The people would look for Him again, if nothing else because He provided 
entertainment and something talk about, but would not find Him. Even if they could, they would not 
want to find Him.  
 
VV 35-36 – This mysterious statement gave the people even more to talk about. Would Jesus leave 
Israel to teach and heal the hated Gentiles? Where could He go that we could not follow? We can 
travel to Greece and Rome just as He can. 
 
VV 37-38 – The final day was the culmination of the feast. Even as the priests were pouring out water 
to symbolize God’s promise to the people of Israel in Ezekiel 47:1-9 and Zechariah 13:1, Jesus 
shouted to the people that He was the One to give them this water, the Living Water of which the 
prophets spoke.  
In the minds of the Pharisees and Sadducees, Jesus’ audacity was stunning. He was claiming to be 
the fulfillment of the promises of the prophets, claiming to be sent from the Father and doing the 
Father’s work, and claiming to be the Son of the Father. Though Jesus’ miracles were impressive, 
they were no more so than those of Moses, Elijah and Elisha; men who never made such 
preposterous claims. Not only was He making these ridiculous claims but He was doing it in the most 
grandiose way possible, like a showman trying to wow a crowd. It was the final day of the most 
important feast of the year and Jesus was stealing the show.  
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V39 – In an editorial comment, John interrupted the narrative to tell His readers that Jesus was 
referring to the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit, which would only be poured out to those who believed in 
Jesus after His resurrection, was the Living Water. 
 
VV 41-44 – Tempers grew white hot and confusion reigned. Some believed in Him, while others said 
that since He came from Galilee and not Bethlehem, the City of David, He could not possibly be the 
Messiah. Apparently they hadn’t done enough homework to discover that Jesus actually was born in 
Bethlehem. The pressure to seize Jesus rose, but no one did. 
 
VV 45-49 – The temple guard that the Sanhedrin sent out to seize Jesus (v32) returned empty 
handed. They meant to obey orders and capture Jesus but when they heard Him teach they were 
captivated, unable to do anything but hang on the words of this amazing man. Their Pharisee bosses 
were infuriated, arguing that only the wicked and stupid masses listened to Him, none of the leaders, 
educated and elite, were so foolish. 
 
VV 50-51 – Nicodemus was both educated and elite; in fact he was one of the leading scholars on the 
Torah in all of Israel. His question was logical and Biblically correct. Had emotions not been running 
so high, everyone in attendance would have agreed with him. However the other Jewish leaders were 
trying to convince the Temple guards that only naves and fools believed Jesus, and Nicodemus didn’t 
tow the party line. His question implied that Jesus’ guilt was not a foregone conclusion. 
 
V52 – By this time the leaders of the Sanhedrin were incapable of saying, or even hearing, anything 
logical. Instead they lashed out at Nicodemus like a wounded lion. To them the case was closed; 
Jesus came from Galilee and no prophet could come from Galilee. They neither needed nor wanted 
further debate.    
 
Actually the prophet Jonah was from Gath Hepher in Galilee (Jonah 1:1, 2 Kings 14:25).  
 
V53 – The temple guards had failed to capture Jesus and it was late in the day. Unclear about what 
to do, and knowing that the feast was almost over, the Sanhedrin broke up and everyone went home 
for the night.   
 
John 8 
 
Note on 7:53 – 8:11 
 
This story is not found in the earliest manuscripts of John. It has many textual variations in the 
manuscripts where it is included and differs notably in its language from the rest of the Gospel. The 
story also breaks up the flow of the discourse from 7:52 to 8:12. Nonetheless many early Christian 
fathers commented on it (Jerome 347-420 AD, Augustine 354-430 AD, Pope Gregory I 540-604 AD, 
Bede 672-735 AD). Many believe it to be a valid part of Scripture, perhaps from an oral tradition, but 
are not sure where to put it in the Bible. It would not be good to base a major point of theology on this 
passage, but this story still contains valuable lessons for the Christian.  
 
VV 1-2 – The Feast of Tabernacles was over but Jesus stayed in the area around Jerusalem.  
When in the city, Jesus frequently went to the Mount of Olives to pray. He spent the whole night there 
praying, although He may have slept a little among the trees in the Garden of Gethsemane, located 
on the western slope. Jesus’ fondness for the garden was well known so six months later, when the 
temple guard came to arrest Him in the Garden, He was easy to find.  
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Despite the controversy and danger, Jesus returned to the temple to teach the people. He was 
fearless in the face of opposition from people that He knew wanted to kill Him.  
 
VV 3-4 – The Jewish leaders, lawyers and religious authorities, sought to trick Jesus into saying or 
doing something so egregious, so utterly and obviously against the Law of Moses, that they could 
arrest Him and execute Him without any stirring among the people, including His many followers. 
Here they seemed to have the perfect trap. In fact, the trap is so perfect that we begin to wonder if 
this wasn’t a set up from the start.  
 
Moses commanded that if a man and a woman commit adultery, they should both be put to death 
(Leviticus 20:10). We should expect that the woman in this story, and the man she was with who 
remains unmentioned and unaccused throughout, would have been very discreet. How did the 
leaders know about this tryst, both time and place, so that they could catch them in the act? If they 
were so concerned about righteousness and the Law of Moses, why didn’t they drag the man before 
Jesus? It is not hard to suspect that one of their associates was in an ongoing adulterous relationship 
with her and set her up himself.  
 
Another interesting twist is that these Jewish leaders in Jerusalem were the judicial body who was 
supposed to judge such cases. If this was truly a simple case of justice, they would never have taken 
her to Jesus. He was a wandering rabbi/carpenter from the religious backwater of Galilee who had no 
judicial authority of any kind in Jerusalem or anywhere else. In modern America, this would have 
been like the Supreme Court approaching a local street preacher and demanding that he decide on a 
capital case.  
 
V5 – The religious leaders set the trap. They considered Moses the authority and wanted to 
demonstrate to the people that Jesus didn’t measure up to the authority and therefore couldn’t have 
been the Messiah (John 7:31-32). If He were not the Chosen One, the people would have lost interest 
and He would not have been a threat to the religious establishment. They could have let Him fade 
into history or killed Him at will.  
 
Had Jesus said to stone the woman, He would have been in compliance with the letter of the Law of 
Moses. However much of His popularity was based on His teachings and acts of compassion and 
understanding. Had He said to let her go, He would have been in disobedience to the generally 
accepted Law of Moses and vulnerable to arrest and conviction as a lawbreaker.  
 
V6 – Jesus delayed, stooping down and writing something with His finger in the dust. The delay may 
have given Him a chance to think about what to do, as Jesus never let Himself be hurried. He may 
have written a passage of Scripture intended to remind the accusers of their sin. He may have used 
His divine knowledge to write the name of the man who had been with her, or even the names of the 
men accusing her now who had had sex with her before. If so, it was a direct threat to their authority 
and potentially even their lives. After all, adulterers had to been killed.  
 
Jerome suggested that Jesus wrote some of the sins of the woman’s accusers, sexual or not, such 
that they could see the writing and be convicted.  
 
VV 7-8 – The men persisted in their accusations and demanded that He decide. Jesus let the 
temperature of the situation rise a little more, and then answered briefly. Then He knelt down again 
and wrote on the ground as if detached from the situation. This delay also gave the accusers time to 
think about what they should do next.    
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The phrase “He that is without sin among you, let him cast the first stone” has its roots in the Old 
Testament. Moses taught that if someone sins and is to be executed, the witness to that sin must 
begin the execution, and then all of the people will follow (Deuteronomy 13:6-9, 17:6-7). Additionally 
the witness to that transgression cannot have done the same thing himself; if he had, he would face 
death as well.  
 
V9 – This whole situation would have undoubtedly drawn a crowd, since Jesus had been teaching in 
the temple when it happened. Since women were not allowed in the inner courtyard, the Court of 
Israel, we wonder if this whole episode took place in the Court of Women or even the Court of the 
Gentiles. If so, the rabbi Jesus was teaching people on the low end of the importance scale in the 
minds of the Jewish leaders.  
 
Imagine a circle with Jesus in the center, the woman kneeling in tears next to Him, the accusers 
around them, and the onlookers behind. When Jesus said “He that is without sin among you, let him 
cast the first stone”, the accusers knew that they could not claim to be sinless. The entire priestly and 
sacrificial system which was the source of their power in Israel was based on the premise that 
everyone, including the leaders, were sinners. The priests needed to sacrifice a bull to cover the sins 
of themselves and their families and then sacrifice a goat to cover the sins of the people (Leviticus 
16:8-16). A claim by any one of them to be sinless would have itself violated the Law of Moses and 
made him vulnerable to the charge of being a lawbreaker, the very charge they were trying to put on 
Jesus. 
 
Those calling for her blood were caught in their own trap, but they also felt the twinge of guilt. The 
older and more distinguished ones left first, probably in some combination of genuine remorse and 
needing to get out of the situation. The younger ones, seeing the older and presumably wiser ones 
leave, did the same. For all of their skullduggery, these men seemed to have a little insight remaining. 
Other Pharisees and Sadducees did not.  
    
V10 – Watching the men leave out of the corner of His eye, Jesus rose and spoke for the first time to 
the woman. No one was left to accuse her. 
 
V11 – Jesus, the Judge of the Universe, did not condemn this confused and fearful woman. She truly 
was guilty and truly deserved death under the Law of Moses, which was the Law given by God 
Himself. Adultery was and is a sin that destroys families and societies. It is an attack against one’s 
own body, against the divine institution of marriage, and against God. Nonetheless, Jesus did not 
condemn her. He knew better than anyone else the fearful destructiveness of sex outside of marriage 
and yet He forgave. Who but Jesus could do that? 
 
But there was another possibility. Jesus did not have to say “neither do I condemn you.” He could 
have said “You have committed a sin worthy of death, and I condemn you.” As heartless as this 
sounds to modern ears, who rarely take sin seriously, Jesus knew that sin is deadly serious. The 
salvation for this woman was not that He did not condemn her, for she was condemned already. Her 
salvation was that only a few months hence, Jesus would take her penalty on Himself. This is the 
essence of the gospel, not that God forgives our sin because He loves us more than He hates sin, but 
that God forgives our sin because He loves us enough to take the penalty for our sin on Himself. He 
love does not overcome His judgment but His love allows His judgment to be satisfied. What an 
amazing God we serve! 
 
Jesus not only forgave; He commanded her to sin no more, although the Greek “sin no more” could 
be equally translated “leave your life of sin.” 
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 Jesus did not pretend that she had not sinned and did not excuse her behavior on account of her 
weak will or the sinister wiles of men. He treated her as an independent intellectual and moral agent 
capable of making her own decisions and chosen to do right. She was probably poor, but He 
expected nothing more and nothing less from her than he would have expected from any man, rich or 
poor. Jesus’ tolerates no excuse for sin, and yet He is always ready to forgive those whose hearts 
long for His forgiveness.  
 
V12 – The woman, ripped out of bed and probably wearing no more than a wrap, now covered wet 
from tears and covered with dust, probably went home as quickly as she could. Jesus resumed 
teaching.  
 
The Jewish leaders had interpreted the Law of Moses reasonably when it came to judgment but had 
forgotten mercy. Jesus, the Light of the World, would show those who followed Him the truth. They 
would not need to wallow in confusion and inaction, but could move and work in His light.  
 
Light was an important factor in the Feast of the Tabernacles celebration. The Court of Women had 
four large lamps which provided light for singing, dancing, and the levitical orchestra to play in the 
evenings. The phrase “light of the world” would also conjure images of the pillar of fire which led the 
Israelites out of Egypt (Exodus 13:21).  
 
V13 – Jesus had earlier said that if He testified of Himself, His testimony was not true (John 5:31-32, 
7:18). A new set of Pharisees were probably listening to Him and decided to use His words against 
Him.  
 
V14 – As is common to man, the Pharisees routinely missed Jesus’ point. He taught them repeatedly 
that He had come down from heaven from the Father (John 6:37-40, 44, 7:16-17, 28-29) and that fact 
gave Him legitimacy as the Messiah. Jesus came from heaven, and He knew it. The Pharisees did 
not know heaven, and most never would. 
 
VV 15-16 – Jesus judged but His primary purpose in coming to earth was to save. The story of the 
adulteress was an outstanding example. Man’s primary purpose is often to judge.  Therefore he 
judges poorly, limited as he is by lack of knowledge, his own sin, and flaws in his character.    
 
VV 17-18 – In a clear statement of God’s personal nature, Jesus taught that He and the Father 
testified of Him. Since in Jewish law a matter could be confirmed by the testimony of two or more 
witnesses, the witness of the Father and of the Son was enough to confirm Jesus’ testimony. How 
could they know that the Father testified of Him, because of the teaching and the miracles that He 
did.  
 
V19 – The Pharisees thought that they knew who His father was (John 6:42), but Jesus was referring 
to God the Father. Having nearly 2,000 years of the Scriptures, the Pharisees thought that they knew 
God (the Father), but they did not.  
 
V20 – The treasury of the temple was a storehouse containing implements of worship for the temple 
(Joshua 6:19). Jesus taught in the area of the treasury. No one yet had the courage to seize Him. 
 
VV 21-24 – The Lord spoke of His impending death and ascension into heaven. He also spoke of the 
eventual deaths of His listeners, and the fact that most of them, because they refused to believe in 
Him, would never see heaven.    
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V25 – Some of the people knew who Jesus was, the Messiah (John 7:31), yet the religious leaders 
again asked for Jesus to explain Himself. He replied that He was the same now as He had always 
claimed to be. 
 
VV 26-27 – Jesus had much more to tell them, but unless they believed that He was from God the 
Father, they would never get it. Jesus was sent by the Father to reveal Him to the world, but if people 
reject the Son, they are de facto rejecting the Father as well. 
 
VV 28-29 – He repeated to His accusers that He was on His Father’s mission. Even when they lifted 
Him up in death at the time of His crucifixion, Jesus would still be doing the Father’s will and the 
Father would still be with Him.  
 
VV 30-32 – Jesus did not need to work miracles to be heeded, because His words were captivating. 
He warned those who seemed interested, however, that to truly be His disciples they needed to 
continue in His word. A lifetime of obedience was required. In so doing they would learn the truth of 
God, and be set free by it.  
 
V33 – The Pharisees and other Jewish religious leaders took great pride in their lineage to Abraham, 
the father of the nation. Though their Hebrew ancestors had been in bondage in Egypt and in 
Babylonia they themselves were self-autonomous under Roman rule in Palestine. Therefore they did 
not consider themselves to be enslaved. Persistently unwilling to face up to spiritual realties, despite 
their status as spiritual leaders, the Pharisees could not see their slavery.  
 
VV 34-36 – The lifestyle of sin offered only slavery to sin, while the lifestyle of “The Son” offered 
freedom in the house of the Father. 
 
Though we believe that freedom is the ability to do what you want, Jesus taught that freedom is the 
ability to do what you were created to do by God.  
 
We argue that we should have sex with whomever we wish, eat and drink whatever we like, and say 
and do whatever seems good to us. Jesus tells us to limit ourselves to one spouse and limit our 
intercourse to that person, and to eat, drink, say and do everything to the glory of God, not to the 
satisfaction of self. Our confused and wicked minds see things the opposite of how they really are. 
What we see as true freedom Jesus sees as slavery to sin. What we see as intolerable limitations, He 
sees as true freedom.  
 
V37 – The Word of God changes the hearts of men to be like God. If a man is shaped by the Word of 
God his thoughts, words and actions will be like those of God. Jesus’ thoughts, words and actions 
were perfectly in line with those of God. If the Pharisees opposed Jesus and wanted Him eliminated, 
they clearly could not have been men of the Word.  
 
VV 38-40 – Jesus reflected what He saw in His Father, Jehovah, and the Jewish leaders reflected 
what they saw in their father, Satan. However much they protested that their biological father was 
Abraham, they failed to see that Jesus was not talking about biology. Abraham was a good man who 
followed Jehovah in righteousness. Jesus was a good man who followed Jehovah in righteousness. If 
these Pharisees were truly good men who followed Jehovah in righteousness as their biological 
father Abraham did, they would not seek to kill Jesus.  
 
VV 41-42 – Growing more indignant the Pharisees argued that God was their Father. They had some 
Scriptural precedent for this since they were Hebrews and the nation of Israel was called God’s son 
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(Exodus 4:22-23). Knowing the questionable circumstances surrounding Jesus’ birth (Matthew 1:18-
19) they implicitly accused Jesus of being a bastard. Jesus cared little for their opinions of His birth 
and upbringing, but He cared deeply for their hearts now. So He persisted in His argument. Those 
who know and love God reflect His character. They were not reflecting His character and therefore 
they did not and could not know and love God.  
 
V43 – The Jewish leaders had so hardened their hearts that they couldn’t see the virtue in His words. 
They couldn’t even hear His words.    
 
VV 44-45 – Their true father, the one who their actions reflected, was Satan. He lied, and they were 
lying. He could not tolerate the truth, and neither could they.  
 
VV 46-47 – Jesus’ conduct was perfect, His teaching was sound and His actions burst with 
compassion. Everything He did had been attested by God the Father in the form of mighty miracles. 
There was nothing more that He could do to convince them, and they still refused to believe, because 
they chose to reject Him.  
 
VV 48-50 – The arguments of the Jewish leaders were becoming more desperate, and consequently 
more foolish. Failing to win on the basis of facts, the Jewish leaders attacked Jesus as a person, an 
ad hominem attack. This is the favorite tactic of those who cannot stand on their reason or the virtue 
of their position. It always has been.  
 
Jesus patiently answered, and reminded them that He was uninterested in His advancement, but only 
in that of God. 
 
VV 51-53 – Jesus made another audacious statement, that those who believe in Him would not die. 
The Jews jumped on it, thinking about only the physical death of the mortal body, and rightly 
protested that Abraham was dead.  They also objected that such a comment was a claim to be better 
than the patriarchs, the leading men in the Hebrew religion.  
 
VV 54-55 – He reminded them that He did not come for His own glory, but that since God was truth 
and that God sent Him, Jesus had to speak and do the truth.  
 
V56 – Abraham lived in about 1800 BC and Jesus spoke these things around 30 AD. For Him to say 
that Abraham rejoiced to see His day was to say that Abraham was still alive. If the Jews believed in 
the resurrection of saints from the dead, they would have believed Jesus’ words. The Pharisees 
probably did, while the Sadducees probably did not.  
 
V57 - Their concern was “how did Jesus, who could never have seen Abraham, know that Abraham, 
alive in heaven, rejoiced to see His day?” They badly overestimated Jesus’ earthly age, and badly 
underestimated Jesus’ real age, because Jesus is ageless and eternal.  
 
V58 – This is the most audacious claim a man ever made, because Jesus attributed to Himself the 
name only used of God Almighty (Exodus 3:14). In so doing He claimed to be eternal and claimed to 
be God. 
 
V59 – The Jewish leaders had no illusions about what Jesus was saying, even though 2000 years 
later we don’t seem to get it. Some of their number had wanted Him to indict Himself by speaking 
against the Law of Moses. Jesus had gone about 50 steps farther, claiming to be the Giver of the Law 
that was given to Moses; none other than the Jewish God, YHWH (Jehovah). 
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Therefore they tried to kill Him on the spot. It was the practical, and even the Scriptural, thing to do, 
since the Law taught that anyone who blasphemed, who claimed to be God, should be stoned to 
death (Leviticus 24:16). It was not yet His time to die so Jesus escaped. It is not clear if Jesus was 
using divine power or if He was merely a good escape artist, able to blend in with a crowd and move 
away at all.  
 
John 9 
 
V1 –In normal visual development light strikes the back of the eye and the impulse is transmitted via 
the optic nerve to the brain. Over time and with exposure to a vast number of images the brain learns 
to interpret what it receives and the person learns to respond effectively in the environment based on 
these stimuli. The process of receiving and interpreting these messages is called sight. Blindness 
comes from a variety of causes but the vast majority of blindness in the world is acquired, not 
congenital. People who lose their sight, whether from trauma or disease (diabetes, trachoma, 
onchocerciasis, cataracts, glaucoma, corneal scarring, or macular degeneration) have already 
developed the appropriate neural pathways. If the cause of the blindness can be removed, they can 
rapidly recover. For example, lens replacements for cataracts or corneal transplants can provide near 
miraculous results.  
 
Patients with blindness since birth, however, have a much harder time. Babies born with severe 
congenital cataracts, glaucoma, ophthalmia neonatorum, retinopathy of prematurity or other causes 
never learn to process light and the visual signals that it brings. As a result, they never develop the 
neural pathways necessary to process visual information. If they are suddenly given sight, they do not 
rapidly adapt. Instead these people go through the difficult process of making sense of visual stimuli 
much later in life.  
 
Even the ancients understood the difference, which makes this story all the more remarkable. As a 
master clinician, Jesus knew that he was blind and had been so since birth. Perhaps he saw that this 
man had random eye movements or was unable to fix his eyes on any object (most people who are 
“blind” have at least a small ability to process light and can fix their eyes on it). Maybe Jesus noted 
the abnormally large, cloudy eyes of a person with congenital glaucoma, or perhaps the man told 
Jesus of the tunnel vision associated with autosomal recessive or X-linked retinitis pigmentosa.  
 
V2 – The prevailing religious view at the time was that misfortune happened to the wicked and so the 
fact that he was born blind meant that someone had sinned. It was illogical to think that a baby would 
sin and deserve this punishment, so the disciples suggested that perhaps his parents were guilty.  
 
It was not an unreasonable possibility. Ophthalmia neonatorum, a common diagnosis of blindness in 
newborns in the past, is often caused by sexually transmitted diseases such as gonorrhea, 
chlamydia, or genital herpes. Couples who are mutually monogamous for the lifetime of both partners 
do not get these diseases. However, the more sexually promiscuous people are, the more they get 
infected and these complications occur. If this man’s parents had violated the Law’s restriction of 
sexual activity outside of marriage, they could have caused their son’s blindness. 
 
V3 - Those both the blind man and his parents were sinful, as is everyone, Jesus answered that their 
sin did not directly result in his blindness. Rather the man was born blind so that God could be 
glorified through the healing that Jesus was about to perform. 
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VV 4-5 – The crucifixion was only a few months away, and Jesus had little time remaining to do the 
works of the Father. He was the light of the world, but when He left the world it would be dark. The 
brightest light would be gone and only the smaller and dimmer lights, the believers, would remain 
(Matthew 5:14). Jesus’ day of departure was near. 
 
V6 – We have no record that Jesus addressed the beggar or that he answered back. There is no 
indication that He asked the man if he wanted to be healed. One moment Jesus is addressing His 
disciples and the next moment He is spitting into the clay and putting it on the eyelids of this possibly 
unsuspecting beggar.  
 
As a physician it is so tempting to try to figure out the combination of human saliva and dust that 
restored the man’s eyes. In the case of Isaiah treating Hezekiah’s mortal sickness with figs (2 Kings 
20:1-11, 2 Chronicles 32:24, Isaiah 38:1-22), it is easy to surmise that Hezekiah developed a boil and 
that the prophet used a heated fig poultice, probably contaminated with the ubiquitous soil-borne 
Streptomyces bacteria, which themselves produce antibiotics tetracycline and streptomycin, to heal 
him. Using figs to treat infections is recorded in Pliny and in two Ugaritic veterinary texts.  
 
In this story, however, it is much more difficult to find a direct medical explanation for the healing. 
Since dust was used to make man in the beginning (Genesis 2:7), maybe Jesus fashioned a 
replacement for whatever part of the eye was damaged. Who knows, in heaven we may discover that 
this was the world’s first corneal replacement procedure.   
 
V7 – Having been blind since birth and living in Jerusalem most of his life, the man would have had 
no trouble getting to the Pool of Siloam. Water from this pool came from the spring of Gihon in the 
Kidron Valley (southeast of Jerusalem) through Hezekiah’s tunnel. It was used in the water 
ceremonies of the Feast of the Tabernacles (John 7:37-39).  
 
The healing probably occurred the moment Jesus applied the clay to his eyes, but the man couldn’t 
know it. He obeyed Jesus before he knew he was healed; before he had reason to obey.  
 
V8 – Onlookers noticed an immediate change. No more disconjugate gaze, no more groping to feel 
his way to his destination, and no more begging. Not only could this man process the light, he could 
use that information to interact effectively in his environment. Jesus fixed the visual problem and 
developed his neural pathways at the same time.  
 
VV 9-10 – Some disabilities, like lameness, are obvious, but some are more subtle. It can be difficult 
to tell at a glance if a person is blind and so it is no surprise that the neighbors couldn’t agree on 
whether this man was the same one who had been blind or not. They asked him and he replied in 
effect, “yes, I am the one who begged here and used to be blind.” Their next question, “how can you 
now see?” was inevitable. 
 
VV 11-12 – The man knew that Jesus had healed him, unlike the lame man in John 5 who either 
hadn’t asked or couldn’t remember. He recounted the story, his testimony, accurately. The big story 
of the day was not the man who was healed but the Man who healed him, the onlookers asked where 
Jesus was. 
 
VV 13-14 – Since the people couldn’t find Jesus they took the formerly blind man to the Pharisees. It 
is unclear why they bothered, but Jesus had “broken the Law” again by healing someone on the 
Sabbath. These people may have wanted to get Him in trouble, or may have simply wanted advice 
from their religious leaders on what to do.  
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V15 – The man had to know that going to the Pharisees was not a good thing, much like a school boy 
being sent to the principal’s office. Nonetheless he told his story faithfully, just the facts, neither 
accusing Jesus nor exonerating himself.  
 
V16 – The council fell back into acrimonious debate. Some Pharisees, angry that Jesus was 
upstaging them again, said that Jesus was evil; not to be trusted. Other protested that no man could 
do the amazing works that Jesus did if God were not with Him.  
 
V17 – Strangely, these Jewish teachers of the Law turned to this uneducated former beggar and 
asked him who he thought Jesus was. Why did they care? For anyone else these religious, 
prosperous and educated men would have objectively considered the evidence and made a decision.  
They never would have asked such a man as this recently blind beggar to give an opinion. But Jesus 
was not “anyone else”. Both sides had examined the evidence as clearly as they could and came to 
vastly differing conclusions. Each side hoped that this man who had been healed by Jesus could 
provide some insight into who He was, or at least some information to justify their condemning Him.  
 
The truth, that Jesus was the Messiah, the Son of God and God the Son, was more than this man 
knew, so he answered as best he could, saying that Jesus was a prophet.  
 
V18 – Those who opposed Jesus predictably refused to believe the former beggar’s favorable 
conclusion. Rather than addressing the statement, however, they attacked his source of authority. No 
one cared a whit for him or his opinion before he was healed and no one would care a whit for him or 
his opinion if they could prove that he had not been healed. So the Jewish leaders called for his 
parents, hoping that they would deny this man’s story. 
 
V19 – The parents were in a tough spot. The man standing before them was clearly their son, but he 
had just as clearly made some powerful enemies. Further, how was it that he could now see? Under 
pressure it is easier to defend a lie that you understand than a truth that you do not. Since such a 
miracle was truly unheard of, perhaps their old eyes and ears were failing and he was not really their 
son? Or perhaps their memories were failing and he had not been born blind?  
 
VV 20-21 – Gathering up their courage, the parents replied as best they could. They told the truth, 
that this man was their son and that he was born blind. They did not speculate on how he had been 
healed. Furthermore they did not want to speculate; their son could speak for himself. 
 
VV 22-23 – To an ancient Jew the synagogue was far more than the church is to most modern 
Westerners. Everyone in the village went to the synagogue so it functioned as the community 
meeting place, the courthouse and the school. Friends, neighbors and other family members, all of 
the people who would help you plant and harvest, deliver your baby, help the sick, and bury your 
parents, were in the synagogue. Others in the community might not even do business with you.   To 
be expelled from the synagogue was truly to be on your own. The parents had much to fear.  
 
V24 – The Pharisees that supported Jesus were either out of the room or had been scorned into 
silence. Since this formerly blind beggar had gained prominence among the people because Jesus 
healed him, and since those Jewish leaders wanted to destroy Jesus, they wanted him to renounce 
Jesus. These Jews could no longer prove that no miracle had occurred so they wanted the 
beneficiary of the miracle to speak ill of his benefactor.  
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V25 – The man stuck to his guns. He did not try to be a theologian and debate the finer points of 
Sabbath law with these learned judges. He did not try to speculate on the good or evil in Jesus’ heart. 
Instead he repeated his testimony, something that no one can logically disagree with.  
 
VV 26-27 – The Pharisees again tried to discredit his story, this time by insisting that the former 
beggar explain exactly how Jesus healed him. He did not take the bait, reminding them in probably 
exasperated tones that he had already told them his story. Then the man shot back “do you want to 
hear it again so that you can be His disciples”.   
 
VV 28-29 – This jab from someone so far below their station in life seems to have stung the 
increasingly angry Pharisees. Unable to resist his argument and unable to destroy his source of 
authority, the Jewish leaders attacked him.  
 
VV 30-33 – Maybe this man later became a Christian lawyer, for he certainly had the courage and 
skill to argue. He taunted the Jewish leaders for not being able to reach a conclusion which was 
obvious to him. If Jesus had power to work these mighty miracles, He must be from God, or at least 
with God, because only God has these powers.  
 
The Old Testament contains no account of a man who was born blind regaining his sight. 
 
V34 – Unable to tolerate his arguments and his insolence, the Jewish leaders condemned him for 
what they perceived to be his sins and then sentenced him: excommunication from the synagogue.  
 
V35 – Jesus knew the terrible social cost that he would pay for being removed from the synagogue, 
and like the lame man He had healed in John 5, Jesus found this man again. He knew that the former 
beggar considered Him a prophet, but knew that he needed to know Him better. Jesus was the 
Messiah, the Son of God, and the man needed to believe in Him.  
 
V36 – The man wanted to believe, but did not know who to believe in. 
 
VV 37-38 – Jesus revealed His identity, and the man believed. We hear nothing more of him in the 
Bible, but it is likely that he received the Spirit at Pentecost or shortly thereafter and joined the 
Christian community in Jerusalem. Thus God provided for him even though he was ejected from the 
synagogue.   
 
V39 – Using this man as an example, He contrasted the new found sight of this previously blind 
beggar with the willful blindness of those around.  
 
V40 – The Pharisees who were listening wanted to be sure that the rest of the crowd knew that Jesus 
was not referring to them. Surely they, so well versed in Scripture, were not blind? 
 
V41 – Not only were they blind spiritually but they were also sinful. Thus their condition was worse 
than they, or anyone else, imagined. The Pharisees would have been humiliated before the 
onlookers. 
 
John 10 
 
VV 1-2 – It is unclear how much time had passed since the end of John 9. Jesus may have told the 
Pharisees “your sin remains” and then immediately turned to the crowd and begun this talk, warning 
them about false teachers. 
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 He was probably on the temple grounds, so this was similar to walking into a church during a Sunday 
morning service, telling the pastor that he was blind and wicked, turning around and warning the 
congregation not to listen to him.  Jesus was bold. 
 
Jesus had come to Jerusalem for the Feast of the Tabernacles (September-October, John 7:11-52) 
and was staying through the Feast of Dedication (Hanukkah, December, John 10:22).  
 
Jesus taught with illustrations that the people could understand. Care of sheep was a traditional 
occupation in the rough scrub and rolling hills of Israel, and some of the greatest Hebrew leaders had 
been shepherds (Abraham (Genesis 12:16), Moses (Exodus 3:1), David (1 Samuel 16:11), and Amos 
(Amos 1:1)). The Old Testament was replete with imagery of sheep and shepherds (Psalm 23:1-2, 
Jeremiah 23:1-4, Ezekiel 34) and mothers had been teaching their children these passages for 
centuries. With every word, Jesus touched the memories, the minds, and the hearts of His hearers.  
 
The sheepfold was a pen, typically enclosed by a stone wall and a wooden gate, into which the sheep 
were herded at night. The shepherd slept across the threshold of the sheepfold to ensure that during 
the night no sheep got out and no predators got in.  
 
VV 3-4 – Shepherds with larger flocks would hire undershepherds to handle parts of the herd, to keep 
the sheepfold in good repair, and to handle other tasks. The “porter” in this verse is an 
undershepherd. The shepherd named each of his sheep, which the animals came to recognize, and 
they followed his voice.  
 
Compare this with Revelation 3:12 in which Jesus promised to give a new name to those who were 
His.  
 
V5 – Each person’s voice is unique to him or her. The sheep, dumb as they are, would recognize this 
and flee from an unknown voice.  
 
V6 – This story was general and did not refer to any particular shepherd or any particular set of 
events. His listeners, though they fathomed the imagery, were not sure how it applied to Him or to 
them.  
 
VV 7-8 – Jesus explained His meaning. The people of Israel were the sheep and He was the 
protection for the sheepfold. Others, especially false prophets, had come in the past and deceived the 
Hebrews for a time.  
 
V9 – The imagery changed in this verse. Jesus was the door to the sheepfold, lying across to protect 
His flock inside as a good shepherd does.  However, Jesus was also the door to let in those who 
want to become His.  Anyone who wanted to enter the sheepfold would have to come through Him. 
 
We Christians sometimes want to close the door to keep the world out.  Jesus wants to open the door 
to let in anyone who is willing to follow Him.  Throughout the Bible, God opens doors more than He 
closes them. 
 

1. The Red Sea 
2. The sheep fold 
3. The grave – Lazarus, and Jesus Himself.   
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V10 – This shift in imagery now portrays the thief as a false teacher proclaiming another path to 
eternal life and relationship with God besides Jesus. They knew nothing of eternal life but merely 
wanted to steal, kill and destroy. In truth, Jesus was the only way to God, to eternal life, and to 
abundant life.  
 
V11 – It was only three months until the crucifixion, when Jesus, the Good Shepherd, would give His 
life for His sheep.  
 
VV 12-13 – While the shepherd owned the sheep and was concerned for their wellbeing, the hired 
man had no such concerns. He would get paid more or less the same regardless of the health of the 
flock, and had no compunction about running away when the sheep were threatened, leaving them to 
destruction.  
 
VV 14-15 – Jesus, the Good Shepherd, had a personal relationship with His people. He cared for 
them, and they trusted Him. Their trust was well placed, because their shepherd was one with their 
Creator.   
 
V16 – The Mormons sometimes hold that these “other sheep” refer to people on the American 
continent. That is unlikely. “Other sheep” probably refers to the Gentiles. Salvation in Christ applies to 
all people, Jew and Gentile. There is salvation in no one else.  
 
VV 17-18 – Jesus is the creator and sustainer of the universe (Colossians 1:13-18), and humans 
have no more power to kill His body than they do to stop the sun from rising in the morning. He 
couldn’t be touched unless He allowed it. And when Jesus allowed Himself to be killed, He also knew 
that He would rise from the dead. Death could never hold Him.  
 
VV 19-21 – Needless to say, these words were controversial. His enemies needed no more proof that 
He was insane, and others clung to the fact that Jesus’ works were so amazing that they had to have 
been approved, if not caused, by God.  
 
V22 – Hanukkah, the celebration of the Maccabees' victory over Antiochus Epiphanes IV in 164 BC, 
was at hand.  
 
V23 – Solomon’s porch, located on the eastern side of the temple, was in the direct sunlight in the 
morning. Thus it was warmer, and was a favored hang out for that reason.  
 
VV 24-25 – The Jewish leaders, Sadducees and Pharisees from the Sanhedrin, pressed Jesus for a 
clear proclamation of His identity. They probably wanted this not because they didn’t know but 
because they wanted a clear statement of blasphemy in the presence of multiple witnesses. That 
would give them enough to condemn Him.  
 
Jesus stated that He had clearly made His identity known, most recently to the man born blind after 
He healed him (John 9:35-38). Jesus’ “I am” statement (John 8:58) was an unmistakable claim to 
divinity and the Jews understood exactly what He meant. Furthermore, Jesus’ miracles backed up 
everything He claimed.  
   
VV 26-27 – These leaders did not believe because they were not among the sheep that the Father 
gave Him. Why is that? 
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1. They had not been chosen by the Father as followers for the Son. Therefore the Spirit of God 
was not working in them. 

2. They had chosen to reject all of the evidence and thus stifled the work of the Spirit in them.   
 
These two statements beg the question, who was at fault for their rejection? Did the Sadducees and 
Pharisees have a real choice to accept or reject Christ?  
 
VV 28-29 – Those who belong to Jesus will never be lost for the Father will save them. 
 
VV 30-31 – The Jewish leaders had asked for a clear statement of Jesus’ person, and He gave it 
again. In saying “I and the Father are one” He was making another claim of divinity. They understood 
at once and tried to stone Him to death, the lawful punishment for blasphemy. 
 
VV 32-33 – Jesus appealed to His good works as evidence of His divine support, but the Jews 
explained that they were punishing Him for pretending to be God.  
 
VV 34-38 - This quotation is taken from Psalm 82, in which God is judging unjust and powerful men 
that the Psalmist refers to as “gods”. In verse 6 he calls them “children of the most high”.  Thus Jesus 
was making the argument as follows: 
 

1. The Psalmist calls men who were clearly mortal “gods”. They were unjust and lacked 
understanding. 

2. Jesus was just, had perfect understanding, and did good and mighty miracles.  
3. If the Psalmist in the Hebrew Scriptures used the word “gods” to refer to people, why were they 

so upset that He referred to Himself as the Son of God? 
 
The answer, of course, was that Jesus was claiming to be God, the Most High, the Jehovah of the 
Old Testament, and that He had mighty works to back up His claims. Claims of divinity were common 
in antiquity. Pharaoh claimed to be god, as did Alexander the Great and the Roman Emperors. 
However none of them could say what Jesus said or do what Jesus did. Their claims were politically 
motivated and easily disproven. Though the Jews found such claims odious, they were also 
preposterous.  
 
Jesus’ claim was not so easily disproved. The violence with which the Jewish leaders reacted to Him 
was proof that He was different than others. Pharaoh, Alexander and the Emperors had divine 
delusions, while Jesus had evidence of genuine divinity.  The Jewish leaders knew it, and reacted 
violently as a result.   
 
Additionally, Jesus’ statement that the Scripture could not be broken is a firm affirmation of its 
authority.  
 
V39 – The Jews tried to arrest Jesus, but He escaped. His hour had not yet come.  
 
VV 40-42 – Jesus and His disciples went to Perea on the eastern side of the Jordan River, close to 
where John the Baptist had ministered three years before. Many came to Him from all over the 
countryside, but Jesus was far enough away to avoid provoking the Sanhedrin.  
 
The locals remembered John’s testimony about Jesus, and as a result believed in Jesus. Unlike in 
other cases, this appears to be a saving faith.  
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John 11 
 
VV 1-2 – Mary, Martha and Lazarus were siblings and had supported Jesus during His ministry (Luke 
10:38-42). They lived two miles east of Jerusalem in Bethany on the road to Jericho. It is different 
from the Bethany beyond the Jordan (Bethabara in the KJV) noted in John 1:28. The story of Mary 
anointing Jesus’ feet is in John (John 12:1-8). Less than three weeks remained until the Cross.  
 
V3 – Jesus and His disciples were staying in Perea, east of the Jordan River, and so the sisters sent 
a messenger with the news that Lazarus was very ill. It was about thirty miles, a one to two day 
journey, and Lazarus probably died the same day that the messenger told Jesus.  
 
It would be unusual for Jesus to have told the messenger that He was going to wait two days and 
then come down, especially because word would have spread quickly. He probably came back and 
told the sisters “Jesus is not coming”.      
 
VV 4-6 - The Lord said that Lazarus sickness was not to end death, and the disciples reasonably 
concluded that he would recover, especially since Jesus seemed to be in no hurry to get to Judea.   
 
The word in verse five for “love” is agape (ἀγαπάω agapaō) which suggests affection and a selfless 
desire for the benefit of the person loved. This kind of love is the theme of 1 Corinthians 13. There is 
no suggestion of any other kind of love.    
 
VV 7-8 – The disciples undoubtedly thought that the issue with Lazarus was over. After all, Jesus said 
that the sickness was not unto death. Furthermore, they remembered Jesus’ close scrapes with 
arrest and death during their last visit several weeks before. If Lazarus would recover, what would be 
the point of Jesus putting Himself, and them, in danger. 
 
VV 9-10 – Twelve hours refers to the average number of hours of daylight, and in the days before 
artificial light people worked in the light of day and retired during the dark of night. Jesus’ meaning 
was that since He was the light of the world (John 8:12), the disciples needed to walk in His light 
while they had it. The light of Jesus’ physical presence on earth would soon be gone.  
 
If any reader is inclined to be contentious, Jerusalem is at about 31.50 degrees latitude, similar to El 
Paso Texas and Marrakech, Morocco.  This discourse probably occurred in the winter since it was 
between Hanukkah and the Passover and so the daylight was not a full twelve hours long. Jesus was 
speaking in common understanding, not scientific accuracy.  
 
VV 11-12 – Jesus next statement was even more confusing to the disciples. He had told them that 
Lazarus would get physically better and that even then he was sleeping. Why on earth would they 
need to travel 30 miles to Jerusalem for Jesus to awaken him? 
 
VV 13-15 – This is the first time in the New Testament that someone used the word “sleep” to refer to 
someone who has died (cf. Acts 7:60, 1 Corinthians 15:6). Had Jesus been in Bethany when Lazarus 
was ill and refused to heal His friend, it would have shaken the faith of many. Although Jesus could 
have healed Lazarus with only a word from thousands of miles away, the people would not expect 
Him to heal him when He was not there.  
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V16 – Thus appears genuine and not mere bravado. Thomas was convinced that Jesus was the 
chosen One and his faith demonstrated it. He was bold in the face of death. 
 Unfortunately, that made him all the more embittered after Jesus’ death and more skeptical about His 
resurrection (John 20:24-29).  
 
V17 – Though it was in the cool winter and Lazarus’ body was protected from the elements and 
animals in a tomb, decomposition was well underway.   
 
The sequence of events clearly demonstrates the working of God: 
 

1. The Jews tried to kill Jesus, so He and His disciples left Judea to go to Perea. 
2. Perea was close enough to get back to Jerusalem quickly but out of the jurisdiction of the Jews 

and far enough away to be free from the murderous religious leaders. 
3. Jesus was not close enough to get to Lazarus before he died, and even if He had left 

immediately on hearing the messenger’s report He probably would not have found Lazarus 
alive.  

4. Had Jesus come earlier, skeptics could argue that Lazarus was not actually dead and so 
Jesus’ work was a healing, which others had done, rather than a resurrection after the body 
had already begun to decompose, as others had not (1 Kings 17:17-24, 2 Kings 4:35, 13:21 
notwithstanding). 

5. Had Jesus come later, after the seven days of mourning had expired, the mourners and guests 
would no longer have been around to witness and testify to the miracle. 

 
VV 18-19 – Mary, Martha and Lazarus seem to have been fairly well off and had lots of friends from 
Jerusalem come the short distance to their house to mourn with the sisters.  
 
V20 – Jesus was famous and His movements were of great interest to many. A crowd probably 
moved with and ahead of Him, and when He drew near to Bethany, someone probably told the 
sisters. Normally both would have jumped and run to be near Jesus, but this time Mary didn’t even 
leave the house when she heard He was near. Was she angry with Jesus for not coming when they 
sent for Him? Did she rehearse in her mind all of the things that they had done for Him and then 
nurse a grudge that He didn’t even come to heal her brother? 
 
VV 21-22 – Martha’s words almost carry a rebuke, “Lord, if You had come when we sent for You, 
Lazarus would still live.” Nonetheless, despite the pain and sadness of her brother’s death, she kept a 
flicker of faith in Jesus alive.  
 
VV 23-24 – Jesus gave a specific promise of resurrection, but Martha interpreted it as a general 
promise. Since the days of Daniel, the idea of a bodily resurrection had been a part of the Jewish 
faith, but that was seen as a resurrection at the end of time (Daniel 12:2).  
 
VV 25-26 – In Jesus fifth “I Am” statement, He wanted Martha to know that even death did not limit 
Him. He was the Resurrection and held the keys to the grave in His hands. Then He confronted her 
with the question, “Do you believe?” 
 
V27 – It was a crisis of Martha’s faith. The Man that she loved and trusted the most, the One whom 
she had served so diligently, had let her down in the worst possible way. Opportunities for two 
unmarried women in first century Israel were limited and Lazarus may have been their primary 
support. We are left to wonder if their wealth and prominent social standing would survive Lazarus’ 
demise.  
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Martha was forced to confront her disappointment and fear, and she chose to believe. Eventually, no 
matter how long we have served the Lord, we will be in the same position. What will we do?  
 
VV 28-29 - Mary and Martha both knew that some of their guests would not be pleased to see Jesus 
back in the area. As a result, Martha secretly told Mary that Jesus was calling for her. Mary had loved 
Him so much, and may have been drowning in sorrow when she first heard that He was coming. But 
when Mary heard that Jesus was calling for her, she could not resist. Putting on a wrap and wiping 
away her tears, she ran out of the house.   
 
VV 30-31 – The Lord was still on the outskirts of Bethany talking to Martha when Mary ran up. 
Meanwhile the mourners and guests assumed that she was hurrying to the grave to weep for her 
brother. Oral Jewish tradition held that families in mourning must hire at least two flute players and a 
professional mourning woman, but this family probably had many more than the minimum.  
 
V32 – The fact that Mary fell at Jesus’ feet suggests bitter disappointment and confusion but not a 
rebuke. She believed with all of her heart in Jesus’ goodness and His power, but could not 
understand why He had not come to heal her brother, a man that He truly loved.  
 
Imagine the disciples standing around and listening. Would they not have had the same questions? 
 
VV 33-35 – Jesus was fully human. Lazarus, Mary and Martha were three of His best friends in the 
world, and yet doing the Father’s work forced Him to let Lazarus die. Even though He knew that He 
would soon raise Lazarus from the dead, the profound sadness of the people that the He loved 
touched Him deeply.  
 
The word for “deeply moved (ἐμβριμάομαι embrimaomai)” also suggests anger (Matthew 9:30, Mark 
14:5). Jesus was indignant because the power of death held man so tightly in its grip.  The reality of 
the grave colors our every moment, it changes us in ways that we cannot see. God understands our 
terror, but only those who truly believe in Him can be free from it. Sin and death distort God’s creation 
almost unrecognizably, and this fact grieved His heart.  
 
VV 36-37 – The family guests who were present for the funeral noticed Jesus’ sadness and genuine 
love. Many also wondered why Jesus, who clearly had the power to heal, had let Lazarus die.  
 
V38 – The fact that the tomb was a cave with a stone rolled across the entrance suggests that the 
family was wealthy. This tomb was similar to the one in which Jesus’ would lie not long hence.  
 
VV 39-40 – The time for action had arrived. Jesus was deeply grieved by the loss, but He was also 
God, the Resurrection and the Live. While others could only weep, Jesus could act, and He did, 
commanding that the stone be rolled away. 
 
Jesus could have called down a lightning bolt to split the stone in half or an earthquake to roll the 
stone away. He then could have called Lazarus forth and miraculously had the grave clothes fall off 
his body and have him clothed in fine raiment. Jesus did not. Instead He called on the people to show 
their faith by obeying His word. He asked them to do what they could do, roll away the stone and take 
off the grave clothes, and He did what He alone could do; raise Lazarus from the dead.  
 
The ever-practical Martha complained, “Lord, Lazarus’ body is rotting and if we roll the stone away, it 
will stink.” The Jews did not embalm bodies, and decomposition would have been well advanced. 
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 She still did not expect Jesus to raise her brother from the dead, and must have wondered if He 
intended to go inside to see Lazarus’ corpse. 
 
Jesus then reminded Martha about their conversation just a few minutes before. She had stayed 
faithful to Him, proclaiming her conviction that Jesus was the Chosen One, the Son of God. Now that 
proclamation was tested. Would she obey Jesus and have the men roll the stone away, thereby 
risking the derision of everyone? Or would she try quietly to ignore the question, thinking that 
resurrection is impossible and therefore ridiculous.  
 
VV 41-42 – Martha had come too far with Jesus to turn back now. She gave the order to roll away the 
stone. Her party guests must have been incredulous, they had never seen a situation like this before.  
 
Jesus prayed to the Father aloud so that those watching would know that the miracle was of God.  
 
V43 – Jesus could have called Lazarus in a whisper, but few would have heard it. Instead He called 
Lazarus in a loud and commanding voice, and told him to come out of the grave.  
 
V44 – Lazarus got up and stepped towards the mouth of the grave. The incredulous onlookers, 
surprised and delighted beyond belief, rushed to pull off his grave clothes. Lazarus was set free. 
 
“We must never place a period where God intends a comma”.  Brian Jones, Minister of Discipleship, 
FBCA, 4 April 10 
 
V45 – Many Jews had gone to visit Mary, the more affable of Lazarus’ sisters, to help her and Martha 
mourn after his death.  When Jesus raised Lazarus from the dead, the excitement was palpable.  The 
people understood that Jesus claimed to be the Messiah (Mark 2:8-12, Luke 4:18-21) and therefore 
had sought from Him a sign greater than their earlier great hero, Moses, had done (John 6:29-34).  
Here, finally, was the sign.  As a result, many friends of the godly woman, Mary, believed in Jesus.   
 
V46 – Others, however, still refused to believe.  They went to their local religious leaders, who were 
almost invariably Pharisees, and reported what had happened.  The Pharisees were more numerous 
and less secular, less affluent and less politically powerful than their Sadducee counterparts.  
Therefore they served the role of parish priest and local leader while the Sadducees stayed in 
Jerusalem.   
 
V47 – Bethany, were Mary, Martha and Lazarus lived, was only about two miles to the east of 
Jerusalem, on the eastern side of the Mount of Olives.  Therefore the local Pharisees had contacts 
with the Pharisee leaders in Jerusalem and with the Sanhedrin.  The Sanhedrin was the ruling body 
of the land, exercising legislative, judicial, and through the person of the high priest, executive power 
over Judea, Samaria and Galilee. Palestine’s Roman overlords left the Sanhedrin in power to keep 
the peace among the people and keep the taxes coming in.  It was comprised of seventy people 
including high ranking Pharisees, wealthy merchants, and landed aristocrats, but the leaders of the 
Sanhedrin were the chief priests, a group of Sadducees related to the high priest, Caiaphas.   
 
At the report from the Pharisees about Lazarus, this group convened a council to make a final 
decision on what to do with Jesus. They began the conference by complaining that Jesus was 
performing many notable miracles (σημεῖον sēmeion). The Greek word suggests “a mark distinguishing 
someone or something and a portent of a remarkable event which is soon to happen.”    
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V48 – The opening argument of the Pharisees continued.  Everyone knew that Jesus was claiming to 
be the Messiah, and even claiming to be God (John 8:58, 19:7).  Although the rulers believed that 
they were not susceptible to such foolishness, they feared that the ignorant commoners would be 
swept away by Messianic fervor and revolt against Rome. If the people revolted, the Romans would 
retaliate, destroying the nation and removing the ruling class for their failure to keep the population 
under control. 
 
We must also consider the Pharisee’s argument from a logical standpoint.  It is entirely reasonable to 
believe that performing miracles of healing, feeding, and even resurrection would make Jesus popular 
with the people.  But even if the Jewish masses tried to make Jesus king (John 6:15), that would not 
necessarily bring the wrath of Rome down on Judea.  Caesar Tiberius had no special love for the 
dynasty of Herod, and neither did the Jewish people.  If after being made king, Jesus had been willing 
to cut a deal with Rome to let them keep overall power while He was an impressive figurehead, Rome 
would be better off than before.  They would have a popular king instead of an unpopular one, a king 
who was really a Jew rather than an Edomite one, and a king who could work miracles to placate the 
people.  Only if Jesus and His followers had revolted against Rome would Caesar have retaliated, but 
even then the Sanhedrin’s fears for the people of Judea were foolish.  No matter what military and 
economic advantages Rome had, they could never have prevailed against a man who could control 
the sea, feed the hungry, heal the sick and injured and raise the dead. 
 
Therefore it is clear that the only ones who would really lose from Jesus’ ascendency was the current 
rulers of Judea.  Jesus had made His frustration with the Pharisees, Sadducees, Herodians, and 
other aristocrats clear.  If Jesus became king of Judea and either defeated the Romans or cut a deal 
with them, the current leadership would be replaced.  If Jesus became king of Judea and lost, they 
would lose anyway.   
 
The Pharisees’ argument was really about themselves.   
 
V49 – Caiaphas was made the high priest of Judea by the Procutor Valerius Gratus in 18 AD and 
deposed by Procurator Vitelius when Pontius Pilate was deposed in 36 AD. Though the high 
priesthood was ostensibly for life, the political swirlings in ancient Judea made it difficult for anyone to 
occupy that exalted office for long.  Thus his longetivity as the high priest reflected Caiaphas political 
savvy.  His father in law was Annas, who had been high priest from 6 to 15 AD.   
 
Caiaphas’ rebuke “You know nothing at all” conveys the idea of “You are all idiots” hardly a respectful 
and reasoned response to the concerns of esteemed or even respected colleagues in a national 
legislature.  It is also not the kind of thing to be expected from a seasoned politician for whom not 
making enemies was a requirement for political survival.  Caiaphas’ harsh response demonstrates 
that the Sanhedrin saw this as a genuine crisis.  They really believed the Jesus had the power to 
incite revolt and ruin them.  Drastic times require drastic action. 
 
V50 – Caiaphas had already decided that Jesus had to die; he did not suddenly come to this 
conclusion during the meeting.  Political killings were well known in Judea, with Herod the Great 
murdering his wife, John the Baptist meeting his end under Herod Antipas and James the disciple 
meeting his end under Herod Agrippa.   
 
Some of the others in the Sanhedrin seemed to be laboring under the assumption that they needed to 
follow the Law of Moses, which is exactly what they claimed to follow, regarding Jesus.  Caiaphas 
saw no such need, because the calculus in his mind was very clear.  
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 If Jesus persisted in His teaching and His miracles, the situation would grow more unstable and the 
ruling class would probably lose their position, if not their nation.    If Jesus could somehow be 
stopped, the situation would stabilize and defuse.  There was no indication that Jesus could be bribed 
or intimidated into stopping, and He could escape imprisonment just like He escaped capture so 
many times before.  The only solution was that the self-proclaimed Son of Man had to die.  
 
VV 51-52 – At this point John the Evangelist editorialized.  Writing about 80 AD, roughly 50 years 
after these events occurred, John knew that Caiaphas had unknowingly summarized the whole 
gospel, the purpose of Jesus’ life.  He thought that he did this with his own political savvy and hard 
headed realism, but in reality he was used by God.  In an amazing and ironic twist, the man who 
more than any other individual was responsible for the greatest crime in human history was, in the 
midst of his wickedness, used by God to accomplish His perfect will. 
 
Caiaphas was evil, and undoubtedly deserved to be placed by Dante in the 6th realm of the 8th circle 
of the Inferno.  However, just as the Lord used the tyrannical Babylonians for His purpose of 
punishing His people to bring them back to Him (Habakkuk), so He used this sinful man to speak 
better than he knew.  None of the disciples understood what was about to happen and it wasn’t until 
the coming of the Holy Spirit and the work of Paul that they really began to understand Jesus 
substitutionary atonement.  
 
Caiaphas was far from the light, yet he was the first to share the gospel, even though he neither 
understood it, nor so far as we know, benefited from it.   
 
V53 – The Executive of the Sanhedrin, the High Priest, had spoken.  Jesus would die. Using Old 
Testament sacrificial imagery, Caiaphas intended Jesus to be a scapegoat for Judea, while God 
intended for Him to be the sacrificial lamb for humanity. 
 
V54 – It is not clear how Jesus knew what had transpired in this supposedly secret council.  He may 
have heard the word from couriers sent by sympathetic members such as Nicodemus or Joseph of 
Arimathea.  Nonetheless, Jesus knew that it was not quite His time to die and as such left the area.  
He went to the city referred to in the Old Testament as Ephron (2 Chronicles 13:9), about 12 miles 
northeast of Jerusalem.  This was far enough away to protect Him from arrest until He went back to 
Jerusalem for the Passover.  
 
VV 55-56 – Jesus was well known and, like celebrities today, was the subject of intense speculation.  
Many sought Him.   
 
V57 – The Sanhedrin, having chosen their course of action, was relying on informants to find Jesus 
and report His whereabouts so they could seize Him.  They wanted to do it as soon as possible 
because as the Passover drew nigh emotions would crescendo to a fever and the risk of rebellion and 
war would only grow.   
 
John 12 
 
VV 1-2 – Jesus and His disciples returned to Bethany to stay at the home of Simon the Leper, one of 
the people healed by Jesus. Mary, Martha and Lazarus were there. Martha was serving dinner, while 
Lazarus and many other dinner guests were at the table.  
 
V3 – Mary had probably been waiting since Lazarus was raised from the dead to anoint Jesus, and 
saw her chance. 
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 She opened the bag where she had hidden this secret treasure, pulled it out and came up behind the 
group. Mary broke open the alabaster jar and soon a sweet fragrance filled the room. She gently 
rubbed the ointment onto Jesus’ feet and wiped the excess off with her hair.  
 
Spikenard grows in the Himalayas of Nepal, China and India and was widely used in the ancient Near 
East. It was used as perfume, incense, and sedative. Transportation costs were high, adding to the 
price of this luxury.  
 
VV 4-6 – Judas Iscariot, a zealot who had joined Jesus hoping that He would rebel against and 
overthrow Roman rule in Israel, complained that Mary was wasting this expensive ointment. Three 
hundred denarii was nearly a year’s wages for a common laborer in Israel at the time, equal to tens of 
thousands of dollars today. Judas protested that such extravagance denied the poor of more 
important things.  
 
Judas was growing increasingly disillusioned with Jesus, wondering when He would launch His 
assault. As such he began pilfering money out of the communal funds. If he couldn’t get Jesus to 
move against Rome, at least he could get a little for himself out of the three years he had spent with 
Him.  
 
VV 7-8 - Jesus knew that Mary had unknowingly anointed Him in preparation for His death and burial. 
There would be plenty of time to help the poor, and helping them was a high priority, but the time that 
Jesus’ followers had to help Him was fast dwindling. The sand in the hourglass of Jesus’ earthly life 
was nearly spent.  
 
V9 – Resurrections from the dead are uncommon, and therefore many people came from Jerusalem 
and the surrounding villages to see Jesus, the Man who raised, and Lazarus, the man who was 
raised. If this had happened today, Lazarus would have been offered a lucrative book and movie 
deal, perhaps entitled “I was dead”.  
 
VV 10-11 – Lazarus was raised back into his mortal body, as was the case with the other 
resurrections in the Bible. Therefore he was still vulnerable to pain and injury, still had his sinful 
nature, and would eventually die again. The Jewish religious leaders knew that Lazarus’ was a living 
testimony to the power of Jesus. In order to get rid of this Galilean, they would have to kill Lazarus 
too.  
 
V12 – The next day was Sunday, known to modern Christians as Palm Sunday, and many people 
were beginning to arrive in Jerusalem for the week-long Passover celebration. Jesus was only two 
miles to the east in Bethany and word spread that He would be coming into the city.  
 
VV 13-15 – A crowd of hundreds or even thousands lined the road that runs from Bethany, over the 
Mount of Olives and into Jerusalem. As Jesus rode by on a donkey, trailed by His disciples, the 
people shouted their praise. “Hosanna” is an interjection that many interpret as “Save now!” Palm 
branches were used since the days of the Maccabees to welcome a king or liberator. Jesus’ choice to 
ride on the colt of a donkey was a deliberate fulfillment of Zechariah 9:9. Thus in this event Jesus 
finally, publically and intentionally presented Himself as the Messiah, the Savior of Israel.  
 
V16 – The disciples, like everyone else still thinking of an earthly kingdom, were swept along in the 
excitement. Perhaps Judas thought that Jesus had forces secretly arrayed in Jerusalem to attack the 
Roman garrison as soon as He crossed the threshold of the gate into the city.  
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VV 17-18 – Jesus was also accompanied by many people who knew that He had raised Lazarus from 
the dead. As He and His entourage moved, they would have mingled with the crowd telling the story 
of this miracle, further rousing the crowd into shouts of joy.  
 
V19 – The members of the Sanhedrin, Pharisees and Sadducees alike, were beside themselves. 
They had argued with Jesus, tried to trick Him into breaking the Law (Mark 12:13-17), accused Him 
publicly of having a demon (John 7:20), threatened Him with stoning (John 8:59), and did everything 
else that they could think of to destroy Him, but nothing worked. They were terrified to lose their 
positions of power and influence (John 11:48), and some may have had honest concern for the nation 
(John 11:50).   
 
VV 20-22 – Many Gentiles who obeyed the Jewish Law, known as God-fearers and proselytes, came 
annually to the Passover and Feast of Tabernacles. Some of them came to the Philip the disciple and 
asked to see Jesus. Philip and Andrew together went to ask Jesus if He would see them. At this point 
in His ministry more than any other, Jesus inspired awe. Perhaps even His own disciples were a little 
nervous about approaching Him.  
 
How ironic that Gentiles wanted to see Jesus at the same time as His own people had rejected Him 
and were plotting His murder. 
 
V23 – Jesus would die in six days, and He knew it. Though we often think of Jesus’ greatest glory as 
His resurrection, Jesus knew that His moments of greatest glory would be on the cross. All His 
courage, all His righteousness, and all His strength would be tested to the limit on the cross. Jesus 
willed Himself to the cross in obedience to the Father’s command. It was the greatest act of 
obedience in human history; so great that only the God-Man could do it.   
 
When man thinks of glory, we think of the President giving his Inauguration Address, the athlete 
accepting the Olympic gold medal, or the scientist receiving the Nobel Prize. The real glory is found 
earlier than that. The statesman finds it in years of unheralded service to his nation, the athlete in 
hours of grueling training, and the scientist in thousands of experiments that lead to dead ends. We 
covet the reward, and the reward for faithful service to God will come, a little in this world and much 
more in the world to come. But in God’s economy, the glory is not found in the reward, but in the 
obedience, no matter how hard.  
 
VV 24-26 – To illustrate His point, Jesus again turned to an agricultural metaphor. Wheat was the 
single most important grain in Israel, a major portion of the Jewish diet. Yet unless the seed was 
planted in the ground, the plant would never grow. Similarly unless Jesus died, His work, no matter 
how glorious up to this point, would not bear any fruit.  
 
Without His death, Jesus’ mighty words and amazing miracles would be nothing more than a sound 
and light show. No one would gain eternal life, no one would be reconciled with the Father, and 
everyone would perish without hope, paying the impossible price for their sins. The most meaningful 
life in history only had meaning when it was followed by death. The thought beggars the imagination.  
 
This truth did not apply only to Jesus, but to all men. We are reject our selfish desires and live our 
days in obedience to the Father. And we are to die. The death of a saint is precious in the sight of the 
Lord (Psalm 116:15). Just as Jesus’ work was not complete without His death, neither is ours. If any 
man serves Jesus, that man will follow Jesus in everything, being with Him wherever He goes, 
including the grave.  
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V27 – Jesus did not want to die, He did not want to become sin for the world (2 Corinthians 5:21), and 
He did not want to be separated from the Father (Matthew 27:46). Nonetheless He would not pray to 
be delivered from His death because He came to earth to die. Hours before His suffering, when the 
pain and fear became nearly intolerable, Jesus did pray to be delivered from the cross (Matthew 
26:39). Even then, He obeyed.  
 
V28 – The Lord’s heart was troubled and He turned to the Father to give Him glory. The Father 
answered stating that His name had been glorified in the works of the Son, and they would be 
glorified again in His obedience.  
 
V29 - A miracle had just occurred, but its effect depended on the hearts of those who witnessed it. 
Some were spiritually minded and thought that an angel had addressed Him. Others were not and 
thought that it was only thunder. A few realized that it was the voice of God.  
 
How fascinating! Those who heard thunder would ridicule those who thought it was an angel, saying 
that they were stupid, superstitious, and perhaps even hallucinating. They would never imagine that 
their own hearts, hardened to spiritual things, made them incapable of perceiving the truth.  
 
V30 – Jesus had perfect communion with the Father and did not need to hear a voice from heaven to 
strengthen His faith. He told the people bluntly that the voice came to strengthen the faith of those 
who had ears to hear it.  
 
V31 – The cataclysmic battle for the fate of the world was about to begin. The outcome was never in 
doubt; Jesus would be the champion. 
 
VV 32-33 – Jesus would be lifted up literally on the cross. He would then be lifted up spiritually to 
heaven in ultimate authority and power (Isaiah 53:12, Matthew 28:18). To be lifted up had a 
connotation of shameful death to the hearers (Deuteronomy 21:22-23).  
 
V34 – “People” in this passage refers to the crowd, which may or may not have included Jewish 
leaders. They were correct in saying that the Messiah (“Chosen One”) would have His kingdom 
forever (Isaiah 9:7, Ezekiel 37:25) but did not realize that the path to eternal life, even for the Christ, 
was through death. In their minds, if Jesus was saying that He must die, He could not be the Son of 
Man.  
 
VV 35-36 – The light of the Son of Man would only shine in the world for a few more days. Jesus 
desperately wanted His people to accept Him so that they could have life. He asked them yet again to 
seek Him while He could be found. Once the Light was gone, people seeking God could only grope in 
the darkness. After finishing His teaching, Jesus went away to a place where His enemies could not 
find Him. His death was to be on Passover, and not before.  
 
V37 – Even as the Jewish leaders had done everything that they could to destroy Jesus, so also 
Jesus had done everything that He could to convince them that He was God; that salvation was found 
in Him and no other. He had taught, had healed, had encouraged, had fed, and had rebuked. He had 
worked countless mighty miracles. However, even God Himself could not bring people to know and 
love Him if they refused to do so. The Almighty Lord of the Universe, the Creator and Sustainer of all 
things, had spoken. It was nearly time for Him to go.  
 
VV 38-41 - Isaiah had prophesied long before that the people would be deaf to the call of God (Isaiah 
6:9-10). 
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 The mystery of this passage lies in the fact that man is responsible and yet God is sovereign. The fall 
of man so disrupted his nature that he cannot stop sinning. At the same time, he is individually 
responsible for his misdeeds. God truly hardens his heart and makes him unable to believe. At the 
same time, God is completely just. He gives every man a chance to believe and the ability to believe. 
The only man who will perish in hell, separated from the source of love and life, is the man who freely 
chooses to do so.   
 
VV 42-43 – The Jewish leaders were not beyond hope. Many actually believed in Jesus, but were 
afraid of losing their positions of power and authority in Israel so they remained silent. Perhaps some 
revealed their faith after the Resurrection. Perhaps some openly joined Jesus’ followers at Pentecost. 
Perhaps some didn’t acknowledge Christ until they stood before the Father. 
 
VV 44-45 – This teaching may have occurred later in the week. Or John could have added this 
section from a different time.  
 
Jesus is God, and to see Him is to see God. The Lord repeated this lesson to Philip and the other 
disciples on the night before He died (John 14:8-11). It is appropriate to make a distinction between 
God the Father and God the Son, as Jesus Himself did. God is one God (Deuteronomy 6:4-5), 
eternally present in three Persons, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.  
 
V46 – Returning to the example of light, Jesus reminded His hearers that He was the Light, and to 
believe in something apart from Him was to dwell in darkness.  
 
VV 47-50 – During this time Jesus mission was to come to earth as a man to save the earth, and the 
people therein, from their sins. The Father was the One who judged, and Jesus Christ stood before 
Him as an advocate for His people (Acts 7:56). This is opposite what He taught in John 5:22. It is 
difficult to harmonize the two, unless we remember that Father and Son are persons of the Godhead. 
They are both God, and the judgment of One is the same as the judgment of the other.   
 
The commands of the Father are everlasting, and the Son only spoke the commandments of the 
Father.   
 
John 13 
 
V1 – It was the night before the crucifixion and Jesus was gathered in the upper room of a large 
house with His disciples. It is unclear whether only the twelve disciples were present or if there were 
others as well. By the time they were in the Garden of Gethsemane, another young man who was not 
one of the Twelve, probably John Mark, had joined the group (Mark 14:51-52).   
 
They were celebrating the Feast of the Passover, when God saved His people Israel while destroying 
their Egyptian overlords. Even as the blood of the Passover lamb saved Israel from the Angel of 
Death, so the blood of the human Passover Lamb would save all people from their sins.  

Notice also that Jesus loved (ἀγαπάω agapaō) those who the Father had given Him and He continued 
to love them, no matter what He Himself was enduring. Jesus’ ability to focus on others’ during the 
pinnacle of pain and death is truly divine. He loved His people until the end, the completion of His 
work. Jesus also loves us forever.  

V2 – The men had finished their dinner of lamb, unleavened bread, broth, herbs and wine. 
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 Judas still planned to betray Jesus, but comparison with verse 27 suggests that even at this late 
time, there was still hope for him to change his mind. To say “Satan put into the head of Judas” and to 
say “Judas decided”, in this case, is to say the same thing. Satan constantly whispers suggestions of 
evil which our sinful hearts long to hear. However, as independent moral agents we are responsibility 
for everything that we think, say and do. We are also responsible for everything that we fail to think, 
say, and do.  
 
V3 – Jesus was never unsure about the outcome. With the eyes of faith, Jesus absolutely knew that 
the Father had given everything to Him, that He came from the Father and He was returning to the 
Father. Jesus had none of the weakness and fear that come from uncertainty, which so besets His 
followers.  
 
There are many things that Christians, still in our weak and wicked human condition, do not 
understand. The problem of evil, the Trinity, the sovereignty of God, the freewill of man, and the 
nature of eternity confound the greatest human minds. However, we do not need to understand these 
things to know and love God. We do not need to master these topics to serve and worship Him in 
strength and confidence. All we need to thoroughly understand and believe are three things. 
 

1. God has given all things to us, His people. 
2. God has sent us into this world to do His work. 
3. At the end of our work, we will go to Him forever. 

 
We can assume that Jesus Christ, fully human and fully divine, understood the theological quandaries 
mentioned above. However to obey to the point of death on the cross, He only needed to believe 
these three things; the same things that we need to believe. Therefore we should have the same 
strength and courage that He had. The Spirit of God lives in us and therefore we have the ability to 
live like Christ (Galatians 2:20). The Father will accept no excuses.   
 
VV 4-5 – Winter and early spring in the Holy Land can be cold and Jesus may have been wearing an 
outer garment (like a coat) that He then laid aside. He picked up a towel and a basin and began to 
wash the disciples’ feet.  
 
V6 - By custom this task was reserved for the most menial of servants, and Peter was offended to 
see Jesus doing it. Perhaps he simply saw Jesus as too good to wash feet. Perhaps he would not 
have minded washing Jesus’ feet, but he would not have been willing to wash the feet of the other 
disciples. Peter probably saw himself as the leader of the disciples and knew that he would never 
stoop so low as to wash feet. To see Jesus do it was to suggest that perhaps he should. Most likely, 
as with all people, Peter was motivated by a mix of motivations; some good and some evil.  
 
V7 – Jesus answered that Peter and the others would understand what He was doing later on. Many 
of the disciples were still looking for an earthly kingdom and Jesus’ display of humble service directly 
opposed that image. Perhaps Jesus self-abasement further convinced Judas Iscariot, who was still in 
the room, that Jesus was no king. Judas clearly wanted no part of a group in which the leaders 
served the followers. It is likely that others in the group, while not planning to betray the Lord, had the 
same opinion on this point.  
 
VV 8-9 – Peter’s objection was strong and he refused Jesus’ attempt to wash his feet. Jesus saw the 
confusion and pride which lay beneath his sanctimonious refusal and warned Peter that he needed to 
be cleaned. Jesus warned Peter that if he held on to his arrogant objections, he would have no place 
in His kingdom 
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V10 – Shaken, Peter asked Jesus to wash all of him. We have to appreciate Peter’s willingness to 
submit his pride to Jesus. The apostle was more concerned with staying in right relationship with the 
Lord than with looking good. Satisfied with Peter’s response, Jesus told him that no more was 
needed.  
 
Several months ago my son was attending Wednesday night children’s choir practice. He had been 
feeling nauseous but went to church anyway. While my wife chatted with some women in the room he 
vomited. Our senior pastor Don Davidson, a man with 40 years in the pulpit and leader over a church 
of over 1000, grabbed some paper towels and without a word, knelt to clean up the mess. He began 
before my wife even had a chance to respond.  
 
V11 - Peter and the other 10 were cleaned but Judas was not.  
 
VV 12-16 – Jesus finished and returned to His seat. Never one to miss a teaching opportunity, He 
then asked His disciples to explain the lesson in what He had done. No answer is recorded and given 
the immediacy of the narrative it is likely that no one gave one. Perhaps the lesson was obvious but 
because no one wanted to wash others’ feet, no one wanted to say it.  
 
Jesus affirmed their accuracy in calling Him Master and Lord, and then told them to serve their 
brethren just as He had done. Notice that Jesus’ lesson was that His disciples wash the feet of other 
believers. His first concern was His people, and secondarily He aided others.  
 
V17 - Happiness is not found in having people serve you but in serving others. Ultimate happiness is 
found in serving the Lord and following Him faithfully. 
 
V18 – Jesus’ life work had cleansed the hearts of 11/12 disciples, only Judas Iscariot kept himself 
dirty, remaining outside of Jesus’ power. It was the height of treachery to betray those with whom you 
eat, but Judas did it.  
 
V19 – The very fact of Jesus’ betrayal testified to His fulfillment of the Scriptures and thus His identity.  
 
V20 – Those who receive Jesus Christ also receive the Father who sent Him. Those who receive the 
disciples receive Jesus Christ. 

V21 - Like any man, Jesus felt deeply troubled (ταράσσω tarassō – inward commotion, anxiety, fear 
and dread) that one of His own was about to betray Him. He had personally selected Judas knowing 
full well that he would turn on Him. Every kind word, every mighty miracle, and every profound 
teaching was ultimately lost on this troubled man. It is almost like Jesus was a parent with a rebellious 
son. No matter how hard Jesus tried, Judas would not listen. 

Though the Son of Man felt troubled, He did not dwell on His concerns and therefore sin. Jesus’ 
continued to accomplish His mission, putting aside His feelings to trust and obey the Father.  

V22 – The disciples, already tired and confused from the somber tone of what should have been a 
respectful but happy dinner, were doubly confused. Nobody could imagine that one of them would 
betray Jesus. If they could imagine, they couldn’t fathom who it would be.  
 
V23 – John was leaning back with his head on Jesus’ chest. 
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VV 24-25 – Simon Peter, the impulsive disciple, took Jesus’ statement seriously and asked who it 
was. John repeated the question. Both men were probably very close to Jesus and spoke softly. An 
accusation of treachery is not lightly made or easily discussed.  
 
V26 – The dinner included bread and probably some broth into which the bread was dipped. Rather 
than answer their question verbally, Jesus broke off a piece of bread, dipped it in the broth and 
handed it to Judas. In most cases when the host of a banquet gave food in this manner to someone, 
it signified honor or special friendship. That Judas was sitting at arm’s length from Jesus indicates 
that he was in a place of honor. Perhaps these were Jesus’ last blessings to Judas, given in the hope 
that he might repent.  
 
Many questions immediately arise. Why did Peter and John not see this as a direct answer to their 
question? Or did they, and then didn’t know what to do? Did the any of the other disciples hear it, see 
it, and know what was going on? One almost expects to see Peter jump up, shout “Scoundrel!” at 
Judas, and tackle him before he got away. But none of that happened.  
 
V27 – Judas now completely gave himself over to Satan. There was no hope left; Judas eternal 
separation from God was assured, and nothing could save him now. The zealot had rejected the gift 
of God for the final time and had lost the ability to ever accept Him in the future. It is possible that the 
stunned disciples were beginning to figure out what all this about Judas meant, and would have tried 
to stop him. Jesus knew that Judas had to play out his part in the drama of the crucifixion and so told 
him to go quickly.  
 
VV 28-29 – This statement was even more confusing to the disciples seated around the table. The 
author of this gospel, John, also known as the disciple whom Jesus loved, speculated that Jesus was 
sending Judas on a mission for the Passover. In reality, He was.   
 
How amazing! Jesus essentially told Judas “I know that your actions will result in my death tomorrow, 
so do it quickly.” What other man could have done it? 
 
V30 – The phrase it was night refers to the time of day. It also refers to the throbbing, pounding 
spiritual darkness which engulfed that fateful Passover night. The Son of God was about to die, the 
Light of the World was about to be snuffed out. Could any night in human history have been darker? 
 
VV 31-32 – Once Judas was gone, the chain of events leading to the cross could not be stopped by 
any human hands. As man, Jesus must have been tempted to save Himself, but as God, He did not. 
This marked the beginning of Jesus’ final and greatest glory, and the glory that the Father would 
receive through Him.   
 
V33 – The disciples still lacked so much understanding, so deeply puzzled and distraught as they 
were by the events swirling around them. Things had happened so fast. Just a few days before they 
had all come into Jerusalem as kings and princes, conquering heroes who would drive out their 
Roman overlords. Now their Master was troubled, one of their number was gone, and they could not 
see the end. As a result, Jesus called them “little children”. Tomorrow Jesus would die, plunging them 
into despair that they never imagined. Then in just a few days these children would “grow up” in ways 
they could not imagine. Suddenly it would all make perfect sense.   
 
VV 34-35 – Jesus had gone over the commandments many times with these men. 
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 The instructions to “Love the Lord their God with all their hearts, minds and strength (Deuteronomy 
6:5)” and to “Love their neighbors as themselves (Leviticus 19:18)” had been drummed into their 
heads and hearts for three years. Now Jesus gave them a new and special commandment, “To love 
each other.”  
 
Christians are still to place God first and also to care for those around them whether they follow Jesus 
or not. However Christians’ first responsibility to after God is to their families (1 Timothy 5:8) and to 
other Christians. Those who know and love the Lord will use their time, energy, money, and 
everything else, first for the fellowship of the faith, the Church, and then for those outside. Jesus 
Christ spent over 90% of His time on the 12 men He had chosen, and the rest on the rest of the 
world.  
 
V36 – Peter still did not understand where Jesus was going. Jesus had been clear that He was going 
to die (Matthew 16:21, Mark 8:31, 10:33, Luke 9:22) and Peter himself had rebuked Him for it. By this 
time, though, Peter was unable to hear what the Lord was saying. Rather than answer Peter plainly 
again, Jesus promised him that he would come later.  
 
VV 37-38 – Ever impulsive, Peter complained that he wanted to follow Jesus now. The Master knew 
better; before the rooster crowed signally the morning, Peter would deny Him three times.  
 
John 14    
 
Background - There is an important progression in this chapter. The disciples’ greatest felt need was 
for Jesus to be with them. The Lord knew this and though He told them that He had to go, He first 
promised them that He would come again. Their next need, which Philip alluded to, was to know the 
true identity of Jesus, that He was God, the One who could truly take care of everything in their lives. 
The trouble is that even if Jesus would come again and He was God, they needed to know how they 
would get help in the meantime. It is well and good to have a secure life after death, but who would 
help them now? Who would see them through the pain and struggles that they would face tomorrow 
and the next day? Jesus last task was to answer this question. By the end of the chapter Jesus had 
revealed to His disciples that though His physical presence would no longer be with them, He would 
still be there. In reality, Jesus never left His people.    
 
V1 – Just as Jesus was troubled, so the hearts of the disciples were troubled. Judas had left, dinner 
was over, and it was getting late. They had to wonder what would happen next. It was unusual for 
Jesus to seem bothered and that fact undoubtedly cast them off center as well.  
 
Perceiving this mood, Jesus specifically forbade His disciples from being troubled (ταράσσω tarassō 
– inward commotion, anxiety, fear and dread). It is no sin to have these feelings, but it is sin to dwell 
on them, to let them steal your confidence and joy in the Lord, and to let them paralyze your Christian 
service. To Jesus, people had responsibility for their own thoughts, words and actions, regardless of 
whatever obstacles they faced to making the right decisions. The modern tendency to excuse sin 
because “he is sick” or “she couldn’t help herself” found no place in His teaching.  
 
Who is the person that we want with us, especially in the scary times? Who comforts us? Who leads 
us through confusing situations? When we need them, do we sit and worry about the situation or do 
we do something to get their help? What do we do to bring that person close to us, to let them know 
about our dilemma and get their help? Do we behave differently with Jesus than with other people? 
Do we passively allow our hearts to be troubled when dealing with the Lord in a way that we would 
never do when dealing with people?  
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How were the disciples to escape being troubled? By believing in Jesus, everything He was and 
everything He did. Rock solid faith in the God of the Universe, the all-knowing, all powerful and all 
loving One, will drive away the demons of fear, dread, and worry. 
 
It is also remarkable that Jesus was comforting His disciples when He Himself was facing death. A 
gladiator preparing to face the lions or a prisoner about to stand on the gallows may be comforted by 
those around him, but rarely do they seek to comfort others. Jesus was different.  
 
VV 2-3 – Jesus was leaving the disciples so that He could prepare a place for them with the Father. 
Mansions (μονή monē) is translated “rooms” in other versions, and connotes a dwelling place rather 
than a plush estate. Once heaven was prepared for the disciples, Jesus promised to return and take 
them back with Him. In the final state, though painfully separated now, the disciples would be with the 
Lord forever. This suggests not only the twelve, but all of those who sincerely believed in Him.  
 
VV 4-5 – Jesus was going to heaven, and He stated that the disciples knew the way. Thomas, as 
confused as the rest of them, objected that He neither knew where Jesus was going nor the way to 
get there.  
 
V6 – This is the sixth of Jesus’ famous “I am” statements, sometimes simple statements and other 
times metaphors describing aspects of His identity and character.  
 

1. I am the bread of life (John 6:35) 
2. I am the light of the world (John 8:12) 
3. I am the door (John 10:9) 
4. I am the good shepherd (John 10:11) 
5. I am the resurrection and the life (John 11:25) 
6. I am the way, the truth and the life (John 14:6) 
7. I am the vine (John 15:1) 

 
The ultimate statement of Jesus’ identity is not a metaphor but a blunt statement of His divinity, 
claiming the same identity as Jehovah of the Old Testament (John 8:58).  
 
Jesus claimed to be the way to the Father, not one of many ways but the only way. As unpopular as 
this “intolerant” view is in the modern world, Jesus left His followers no choice. Christians are 
commanded to believe the Bible and the Bible is very clear. There is no way heaven, to the presence 
of the Father, except through the work of Jesus Christ. Acts 4:12 teaches the same thing. The article 
on MDHarrisMD entitled What about those who have never heard? goes into greater detail about 
what this means.   
 
Jesus is also the Truth and the Life. It is not that He has the truth and the life but He is the truth and 
life. Truth and life are not independent entities that Jesus holds in full measure but they are inherent 
characteristics of Him. Everything that is true, whether science, history, religion, or any other field of 
study, is found in Him. Everything that is alive, whether man, flora, fauna, or angel, is found in Him. 
Jesus is the ultimate source of everything which is good in the universe, and to be separated from 
Him is to be separated from everything which is good in the universe. Those who reject Jesus find 
themselves as a satellite out of control, slowly and inexorably spinning towards the cold and lonely 
darkness of outer space. They cannot save themselves, but as long as He gives them life, they have 
hope.  
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V7 – The Son and the Father are one – wholly God – and therefore to know the Son is to know the 
Father. Jesus began by telling the disciples “if you had known Me” and finished by saying “henceforth 
you know Him, and have seen Him.” The disciples were painfully confused and Jesus knew it. His 
statement revealed His profound understanding of their mental state and also the hope of their 
eventual enlightenment. Right now they did not understand, but soon they would. Right now the 
disciples didn’t really know the Son or the Father very well, but soon they would know both more 
profoundly than they could possibly imagine.  
 
V8 – What was Philip hoping for? Did he want a Transfiguration-type vision of the Father? Did he 
want some kind of fabulous miracle? Did he want a road map of the future? In effect, Philip 
conveniently and unintentionally illustrated exactly what Jesus was talking about. His request “show 
us the Father” proves that they didn’t know the Father because they didn’t know the Son. 
 
VV 9-11 – Jesus told them again, even more plainly this time. To know the Son is to know the Father. 
To see the Son is to see the Father. They are inseparable and indistinguishable. Father and Son (and 
Holy Spirit) are equally God. The Lord’s words to Philip were not a rebuke but were framed to grab 
his attention, and the attention of those around. Jesus did what He could to teach His disciples: He 
repeated Himself and asked questions to challenge their understanding and make them think.  
 
Jesus was active in obedience to the Father, He was not a marionette. Nonetheless He was so 
perfectly in line with the Father’s will that it was almost as if the Father was saying the words and 
doing the works through Him. Even if Philip and the other disciples could not believe because of 
Jesus’ amazing words, at least they could believe because of His incredible works.  
 
V12 – The greatest works were not healing the sick, feeding the hungry, calming the storm or even 
raising the dead. As spectacular as they seem these works only directly impact the current world, 
People who are healed, fed and even raised (such as Lazarus) become sick, hungry, and even die 
again. The greatest works are those which last forever. In His lifetime, Jesus directly reached a few 
hundred people. In the lifetimes of the men to whom He spoke, the disciples reached thousands. 
They were able to do this because Jesus, limited by His physical body, returned to the Father. The 
Holy Spirit, not limited by space and time, came in His place.  
 
VV 13-14 – To ask in someone’s name is to ask for something that they desire. When my staff sends 
out a request in my name, they are requesting something that I want them to get. Asking for 
something “In Jesus’ name” does not mean attaching that phrase to the end of a prayer, but rather 
asking on behalf of Jesus; asking for what He would request if He were physically here.  
 
V15 - The Son did what the Father commanded, and likewise the disciples were to do what the Son 
commanded. “Asking in Jesus’ name” and “keeping My commandments” are essentially the same 
thing, because knowing the Son’s will is required to keep His commandments and ask in His name. 
The Lord was therefore repeating the same lesson in a different way so His disciples would 
remember it. “His commandments” referred not only to the things that Jesus commanded in His 
earthly life but also all of the Scriptures (Matthew 5:17-19).  

V16 – The disciples were distraught at the thought of losing the protection and comfort that their Lord 
provided. Knowing their needs, Jesus promised to send the third person of the Godhead, the Holy 
Spirit, to comfort them. The word (παράκλητος paraklētos) suggests someone who stands at another’s 
side, who intercedes for them and who helps them.    
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V17 – Those who reject Jesus Christ cannot receive the Holy Spirit precisely because they reject 
Jesus Christ. Because they reject Him they cannot see or know the Spirit. Believers can see and 
know the Spirit because He lives in them.  

V18 – The Greek word used here is ὀρφανός orphanos, meaning bereft of parents, teachers, guides 
or guardians. Jesus’ departure would not only leave His disciples without spiritual guidance but 
without a real leader, since He was more than a father to them. In the case of James and John at 
least, their own father Zebedee may have been dead. He was mentioned early in Jesus’ ministry 
(Matthew 4:21-22, Mark 1:20) but never again. These disciples had given up their careers, their 
families, and their futures. What would happen to them once their Master was gone? 

The Lord knew that the world was too hard to any man. Measured against the vastness of the 
universe and the span of the ages, how can anyone be anything at all? The frigid silence of the 
natural world and of space beggars our greatest efforts at significance. Who but the most insane or 
oblivious can fail to recognize this fact? In the face of these realities, is there any wonder that God 
would not leave us alone. He needed to send a Comforter.  

VV 19-21 - In just a few hours Jesus would die. The world, those who rejected Him, would never see 
His physical body again. After Jesus’ resurrection, His followers would see Him in His risen body for 
40 days, until His ascension. Only those that loved and obeyed Him were granted the privilege of 
seeing Jesus in His resurrected body. Neither the Bible nor any other record describes an unbeliever 
seeing Jesus after the crucifixion. Though they were confused now, when the disciples saw Him, they 
would understand. Furthermore, they would be like Him. Because Jesus rose again, so shall those 
who follow Him.  

V22 – Judas asked Jesus how it would be possible for them to see Him and the rest of the world not 
to. He had no idea about the resurrected body. All previous resurrections noted in Scriptures were 
temporary, with the person raised in their mortal body and ultimately dying again.  

V23 – The Father and the Son make their abode with believers in the person of the Holy Spirit. They 
only do that in lives into which they are invited.  

V24 – The man who loves Jesus loves the Father, thinks the thoughts of the Father, says the words 
of the Father, and does the work of the Father.  

VV 25-26 – Jesus shared these final words, the last teaching He would give to His disciples, in His 
physical body. He knew that the human mind was as feeble as the human body and that they would 
need to be reminded of His teachings. The Holy Spirit would help them remember.  

V27 – More than anything else, men need peace with God. Everything else that he yearns for, peace 
with himself and peace with others, follows after this. The world offers peace through money, peace 
through accomplishments, peace through human love, and peace through fame, but none of these 
provide real peace. Money and fame vanish, and human love wavers with the circumstances and the 
years. Accomplishments are forgotten, no matter how glorious they seem at the time. Because Jesus’ 
sacrifice bought peace with God, those who belong to Him can have peace everywhere else. Our 
hearts should never be troubled and we should never be afraid.   

V28 – Anyone who has lost a loving father can understand, at least a little, how fearful the disciples 
were when Jesus said that He was going away and that they could not follow. Jesus’ next statement, 
that if His disciples loved Him fully they would rejoice at His departure, sounds unbelievable. 
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Nonetheless if we understood the power of the Spirit and honestly felt His presence, we would quickly 
discover that having the Spirit within us is better than having the Son near us.  

VV 29-30 – Jesus had spoken these words so that as events unfolded the next day, His disciples 
might remember His predictions and believe. He had little time left and few words left to say. Satan 
was about to strike, and he had nothing but wickedness in store for the Son of God. The phrase in 
Greek also suggests that Satan had nothing to accuse Jesus. He would suffer terribly at the Devil’s 
hands, but do so completely free of sin and guilt. This would make the power of death unable to hold 
Him.  

V31 – Jesus’ last instruction to His followers in the Upper Room was to remember that He loved the 
Father, and did as He commanded. Then Jesus gave the command to leave the room and head to 
the Garden of Gethsemane.  

John 15 
 
V1 – This discourse probably occurred while Jesus was walking with His disciples to the Garden. The 
Upper Room was likely in the southwestern corner of Jerusalem, not far from the Essene quarter and 
Mount Zion. It was probably around one mile from the Upper Room to the Garden, leaving plenty of 
time to have the discussions recorded in John 15 and 16.  
 
In the seventh and last of Jesus’ famous “I am” statements, He emphasized His status as the source 
of life for His followers. As evidenced by the last chapter, the disciples still didn’t have their brains 
around the fact that Jesus was truly God. It would take teachers such as Paul and famous 
Christological passages such as Colossians 1 to further explain His divinity. Even though Jesus 
called Himself “the Life”, the disciples needed a metaphor to better understand what that meant.  
 
This word for vine (ἄμπελος ampelos) appears nine times in the New Testament. In eight it refers to 
the grape vine. In the last it may refer to an grape vine or an olive tree (James 3:12). Just as the vine 
provides water and nutrients essential to the life of the branches, so Jesus provides living water and 
the bread of life essential to the life of the disciples.   
 
The branches attached to the vine produced good and valuable wine, and likewise the disciples 
attached to Jesus would produce good and valuable work. The Old Testament frequently used the 
metaphor of the vine to describe Israel (Psalm 80:9-16, Isaiah 5:1-7, Ezekiel 15:1-8). Jesus use of 
this metaphor for the Church would have communicated to His disciples that they were now God’s 
people. Israel is not forsaken (Romans 11) but the Church would carry His standard in the future.  
 
V2 – Jesus was speaking to His disciples, and He is the vine. His disciples were a part of Him, even 
as branches are a part of the vine. Nutrients and water flowed from Him to His disciples even as they 
flow from the roots through the trunk and to the branches of the vine.  
 
In a larger context, however, at birth everyone on earth is a branch to the vine of Christ. Over time, as 
each individual grows and develops, becoming morally aware of right and wrong, he is given the 
chance to choose a personal relationship with God, or not. Those who follow God, who accept the 
Living Water and the Bread of Life that only Christ can provide, grow stronger and begin to bear the 
fruit of the Spirit. Those who do not, who cut themselves off from the water and nutrients of Jesus, 
begin to wither and die. They are effectively pruned from the vine. 
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 As with everything surrounding the mystery of the sovereignty of God, the Father is the vinedresser, 
pruning unfruitful branches from the vine. At the same time, each person is responsible to follow the 
Lord. Our poor decisions will cut us off from Him. The immediate example was Judas.       
 
There is another way in which God prunes us. Even those who belong to Him, who bear good fruit, 
are pruned so that they can produce better fruit. If pruning in this metaphor is analogous to trials and 
tribulations, the difficulties of life, we can be confident that everyone will go through them. Those 
increasingly separated from the Lord will suffer as a result of their decisions and to try to bring them 
back. Those growing nearer to Him will suffer as God cuts away the waste to make them more like 
Him.  
 
V3 – The disciples to whom Jesus spoke had been cleansed by the word that He spoke to them. Just 
as Jesus’ word cleansed and purified the disciples, so the Bible, in conjunction with the Spirit, 
cleanses and purifies His people today.  
 
VV 4-5 - The disciples were about to lose their Master, and they would have to cope with their loss. 
Jesus had already taught them communion to remember Him. Likewise they needed to remember the 
things that He taught and to realize that they were close to Him, even though He was absent in body, 
because of the Holy Spirit. In the trials to come, it would be easy to forget. 
 
It is simple to drift away from Christ, all we need to do is stop actively pursuing Him. Our nature 
naturally separates us from the person of God, and only through persistent effort can we grow in Him. 
It was not for nothing that Paul said that he buffeted his body and made it his slave so that he would 
not be disqualified (1 Corinthians 9:27). After Jesus’ death the disciples would not have much social 
support in their new faith and would even encounter persecution. Only by constantly reminding 
themselves of His person and His work would the disciples be able to remain in Him. The true 
believer is the one who remains a believer, the one who does not quit at the first sign for hardship.  
 
V6 – A branch apart from the vine is dry and fruitless. As such it is good for burning but not much 
else. The ultimate fulfillment of this prophecy will come at judgment.   
 
V7 – A heart that fully belongs to Jesus and a life that abides in His will is a life that the Lord will 
honor.  
 
V8 – The fruits of the Spirit include love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, 
gentleness and self-control (Galatians 5:22-23). These qualities characterize followers of Christ and 
give glory to God. When other people see these qualities in the lives of believers, they are drawn to 
God.  
 
Some people act like God is a “cosmic kill-joy,” that He prohibits everything that they want to do. 
There is no doubt that sometimes we want to do things that are wrong, but do any of us really want to 
live without love, without joy, without peace, or without the other things written there? Do we really 
want to live in a society where these qualities are absent, or even discouraged? In reality, God wants 
us to do exactly the things that we would want to do if only we had the wisdom to see it. As our lives 
overflow in godliness, the Father is glorified. 
 
V9 – The love of the Father for the Son is perfect, and the love of the Son for His people is perfect. 
Since we have the same Spirit living in us, we must show the same selfless love for others. This is 
only possible if we abide in Christ.  
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V10 – If we wish to abide in the love of the Father and the Son, we will keep Jesus’ commandments. 
Unlike the famous Ten Commandments, of which 8/10 were negative (“Thou shalt not”), Jesus’ 
commandments were all positive and could be summed up as: 
 

1. Love the Lord your God with all your heart, soul and mind (Matthew 22:37). 
2. Love your neighbor as yourself (Matthew 22:39). 
3. Love one another (John 13:34).  

 
Herein is the secret to the Christian life. Abiding in Jesus’ love is certainly emotional, as we are 
emotional creatures and need to feel His affection. It is also certainly intellectual, because as 
intelligent creatures we need to understand His work. Most important, though, it is volitional, because 
as independent moral creatures we need to bring our will in compliance with His. Whether we feel like 
doing so or not, and whether it makes sense to our minds or not, we must obey His commandments.  
 
Forgiveness is a prime example. My friend Ron and his mother have not gotten along in decades. 
Shortly before he married his wife Becky, Ron’s mother belittled her repeatedly in front of them and to 
others. The verbal wounds the mother left still fester in Ron and Becky. Though I have asked him to 
forgive his mother, Ron refuses to do so. To him forgiving her may not make sense emotionally since 
he wants to nurse his resentments. It may not make sense intellectually since there is no tangible 
reason to reconcile and she might only cause him more pain if he tried. Nonetheless the Word of God 
commands him to forgive.    
 
This truth does not justify believing without reasoning. God has given people minds to think as well as 
emotions to feel. To do so is to reinforce the world’s bigoted stereotype of Christians as unthinking 
and petty. It can be hard sometimes to know the will of God. However in certain circumstances His 
will is clear. No man need ponder if God is commanding him to commit adultery; He is not. No woman 
need consider if God is commanding her to abort her unborn child; He is not. Some things in life are 
clear.  
 
V11 – God created us to serve Him, and made us each different to serve in different ways. Obeying 
Jesus’ commandments is the ultimate way to serve God, and the only thing that will give us joy. Joy 
(χαρά chara) is an enduring satisfaction with the Lord and trust in His eternal work. Happiness is a 
pleasurable reaction to the events at hand.    
 
A preacher once said that happiness is like a thermometer; it can only measure the temperature. On 
the other hand joy is like a thermostat; it can set the temperature wherever the operator wants it to 
be.  Happiness is passive and episodic, determined by external circumstances. Joy is active and 
consistent, determined by the will of the individual.  
 
The world looks for happiness, while the Church seeks joy. The world looks for self-fulfillment, which 
the Church looks for Christ-fulfillment. The world desires freedom from others’ restraints to do 
whatever it wants, while the Church wants freedom from sin to follow Jesus’ commands. The world 
will fail to find happiness, while the Church will succeed in finding joy. 
 
V12 – Jesus repeated the commandment He gave in John 13:34.  
 
V13 – As an example of the love that Jesus had for His disciples, and the love that His disciples were 
to show for each other, He was about to lay down His life for them. It was the most that anyone could 
give, and therefore the greatest possible show of love. 
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VV 14-15 – Jesus had just demonstrated a lowly act of service to His disciples and told them to do 
the same. Now He revealed that while they were to serve one another, their role was that of a friend 
to Him and to each other. In the three years that He had spent with Him, He had completed their 
training, telling them all of the things that the Father had commanded. They were about to use that 
training in the world.  
 
Abraham was considered a “friend of God” (2 Chronicles 20:7).  
 
V16 – Jesus chose the disciples and invited them to come with Him; all they did was accept the 
invitation. Not everyone that Jesus invited to follow Him did so. The rich young ruler was unwilling to 
part with his wealth and so missed the chance to follow the Lord (Mark 10:17-22). 
 
God chooses without regard to merit. He chose Israel (Isaiah 45:4, Amos 3:2) despite the fact that 
there was no special virtue in them (Deuteronomy 7:7, 9:4-6). Likewise there is no special virtue in 
those He elects to follow Him in the Church Age (Ephesians 2:8-9). 
 
V17 – Jesus told His disciples a third time to love one another. Just as God is three in one, so 
repeating something three times gave it the most possible emphasis. It was that important. 
 
V18 – By its very nature, people imbued with the values of the world are imbued with the values of 
Satan, the ruler of the world (John 12:31, 2 Corinthians 4:4). Since Satan hated God from the 
beginning so that people of Satan will hate the people of God. Jesus’ disciples could expect no solace 
from their countrymen because Jesus’ Himself received none.  
 
V19 – The people of God were chosen by God to be separate from the people of the world, those 
who did not accept His free offer of salvation. The Father gave the Son followers in the world and the 
Son chose these followers to serve Him rather than continuing to serve Satan. Therefore the world 
would hate them.  
 
V20 - After Jesus died and ascended to heaven, the opposition of the world would begin to fall on the 
disciples rather than on Him. They would feel the pain of persecution just as He did. 
 
V21 – Many people think that they know God and think that they are following His will. Paul himself 
was convinced that he was serving God by imprisoning and killing Christians. They only believed this 
because they did not truly know Him. It is not good enough to believe, no matter how sincere you are. 
We must believe in accordance with knowledge, with how He has revealed Himself in His creation 
and in His word. 
 
V22 – Before Jesus the plan of God, and even the person of God, was shrouded in mystery. He was 
the Great Unknown, the Holy Other, and philosophers, priests and kings groped in the darkness of 
ignorance trying to explain Him. Jesus, however, was the perfect image of God; He was God Himself 
in human form. After man saw the Son, they no longer had any excuse for misunderstanding the 
Father. People who have never seen the Son may portray their sin as ignorance, but those who have 
seen Him have no such option. Their sins are laid open before God, exposed by the blood of the Son 
of Man.  
 
Additionally, the greatest sin of all is to reject the Son, the only One who can promise salvation. 
Saying no to Jesus truly is the unpardonable sin, because rejecting Him rules out any possibility of 
reconciling with God the Father.  
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V23 – Those who reject Jesus Christ also reject the Father. Once a person hears about the work of 
Jesus he had two choices, accept or reject. No one can reject Jesus Christ and yet say that he has 
accepted the Father. No one comes to the Father except through the Son.  
 
V24 – The Jews had seen marvelous things during the ministry of Jesus. He Himself said that if Tyre, 
Sidon, and even Sodom had seen the wonders that He had done, they would have repented 
(Matthew 11:20-24). God had done everything, literally everything, to persuade, shock and amaze the 
people of Israel into repentance, but most had refused. To their shame, they hated the Son, and 
despite their protestations to the contrary, they hated the Father as well. 
 
V25 – Healing the sick, feeding the hungry, and helping the poor are only considered sin by sick 
people. The leaders of Israel who rejected Christ saw Him do these wonderful things, and yet hated 
Him anyway. The prophets of old had foreseen this (Psalm 69:4).  .   
 
VV 26-27 – Though the world would hate them, the Holy Spirit would comfort them. The same Spirit 
would testify of Jesus in the hearts of men, even as those who followed Him would testify in the ears 
of men.   
 
John 16 
 
V1 - Step by step Jesus and His disciples neared the Mount of Olives, the Garden of Gethsemane, 
and His betrayal. He had told them that He was about to die and that they would also be persecuted. 
Now Jesus went into greater detail to prepare His disciples for the future. 
 
V2 – To be put out of the synagogue was to be cut off from the community of Israel. A man would 
lose his friends, his business associates, the help of the village in hard times, and just about 
everything that his community would provide. Fear of being put out closed the mouths of the parents 
of the man that Jesus healed who had been born blind (John 9:22). It was a harsh punishment 
reserved for those who had done wrong in the eyes of the community and could not be remediated.  
 
Not only would the Jews put Jesus’ disciples out of the synagogue, they would kill them. And while 
they were doing it they would honestly believe that they were serving God. Saul is a prime example. 
He stood holding the coats of the men who stoned Stephen the Deacon to death, even though he had 
done nothing wrong and did not even receive a trial. Such mob murder is as far from serving God as 
anything could be but those who would do it would not notice. Later Saul, known to the Greeks as 
Paul, would do even worse, but he still believed that he was serving Jehovah.  
 
V3 – The people who stoned Stephen were leaders in the Jewish community, learned and respected 
men who understood the Scriptures better than most. Paul certainly fell into this category. So how 
could they do such a thing? Because despite their knowledge and their protestations, they did not 
know God.  Instead of being spiritual children of the Lord, as they believed themselves to be, they 
were spiritual children of Satan, the liar and murderer, and they acted in accordance with their father.  
 
The Jewish leaders in first century Palestine were not unique. People from all religions, and people 
who deny religion completely, have done exactly the same thing.    
 
V4 – While Jesus walked the earth the wrath of the unbelievers was focused on Him, but when He left 
their wrath would be focused on His disciples, and those who would follow Him in the future. 
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 Jesus’ prophecy was not a welcome sound in the ears of His disciples but He was determined to 
prepare them for what lay ahead. When persecution came Jesus followers would not be surprised but 
they would be prepared.  
 
V5 – Despite Jesus’ repeated warnings, many of the disciples still did not realize that He was about to 
die. They knew that He was going away and suspected that He would not be back soon, but the idea 
of the Messiah dying was nearly inconceivable to them.  
 
V6 – The disciples’ sorrow at their Lord’s words made it hard to listen to Him, much less understand 
what He said.  
 
V7 – The Lord returned to His topic from chapters 14 and 15. Though they could not fathom it now, 
Jesus’ departure from the earth would prompt the Father to send the Comforter, the Holy Spirit, to 
help the men and women that He left behind. Jesus limited Himself to a physical body subject to 
space and time and therefore His ability to help His people would diminish as their numbers grew. 
The Holy Spirit, untrammeled by space and time, had no such limitations. He could literally abide in 
the bodies of Christians everywhere in the world simultaneously; something the Son of Man, Jesus, 
could never do.   
 
VV 8-9 – The Spirit would convict unbelievers of sin, because to refuse to believe in Jesus, the Only 
Son of God and God the Son, is a sin. In fact, it is the only sin that cannot be pardoned. However the 
Spirit would also convince unbelievers that they needed the Son. Since the Father has given 
judgment to the Son, the Spirit’s role in convincing is preeminent.  
 
V10 – Some commentators suggest that righteousness in this verse refers to self-righteousness. If 
so, the idea is that the Spirit will compare the reality of Jesus’ perfect life to the reality of people’s 
flawed lives. Against the perfect standard of Jesus, it is impossible for an honest man to continue to 
believe in his own righteousness.  
 
V11 – Ultimately the Spirit will participate with the Father and the Son in judging the evil in the world.  
 
VV 12-13 – There was so much more to teach, but the disciples had had all that they could digest. 
Fortunately, using the Word, other believers, and other means, the Spirit would continue the teaching 
that Jesus was unable to finish. 
 
VV 14-15 – The Spirit would have the strength and knowledge as the Son, and He would continue to 
give it to His people.  
 
VV 16-18 – Reading this from today, we know that Jesus meant that they would see Him before His 
death and then not see Him in the grave. After His resurrection His followers would see Him, but then 
not again until the end times because He would go to His Father. From their vantage point before the 
events happened, the disciples could not understand. 
 
A related interpretation is that since Jesus and the Holy Spirit were One, both members of the 
Godhead, to see the Spirit was to see the Son.  
 
VV 19-20 – Jesus knew their confusion and responded to it. He did not clearly state what would 
happen in the next three days, perhaps because He had already told them plainly that He would die 
and rise again and the disciples didn’t get it. Instead Jesus painted a picture of the emotion that they 
would feel. 
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 The world, the evil powers who govern the earth, would rejoice at the downfall of Christ, while His 
people would mourn. Their mourning would be short lived, however, for Jesus would rise again.  
 
VV 21-22 – There is no better example of terrible pain followed by amazing joy than the birth of a 
child. As was His custom, Jesus spoke in simple yet unmistakable images that people would 
understand.   
 
VV 23-24 – After Jesus’ resurrection the disciples would finally understand His words, His work, and 
even His life. Their former ideas about the Messiah, with a nugget of Scriptural truth encrusted and 
nearly obscured by the teachings of men, would vanish. The vision of the True Messiah would 
remain.  
 
Additionally Jesus’ disciples would know Him, and empowered by the Spirit, would be able to ask for 
the things that Jesus would ask for if He was physically present. They had not been able to do that in 
the past because confusion clouded their minds. When they asked they would be doing exactly what 
the Lord had created them to do and their joy would be complete. The disciples would ask for things 
on the basis of Jesus’ righteousness, and indwelt by Jesus’ Spirit, with His mind.  
 
V25 – Jesus was emphasizing His utter unity with the Holy Spirit. The Son of Man spoke to the 
people, both His disciples on those on the outside, in proverbs. This was to teach universal truth in a 
way that was understandable and memorable to those who were willing to listen. When the Spirit 
arrived in the hearts of the people, He would awaken their understanding and speak Biblical reality 
plainly to them.  
 
VV 26-28 – This time Jesus emphasized His perfect unity with the Father. To Son of God was equally 
God the Son. There was no need for the Son to beseech the Father on behalf of men, because the 
Father and the Son were One. To pray to one was to pray to the Other. This is not to deny the Trinity 
but to emphasize the Unity; God is truly One (Deuteronomy 6:4). 
 
VV 29-30 – The disciples were a little heartened, feeling that they understood, better at least, what 
Jesus was talking about.  
 
VV 31-32 – The disciples had confidently asserted that now they truly believed. Jesus challenged that 
assertion. His prophesied that they would abandon Him and scatter, desperate to save their own 
skins rather than defend the One in whom they said they believed. Still, because of the presence of 
His beloved Father, Jesus would never be alone.  
 
V33 – Just as the Father would accompany the Son in His final tribulation, so the Father and Son 
would, in the person of the Spirit, accompany the disciples in their final tribulations.  
 
John 17 
 
Background 
 
Jesus was praying aloud with His disciples walking slowly by His side. The prayer made a large 
impression on them all, but especially on John, as he was the only one to record it. This prayer is 
Jesus’ farewell discourse, similar to other farewell discourses associated with prayers in Jewish and 
Hellenistic literature (Deuteronomy 32-33, Joshua 23-24). This farewell discourse, similar to those of 
Moses and Joshua, summarized the history and the themes pertinent to the listeners. 
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Topic Occurrence John 17 mention 

Receiving the glory of the Father  Matthew 3:16-17, John 5:39-44 VV 1-5 

Disciples chosen out of the world Luke 6:12-19, John 1:35-51 V6 

Disciples understanding that knowing the Son 
is knowing the Father  

John 14:7-11 VV 7-8 

Disciples sent into the world Luke 9:1-11 VV 11-19 

Help for others who would believe Luke 10:1-24 VV 20-21 

The final destiny of believers with God Mark 9:1-8, 12:26-27 VV 24-26 

  
V1 – The “Lord’s Prayer” in Matthew is really the Disciple’s Prayer, because this prayer is the prayer 
of the Lord.  David Chytraeus (1530-1600) referred to Jesus’ prayer in John 17 as His “high priestly 
prayer” (XXX).   It was common for Jewish men to stand and look towards the heavens when they 
prayed (Mark 11:25).   
 
Jesus first words are amazing.  He was about to die a horrid death, with as much pain and humiliation 
as the Romans and Jews could muster, and He saw it as His time to be glorified.  Jesus’ final 
glorification did not start at the resurrection; it started at the crucifixion.  The very thing that the world 
saw as the greatest curse and shame (Deuteronomy 21:22-23), Jesus knew was His hour of greatest 
exaltation.   
 
Though verses 1-5 are Jesus’ prayer for Himself, He has only one petition, “glorify Thy Son”.  Even 
this petition was ultimately so the Father would be glorified.  The Father would give Jesus glory so 
that the Son could reflect it back to Him.  
 
V2 – The Father also gave authority to the Son to grant eternal life to those people who He gave Him.  
Jesus’ authority over all the earth did not come only as a result of His work on the cross (cf. Matthew 
28:18) but had existed since before time. Jesus has authority over Creation because He made it 
(Colossians 1) and because He bought it with His blood (Romans 8).   
 
God the Father predestined certain people for salvation (Acts 13:48, Romans 8:29-30, Ephesians 1:3-
6), and yet we are responsible for our individual decisions to accept or reject the Lord (John 3:16). To 
the human mind, these truths are incompatible, even mutually contradictory, but according the Bible, 
both are true. It should be no surprise that our small and finite minds cannot fully comprehend the 
Infinite Mind. While it is good to consider such matters, it is bad to lose our faith because of them.  
 
V3 – Eternal life is not simply the state of never dying, but it is having a personal relationship with the 
Father.  Even if modern technology advanced to the point where individuals could live 1,000 or 
1,000,000 years or even years without end, it would not be eternal life, because eternal life is life in 
communion with the triune God.   
 
“Eternal life is not so much everlasting life as personal knowledge of the Everlasting One” DA Carson, 
Gospel According to John, Pillar NT Commentary, Eerdman’s Pub, 1991, p 556 
 
V4 – The Son glorified the Father while He was on earth by accomplishing the work the He gave Him 
to do.  Giving glory to God is not limited to standing in church and singing praise songs, but includes 
everything that we do in accordance with His will.  Work, play, and rest all glorify the Lord if they 
accomplish His work.   
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V5 – Jesus is the preexistent God the Son, and before His earthly incarnation He had all of glory of 
the Father (Philippians 2:5-11).  Jesus would endure the cross, His moment of greatest glory, and 
then return to the glory He shared with the Father since before the beginning of time.  This means 
that Jesus gave up some glory when He came to earth but not that Jesus gave up His incarnation 
when He returned to heaven (John 20:27, Acts 7:55-56, Revelation 1:9-18).  Jesus is the God-Man 
forever.   
 
V6 – Jesus was the exact representation of the Father to the people who the Father gave Him.  All 
people belong to the Father by virtue of creation, and a select group of people belong to Him because 
He chose them, not because of anything worthy in them, but because of His grace (Ephesians 2:8-9).  
God the Father gave this chosen group to the Son, and Jesus kept them in His word; committed to 
the person of the Son. 
 
It may seem strange that the men Jesus said had obeyed His word were exactly the ones who were 
about to abandon Him (Mark 14:50), deny Him (Mark 15:56), and refuse to believe in His resurrection 
(John 20:24-25).  The Lord was well aware of the weaknesses and failures, even the future ones, of 
His disciples (Matthew 26:33-35).  However, they had stayed with Him during the darkest time of His 
earlier ministry, after the Bread of Life discourse, because they were truly committed (John 6:66-69).  
What an encouragement to us all!  Despite our ever-present sin, if we cling to our Lord, He finds us 
faithful.   
 
VV 7-8 – The disciples were beginning to understand that to know the Son is to know the Father.  
This understanding would be full after the resurrection.  From the disciple’s standpoint this would 
have been very encouraging; Jesus was affirming their genuine salvation. 
 
VV 9-10 – Jesus’ “high priestly prayer” is for His followers in the world; not for every person in the 
world.  God the Son Himself is making a distinction between two groups of mankind; those who are 
His and those who are not.   
 
The world is fond of saying that all humans are children of God.  In the sense that children are 
“created” by their parents and all people are created by God, this is true.  However, in the sense of 
relationship, this is false.  Just as not all children have a permanent, positive relationship with their 
parents, so not all humans accept a permanent, positive relationship with their heavenly Father, paid 
for through the sacrifice of the Son.   
 
God chooses us, but in a nearly inexplicable sense we also choose Him (John 3:16).  There is a 
suggestion that the names of all men are written into the Book of Life at conception (Psalm 139-13-
16), and then those people who reject the overtures of the Lord have their name erased (Revelation 
3:5). 
 
V11 – Jesus ministry on earth was over, but theirs was just beginning.  Jesus asked the Father to 
protect them and to make them one; united as closely as the Father and Son are united.   
 
V12 – During Jesus ministry all of the disciples, except Judas, who was destined to be a son of Hell, 
remained faithful to the Son.  They were also protected from the designs of the world.   
 
Judas’ fate did not occur because he was a good or even average man and Jesus taught him poorly.  
Rather, Jesus picked 12 bad men, sinful men, and made them good except for the one who 
repeatedly chose to remain bad. This was in accordance with prophecy (Psalm 41:9).  
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V13 – Jesus is the very source of joy, and here He is praying for the Father to manifest His joy in His 
people.  Christianity is a religion of joy.  It has to be because the object of our worship is the source of 
joy.   
 
V14 – The fundamental reality between Jesus’ disciples and the world was that the Father had 
chosen the disciples out of the world and therefore they no longer belonged to the world.  Since He 
had chosen them, He gave them His word, and as a result of His word working in them they became 
more like Christ, who is not of the world, and less like people who are still a part of the world.   
 
Every man is born into the world, having a sinful nature and therefore being separated from God 
(spiritually dead).  Over the course of our lives we make a series of choices that serves to either 
make us more like the Lord or make us less like Him.  Those whom God has chosen, those who 
choose Him, become separate from the world at the moment of salvation (cf. Acts 2:4) and are thus 
justified before the Father.  Those whom God has not chosen, those who do not choose Him, remain 
in the world.   As life goes on, the people of the Lord become more like Him and the people of the 
world become less like Him.  As a result, the people of the world hate the people of the Lord.   
 
V15 – The disciples had to continue the work of Christ and therefore needed to remain on the earth.  
Jesus did not save them for their own good but rather to accomplish His work and bring glory to the 
Father.  To do this, they needed protection from the Evil One. 
 
Similarly, God does not save people today primarily for their sake. He loves each of us and our well-
being is a priority but not His top priority.  The Lord’s top priority is that creation be redeemed to and 
through the glory of His Name.   
 
V16 – Jesus repeated a fundamental truth: those who follow Him are not of this world. 
 
V17 - The disciples were to be sanctified; set apart for special service to God.  They were to be 
sanctified by means of the truth.  Narrowly defined, this would refer to the word of God, the Bible.  
Broadly defined, it would refer to all of the manifestations of the person of God, including His word 
(Psalm 119:11), His creation (Psalm 19:1), and His moral law written in our hearts (Romans 1:18-23). 
 
V18 – As the Father sent the Son into the world to accomplish His purpose so the Son was now 
sending the disciples.   
 
V19 – Jesus was completely set apart for the work of the Father.  This would provide the example 
and the power for His disciples to be set apart for the Father’s work. 
 
V20 – This high priestly prayer of the Lord was not solely for His then-current followers, but for all of 
His people throughout all of history.  In this seminal moment Jesus prayed for Peter, Thomas 
Aquinas, Billy Graham, and Mother Theresa.  He prayed for the most obscure but faithful man, 
woman and child in every corner of the globe in every moment in history.  Finally, Jesus prayed for 
us. 
 
V21 – Human history is scarred with man’s inhumanity to man, and Christian history is scarred with 
hatred between one professed Christian and another.  However, Jesus’ real followers, those who are 
sanctified to Him, have the unity of the Lord.  I have traveled in all 50 states and over 50 countries 
throughout Europe, Central America, Asia and Africa.  In each place I have found sweet fellowship 
with genuine believers, even though we didn’t share the same culture or even the same language, 
because of our bond in Christ.  
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 Man is still sinful and perfect unity will not come, even to the most mature Christian, on this side of 
heaven.  Nonetheless, however, the unity of Christ is greater than any unity I have ever seen or 
known.        
 
V22 – The Father shared His glory with the Son so that they may be one, and the Son shared His 
glory with us so that we may be one.  
 
V23 – Christian unity reflects the truth of Christ and Christian division obscures the truth of Christ.  
The truths of God the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit are the unifying force for believers.   
 
V24 – The ultimate destiny of Christians is to be with God.  He is the source of all love, beauty, purity, 
and strength and to be with Him is to share in His person forever.  This is the essence of heaven.    
 
VV 25-26 – The world did not know the Father but the Son and His chosen Ones know Him. 
 
John 18 
 
V1 – Jesus and the disciples finally crossed the Brook of Kidron and arrived at the Garden of 
Gethsemane on the west side of the Mount of Olives. As revealed by the Synoptic Gospels, on this 
last night of His earthly life Jesus left to pray alone in the Garden of Gethsemane.  His closest 
disciples, Peter, James and John, were drowsy and discouraged, fighting to stay awake with their 
Lord but overcome by human weakness.  The other disciples were further away in the garden, unsure 
of what to do and even what was going on.  Judas had reported Jesus whereabouts to His enemies in 
the Sanhedrin and these men were assembling the party of soldiers that would soon arrest Him.  
 
V2 – Jesus was a lover of the natural world and frequently visited the garden with His disciples. In the 
tension, heat and dust of Jerusalem, the olive trees, flowers and shade were a welcome respite. As 
busy as Jesus’ life was, He always took time for rest and quiet conversations with His followers.  
 
Judas knew this and so knew where to find Jesus.  
 
V3 – There were two main police/military forces in Jerusalem at the time. The authorities in the 
Sanhedrin had control over a police force, the Temple Guard, with jurisdiction over the Temple and its 
immediate surroundings. Gentiles such as Roman soldiers were not allowed in the Temple complex 
aside from the Court of the Nations. Since there were objects of great value, a bustling marketplace, 
and large crowds of worshipers in the Temple complex, a Jewish guard protected the valuables and 
kept the peace. Originally there were at least 93 men assigned to guard Solomon’s Temple (1 
Chronicles 26) 
 
The second force was the Roman Army, controlled by the prefect Pontius Pilate. Bordering the hostile 
Parthians, the Syrian district, of which Judea was a part, had three legions, about 15-18,000 soldiers. 
This verse suggests that about 1000 Roman soldiers, many of whom were probably German or Gallic 
auxiliaries, were in Jerusalem. When the Roman army recruited non-Roman auxiliaries they typically 
sent them far from home where the soldiers did not know the culture, language or people. This 
minimized the chance of them deserting or selling out their unit. Armies have done the same ever 
since. During World War 2, Germany sent Germans of French descent to fight against Russia and 
America sent Americans of Japanese descent to fight against Germany.   
 
Jesus was considered a dangerous criminal and so Caiaphas wanted an overwhelming force to arrest 
Him. 
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 The authorities clearly expected resistance from Jesus’ disciples, both the Twelve and the others 
who accompanied Him. Therefore the force sent to capture Jesus including a Roman contingent, 
perhaps a maniple of 120-200 men, and a Temple Guard force of several dozen. They were equipped 
with torches, oil fed lamps, and weapons. Judas led them.  
 
VV 4-5 – Jesus would not cower or flee. As always, He took the initiative, calling out “Who are you 
looking for?” Though He knew the answer and knew the outcome, His boldness is breathtaking. One 
of the men answered “Jesus of Nazareth”, and the Master identified Himself with utter confidence, as 
if the angry mob were a group of friends taking Him on an outing to the park. 
 
V6 – Something about His confidence in the face of arrest and death and His reputation for unearthly 
power stunned those searching for Him. This side of heaven we cannot know more than what is 
written, but Jesus was still, and always, master of the situation. Perhaps because He was so 
confident they feared that He was leading them into a trap. Jesus was famous and the men couldn’t 
help but know His reputation. It could not have escaped them that the Man who calmed the storm 
could raise one, and the Man who raised a dead man could just as easily make a man dead. Jesus 
was arrested and killed because He allowed Himself to be.  
 
VV 7-9 – The men cowering on the ground where greeted by something else that was unexpected. 
Rather than calling fire from heaven to destroy them as Elijah did (2 Kings 1:9-15), Jesus asked again 
who they sought. Receiving an undoubtedly feeble and fearful reply, Jesus basically replied, “OK, 
let’s go, but leave my companions alone.” Jesus was always mission focused, and His mission at that 
moment was to fulfill the Scriptures. He had no thought for Himself but always for the work of the 
Father.  
 
VV 10-11 - Peter the fisherman, without a clue about what was happening, what to do, or even how to 
use a sword, struck wildly, cutting off the right ear of one of the servants of the High Priest. He could 
have been arrested and even killed along with Jesus for his impetuous act, but Jesus acted to defuse 
the situation. He healed the man’s ear and told Peter not to resist. The other followers of Jesus, 
looking for a cue from the Lord about what to do, resist or not, knew that Jesus did not want them to 
oppose His arrest. Therefore they fled, leaving Jesus alone. 
 
Imagine Peter’s distress at this moment. His gut reaction was to risk his life against impossible odds 
to defend his Lord. Impulsive as ever, he was being the best hero that he knew how to be, and yet the 
Lord told him to do otherwise. How confusing! How disheartening! No wonder he fled, having no idea 
what to do.  
 
V12 – Realizing that Jesus had no intention of resisting them, the band bound Jesus.  
 
VV 13-14 – Annas had been high priest from 6-15 AD, established by Quirinius the governor of Syria 
and removed by Valerius Gratus. Subsequently five sons of his sons, in addition to Caiaphas, the 
current high priest, had held the office. In 43 AD his grandson Matthias would become high priest. As 
the literal father, the father-figure, and the mentor to so many high priests it is clear that Annas was 
regarded as the real power. At the beginning of John the Baptist’s ministry, though Caiaphas was the 
actual high priest and Annas was at best “high priest emeritus”, Luke regarded both as high priests 
(Luke 3:2). Also the Old Testament suggests that high priests serve for life (Numbers 35:25, 28) and 
if so, Annas deserved the title.  
 
It is likely that Jesus was taken to Annas first both because he was the real priestly power in 
Jerusalem and also because Caiaphas was away hurriedly convening the Sanhedrin. 
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 They wanted Jesus condemned and on His way to the cross early, before His followers could walk 
people up, get them into the streets, and rouse public opinion to save Him. Caiaphas and the 
Sanhedrin would try Jesus later (Matthew 26:57-68). 
 
It is easy to assume that Jesus was taken to Annas’ house for the informal hearing and then moved 
to Caiaphas’ house for the formal one, but this confuses Peter’s denials in the courtyard. Peter’s first 
denial is set in the context of Annas’ hearing and his second and third in the context of Caiaphas’ 
hearings, thus requiring two houses and two courtyards. It is more likely that Annas and Caiaphas 
lived in different sections of the same house and therefore shared the courtyard.  
 
VV 15-16 – Simon Peter and John followed behind the crowd to see what would happen. Annas was 
acquainted (γνωστός gnōstos) with John, perhaps through business dealings with his father Zebedee. 
John went in to the palace courtyard, but Peter stayed outside. John then went back into the street 
outside the courtyard and asked the servant girl who kept the door to let Peter in.  
 
V17 – Perhaps because of Peter’s rough appearance or Galilean accent, she thought that he must be 
one of Jesus’ disciples. Scared of being discovered, he denied it, and stayed outside with the slaves 
and officers.  
 
V18 – Passover was traditionally in early spring, and these events occurred in the darkness of early 
morning, the coldest time of day. The average minimum temperature in Jerusalem in March is 6 C 
(42.8 F) and April is 8 C (46.4 F), so the slaves of the high priest and the Temple Guard officers were 
warming themselves by the light of a small charcoal fire. Since these Romans were probably Gentiles 
it was unlikely that any Roman officers would be in the courtyard of the house of the high priest.  
 
V19 – Annas searched for a reason to condemn Jesus, hoping that He would say something that 
could be considered treasonous against Rome. Annas probably wanted to portray the disciples as a 
paramilitary force and Jesus’ teachings as incitement to revolt against Rome.  
 
VV 20-21 – Jesus countered that His teachings were well known to everyone in attendance. He had 
nothing to hide. Therefore it would make more sense for His interrogators to get testimony from those 
who heard Him speak. Two factors are at play here. This hearing before Annas was illegal, because 
he was not the high priest, and Annas questioning was manipulative because he was trying to get 
Jesus to incriminate Himself. Jewish law required that an accused man be convicted by the testimony 
of no less than two or three witnesses. Under the stress of interrogation and pain of being bound it 
was easy to wrench a confession from the accused, that is why witnesses were required.  
 
V22 – The officer that struck (δίδωμι didōmi – give a blow) Jesus was undoubtedly one of the Temple 
Guardsmen, if nothing else because a Roman auxiliary may not have been able to understand the 
dialogue and certainly wouldn’t have cared for the dignity of the high priest. The soldier probably 
thought that he was serving God by putting this rabble rouser into His place, but imagine his horror 
when he later discovered, in this life or the next, that this “rabble rouser” was God Himself.  
 
V23 – Jesus knew that He would never get a fair trial for He knew that His mission was to die. He 
wasn’t trying to be released, but He did want all those around to know that His conviction was a 
travesty, a mockery of justice.  
 
V24 – Unable to get enough from Jesus to convict Him, and knowing that Caiaphas probably had the 
Sanhedrin in session, he sent Jesus to him. John did not record the trial before Caiaphas but 
Matthew did (Matthew 26:57-68).  
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VV 25-27 – Meanwhile, in the courtyard of Caiaphas’ house, others began to recognize Peter. The 
first person, curious about who this Galilean-looking stranger standing at the fire was, asked him if he 
followed Jesus. The second person, who witnessed the whole episode of Peter cutting off the ear of 
the servant of the high priest, also asked him. Frightened for his own life, Peter denied both and then 
left the courtyard as quickly as he could. 
 
V28 – Pilate’s normal headquarters were at Caesarea, a coastal city 65 miles northwest of Jerusalem 
that Herod the Great had made into a Roman enclave. Without a natural harbor, Herod had built 
breakwaters and docks to create an artificial harbor to accept Roman resupply and reinforcements. 
Knowing the restive nature of Judea and the always hostile Parthians to the east, the Romans 
needed a secure base in the area.  
 
For the Passover, however, the Roman garrison had been increased in Jerusalem to discourage 
Jewish rioting and Pilate was there in person. His support for Caiaphas’ move against Jesus was a 
sound preemptive measure, but Pilate probably did not expect to be further involved.  
 
The narrative at this point describes how evil the priests had become. They were scrupulous about 
keeping the Law regarding Gentiles and scrupulous about breaking the Law regarding murder. These 
wicked men were so concerned with appearances that they would not go into Pilate’s palace but so 
unconcerned about righteousness that they would not give Jesus a fair trial.  
 
VV 29-32 – Probably annoyed that he had to be bothered with this internal Jewish religious matter, 
Pilate asked the perfunctory “what are the charges?” Sensing Pilate’s frustration with them the Jewish 
leaders’ responded that they were only bothering him because Jesus was truly an evil man. 
Unconvinced, Pilate told them to take Jesus away and deal with Him themselves. However the Jews 
wanted Him dead, and they were particular about how they wanted Jesus to die.  
 
The Romans did not technically allow the Jewish authorities to execute anyone, although that fact 
certainly did not stop them from murdering the deacon Stephen (Acts 7:51-60). For Jesus, however, it 
was not good enough to stone Him to death. The Jewish leaders wanted Him dead and cursed so 
that no Jew anywhere would ever believe in Him again. The Roman form of execution, crucifixion, in 
which the condemned was hanged on a tree, would do nicely for this purpose. (Deuteronomy 21:22-
23).   
 
V33 – Reluctant but duty bound to intervene, Pilate questioned Jesus. He was looking to see if Jesus 
was a threat to Roman authority, since he had no concern about Jewish religious matters.  
 
V34 - Jesus asked Pilate where he heard that He might be the King of the Jews. Jesus was asking 
Pilate to identify witnesses against Him, but also searching Pilate’s heart. At this late hour, Jesus was 
still concerned about the eternal fate of every actor in this drama, including Pilate.  
 
V35 – Pilate did not want to identify witnesses and was not particularly concerned to have his heart 
searched; he simply wanted to get this over with and get on with his work. He answered Jesus that he 
didn’t care about internal Jewish matters, but He should take that up with His own people. Pilate 
wanted to know what Jesus had done. Note that the Jewish leaders never really answered Pilate’s 
question from verse 29.  
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V36 – Jesus referred back to Pilate’s earlier question, admitting to being a king, but a king in another 
realm. Jesus had no need for His disciples to fight earthly wars since His kingdom was defended in 
other ways.  
 
V37 – Seizing on the word “king”, because Jesus’ potential political threat was the only thing that 
Pilate cared about, he asked Jesus to confirm that He was a king. Jesus answered yes, and told him 
that if he wanted to be in the truth, he would believe in Him. One senses Jesus’ compassion for Pilate 
throughout the narrative, almost as if the Eternal Master wanted the little master to know and love 
Him.   
 
VV 38-40 – Pilate does not seem to have been honestly inquiring about the truth, but if he was, he 
could have inquired at no better place, because the man standing in front of him was the embodiment 
of truth.  One can only imagine Jesus feeling profound compassion for the befuddled man who asked 
this cynical question.   
 
As a Roman governor, Pilate’s first responsibility was to administer justice in his province.  As 
scheming, insensitive and self-interested as he seems to have been, Pilate at least examined Jesus 
honestly, made a fair if preliminary judgment, and tried to convince the Jews to support His freedom.  
To gain popular support, Roman governors sometimes allowed popular prisoners to go free.  In this 
case, Pilate offered Jesus but the crowd, incited by the priests, demanded a notorious robber and 
revolutionary, Barabas. 
 
Pilate harshly suppressed a Samaritan uprising in 35 AD and was summoned to Rome to explain his 
actions.  He arrived after the Emperor Tiberius died in 36 AD.  Caligula, Tiberius’ successor, removed 
him from his post.  Eusebius wrote that Pilate was exiled to Gaul and committed suicide there in 38 
AD. However there is an early Christian tradition that Pilate’s wife became a Christian and that years 
later he followed her in the Truth.  Based on an apocryphal book called the Acts of Pilate, the 
Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahedo Church venerates him as a saint.  We can only hope that they are 
right.   
 
John 19  
 
V1 – Trying to placate the Jewish authorities, Pilate ordered Jesus scourged.  He was stripped to the 
waist and tied to a post.  The scourge had a wooden handle and long leather straps with bone or 
metal attached to the end.  Unlike the Jews, who had a limit of 40 lashes, the Romans had none.   
The torturer hit the victim’s bare back with the scourge, dragging the straps across with the bone and 
metal tips cutting into the flesh.  Eventually the victim’s back would be beaten and pulverized into a 
bloody mass of quivering muscle and bone.  Many died from blood loss and the trauma of the beating 
alone.   
 
VV 2-3 – The “crown” of thorns was a clever way of mocking Jesus and causing Him even more pain 
and blood loss.  To complete the shame, the Roman soldiers “Hailed” Jesus as king and gave Him a 
“royal” robe, all the while pounding His face. 
 
VV 4-5 – Hoping that the sight of Jesus beaten to a pulp and barely conscious from loss of blood 
would stir the embers of compassion in the Jewish crowd, Pilate presented Him to the people again.  
He repeated his verdict of innocence. 
 
V6 – The chief priests saw the man who had confounded them with His miracles and teachings 
standing weak and pitiful before them. 
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 Far from feeling compassion, like a pack of wolves circling a wounded moose, they wanted to 
slaughter Jesus all the more.  His vulnerability incited the evil within them, and they screamed for His 
execution.  Pilate tried again to remind them of His innocence, but the crowd was in a blood frenzy 
beyond reason or compassion. 
 
V7 - Skeptics sometimes argue that Jesus was a good teacher and never claimed to be anything 
more.   Muslims hold that Jesus was a prophet and that his followers invented the story that he was 
God.  These positions cannot be reconciled with the clear teachings of the Bible. 
 
Jesus claimed to have the prerogatives of God (Mark 2:1-12), to speak the words and do the work of 
God (John 14:7-11) and to be God (John 8:58).  The Jewish leaders were under no illusions about 
His claims and Jesus’ claim to be God was the legal basis for their desire to execute Him.  Leviticus 
24:14-16 prescribes execution for blasphemy though it is debatable whether a claim to be God 
constitutes blasphemy.  Generally, blasphemy was thought of as pronouncing the name of God with 
an attitude of disrespect.   
 
The real reason for Jesus’ condemnation was the jealously of the religious leaders in Jerusalem.   To 
their credit, however, at least the Jews did not come up with the ridiculous notion that Jesus only 
claimed to be a moral teacher or prophet.  Those options are not open to us.     

 
V8 – Pilate was hoping for a quick end to this problem, and when he realized that these religious 
zealots had a religious reason for wanting Jesus dead, he knew that they would not back down or be 
satisfied with anything but execution. 
 
V9 – Pilate returned to his fortress to ask Jesus where he came from, probably hoping to ship Him 
somewhere else and get rid of the problem.  Jesus, knowing the outcome of this trial, saw no need to 
answer. 
 
V10 – Exasperated with Jesus’ lack of cooperation, Pilate was not sure if Jesus really understood the 
situation He was in.  He may have thought that the Galilean simpleton in front of him just didn’t 
understand His dire situation.  Pilate was frantically searching for a way to get out of this dilemma and 
Jesus was not cooperating with him. 
 
V11 – Jesus’ reply revealed that He had a perfect understanding of His situation, far better than 
Pilate’s, because He knew that He had to die and this was the time and place.  Jesus also bluntly told 
Pilate that his authority was given from heaven.  If he used it poorly, it would be a sin, although the 
crowd demanding His death had the greater sin. 
 
V12 – Pilate had never encountered a man like this, profoundly reasonable and absolutely fearless in 
the face of certain death.  Jesus did not grovel, begging mercy like most men, nor did He curse and 
shout like the most hardened of criminals.  He simply stood, bruised and bleeding, and answered with 
the peace of heaven in His mind and on His lips.  The Father was handling every detail, down to the 
last word, and Jesus had no goal but to accomplish His will. 
 
Not only the innocence but also the greatness of the accused was apparent to Pilate and he made 
even more efforts to free Jesus.  But one accusation of the mob especially stung and frightened him; 
that he was no friend of Caesar.  Pilate had had troubles in his reign in Judea before (see notes on 
Mark 15:1) and knew that his hold on power depended on the whims of the Emperor.  Tiberius was 
aging and Pilate needed to build a reputation that would ensure his continued rise in the ranks after 
the new emperor took power.   
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VV 13-14 – He decided to force the issue.  Pilate took Jesus out to the public judgment seat and said 
to them, “See your king”.   
 
VV 15-16 – Acknowledging that their king was Caesar was nearly blasphemous for the independent 
Jews, whose king was supposed to be God alone and at any rate had to be an heir of David.  
Nonetheless, in their frenzied hatred of Christ they committed the act of rebellion against God that 
they accused Him of.  All that was left was for them to pronounce judgment…”crucify Him!”  Beaten 
by the fury of the crowd, Pilate crumbled.  He gave the order for Jesus to be crucified. 
 
V17 – Jesus carried the cross piece of His cross, weighing about 75 lbs, through the streets of 
Jerusalem towards the site of His execution; the place of the Skull, the hill of Golgotha.  Weak from 
His beating, Jesus carried it to the gates of the city and then collapsed, unable to go farther.  A 
bystander, Simon of Cyrene, was forced to pick up the cross piece and carry it the rest of the way 
(Luke 23:26). Cyrene refers the Roman province in what is today known as eastern coastal Libya, 
 
V18 - Jesus was forced to the ground on top of the cross bar.  His arms were stretched out and His 
wrists were nailed with spikes into the wood.  The beam was hoisted to the top of the post, which had 
been sunk into a premade hole in the ground.  Jesus’ feet were nailed at the midfoot into the post.  
Breathing required the condemned man to push up with his feet to get each breath, an exhausting 
process which eventual he could not sustain and he would suffocate.  All the while, birds and insects 
would tear away bloody pieces of flesh while the victim was helpless to stop it.    
 
VV 19-22 – Having made his decision to execute Jesus, Pilate decided to mock the Jews as he made 
the sign, “Jesus the Nazarene, King of the Jews”.  To make sure no one missed his jibe, Pilate had it 
written in Hebrew, Latin and Greek.  The chief priests objected, but resentful at having prostituted 
himself to their wicked designs, Pilate refused to change the sign.   
 
VV 23-24 – The soldiers were probably a mix of barbarian levees from elsewhere in the Empire.  
They were stuck in a backward, rebellious, remote region and probably resented it.  Jesus was 
probably crucified naked, and the soldiers, anxious to get whatever they could from their ghastly duty, 
took His clothes.  The tunic was a single piece and so they gambled for it.   
 
God uses the smallest, and even the most selfish, things for His purposes.  None of the guards knew 
that in their greed they fulfilled a prophecy made by David nearly 1,000 years before.  Our Father 
crafts every detail for the ultimate benefit of His people and His purpose. 
 
VV 25-27 – The three Marys, the mother of Jesus, the wife of Clopas and the Mary of Magdala, stood 
at the foot of the cross.  John the beloved disciple was also there, alone among the twelve.  As first 
born it was Jesus responsibility to provide for His mother into her old age and so despite the fact that 
He was dying in agony, He told John to take her into His house.   
 
VV 28-29 – Crucifixion, especially under the Middle Eastern sun, was terribly dehydrating and Jesus 
would certainly have been thirsty.  However, He also wanted to fulfill Scripture.  It is unclear which 
passage Christ is referring to but Psalm 22:15 and Psalm 69:21, especially in light of verse 29, are 
the best possibilities.   
 
V30 – Having completed His work, Jesus died.  Unlike others whose spirit departs at the moment of 
death, Jesus released His spirit. In His final moment He was still the master of the situation.   
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VV 31-32 - Since it was nearly time for the Passover meal, a high festival in Israel, the Jewish 
authorities could not let the bodies hang on the cross for long.  The only way for a man to survive on 
a cross was to push up with his legs for every breath.   By breaking both tibias on the condemned, the 
soldiers made it impossible to push up and the men suffocated within seconds.   
 
The soldiers broke the legs of the thieves but not of Jesus, according to the Scriptures (see verse 36).   
 
VV 33-34 – The soldiers were experienced executioners and they knew death when they saw it.  
However, to make sure that Jesus was actually dead, they pierced His right side with a Roman spear. 
Upon death the pressure of the air in the lungs no longer counteracts the pressure of the blood in the 
capillaries and so the lungs fill with clear fluid.  The blood in the heart, meanwhile, begins to clot. As 
the spear cut through Jesus’ heart and lungs both fluids, blood and water, came out.   Since John 
was standing far enough away so that he could not interfere with the crucifixion, probably at least 20 
feet, it had to be a fairly large amount so he could see it from that distance. 
 
An untrained man such as John could not have known the physiology behind crucifixion.  The fact 
that he mentions blood and water, something that he would not have known enough to invent, proves 
that he was an eyewitness and that Jesus was dead.   
 
V35 – John reminded the reader of the truth of what he had personally seen.  
 
VV 36-37 – Exodus 12:46 specified that no bone of a Passover lamb could be broken.  Psalm 34:20 
stated that the Lord will not allow any bone of His righteous ones to be broken.  Zechariah 12:10 
mentioned that the Israelites will look on the one they have pierced.  
 
VV 38-42 – Joseph of Arimathea and Nicodemus, by now secret disciples, took custody of the body 
once Pilate was assured that Jesus was dead.  Pilate would not have allowed anyone other than such 
well respected leaders in the Sanhedrin to take responsibility for Jesus’ body. Perhaps he regretted 
his cowardly decision and wanted to give Jesus one last consideration.  
 
Joseph and Nicodemus hastily prepared it in the Jewish custom for burial because they had to be 
done before the Passover was to begin.  Some could argue that they stole the body during this time 
and made up the story that Jesus rose again.  This has several problems: 
 

1. No one expected that Jesus would rise from the dead and they would have seen nothing to 
gain in doing it. 

2. The two men were too afraid of the Jewish authorities to openly proclaim Him, much less lose 
their lives over a fake resurrection. 

3. The tomb was close to the cross and there were still many people and Roman soldiers around; 
too many witnesses to steal the body. 

4. When a Roman guard took over the tomb, they would have checked to make sure the body 
they were supposed to guard was still there.    

 
It is foolish to believe that anyone stole the body.  
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John 20 
 
See also notes on Mark 16 and Luke 24.   
 
V1 – Mary Magdalene was a leader of the group of women that ministered to Jesus.  She was 
accompanied by Mary the mother of James, Salome and Joanna as they walked in the early morning 
darkness toward Jesus’ tomb.  When they approached they saw that the stone had been rolled away.   
 
V2 – Mary Magdalene was sent from the group to tell the disciples what had happened, and as the 
early morning light grew, the rest of the women grew bolder and entered the tomb.  There they saw 
the angels (Matthew 28:1-8). Meanwhile Mary reached the gathered disciples and told them what she 
had seen.  
 
VV 3-4 – Peter and John hurried away to the tomb, with the younger man, John, running ahead.   
 
V5 – John stooped to look in the tomb but did not enter.  He took a quick glance at the grave clothes 
(βλέπω blepō).  
 
VV 6-7 – Peter arrived second but rushed into the tomb and examined (θεωρέω theōreō) Jesus’ grave 
clothes.  From this Greek word is derived the English word for theory, and it implies that Peter 
carefully studied the clothes and pondered what he saw there.  The linen wrappings were not 
discarded but carefully rolled up and placed apart from the face cloth, something that grave robbers 
were unlikely to have taken the time to do. 
 
V8 – John entered the tomb, surveyed the situation, and immediately believed that Jesus had risen 
from the dead.  The Greek word (εἴδω eidō) means to see with understanding. 
 
V9 – Until this time, none of the disciples understood that Jesus had to die and be raised from the 
dead.  John was the first to get it.  
 
V10 – Peter and John returned, reported what they had seen to the other disciples, and they all went 
home to ponder what was happening. 
 
VV 11-13 – Mary Magdalene returned to the tomb after reporting to the disciples.  She did not believe 
that he had risen from the dead but was distraught that she no longer had even the body of her 
beloved Lord.  She had not yet looked into the tomb but finally did so and saw two angels sitting at 
the head and foot of the bed of the tomb.  They asked her why she wept and she explained the 
situation as best she understood.  
 
V14 – Mary then turned around, looking outside the tomb, and saw another man.  She did not realize 
that He was the Resurrected Christ.  
 
V15 – Jesus asked why she wept and who she sought.  Through her tears and bewilderment, Mary 
explained her situation yet again.   
 
V16 – Each question forced Mary to think about what was going on and eventually repeating her story 
had the desired effect.  She only needed one more prompt to recognize Him, which she received 
when He identified her as “Mary”.  Notice that she had been referred to as “woman” before.   
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V17 - Mary clung to Jesus in amazed wonder.  He did not say “don’t touch Me” but said “do not 
continue to cling to Me”, emphasizing that she could touch Him but eventually needed to let Him go.  
Jesus sent her to tell the brethren what she had seen.   
 
V18 - At this point, the women and Peter had seen the empty tomb but did not know what it meant.  
John saw it also and believed that Jesus had risen from the dead but had not seen Him.  Mary was 
the first one to see the resurrected Lord.   
 
V19 – That night the disciples gathered to eat a meal, hide from the Jews, and probably discuss the 
strange occurrences that we going on.  As the testimony of women was not regarded in ancient Israel 
and was not even admissible in court, they could not be sure that Mary Magdalene, who had been 
demon possessed once before, had not fallen into insanity with the death of her Master.   
 
Despite the doors being locked and the brethren in a hiding place to keep the Jewish authorities from 
finding them, Jesus appeared in their midst.  In His familiar voice He gave a familiar message, one 
perfectly suited to meet their greatest need…”peace”.   
 
V20 – Jesus confirmed that He had been bodily resurrected by showing them His wounded hands 
and side, now bearing the scars of His crucifixion.  The disciples present finally believed.   
 
VV 21-22 – Jesus again pronounced “peace” on the disciples, but this time He demonstrated by His 
breath that His Holy Spirit, the Comforter, would come to them and give them peace.   
 
V23 – Only God can forgive sins because He is the aggrieved party in all sin.  Only the one sinned 
against can forgive (Psalms 51:3-4).  However, Christians can proclaim with confidence the 
forgiveness of God to those who accept Jesus.   
 
V24 – Thomas was not with the group on the first night when Jesus appeared to them.   
 
V25 – Thomas was a practical man with a slightly pessimistic bent and a determination not to be 
taken in again.  He was a bit of a skeptic, demanded hard evidence, not just testimony, of the 
resurrection.   
 
V26 – Eight days later Jesus appeared again to the disciples, including Thomas.  He repeated His 
blessing of peace upon those gathered.   
 
V27 – Jesus then addressed Thomas personally.  He invited his skeptical disciple to look and touch 
the wounds in His hands and side. 
 
V28 – Confronted with irrefutable evidence, Thomas replied in faith.   
 
V29 – Jesus did not rebuke Thomas for his desire for evidence, but simply acknowledged it.  It is 
easy for us to rebuke his unbelief but Thomas provided an opportunity for the evangelists to record a 
key bit of evidence for the resurrected Christ.   
 
Jesus lived with His scars, and so can we (FBCA – Dr. Mark Croston)  

1. Been through something hard 
2. Been through it victoriously 
3. God heals wounds and turns them into scars 
4. Signs of wounds that are not healed – anger, bitterness, unforgiveness 
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5. Jesus didn’t hide or ignore His scars 
6. The elderly sing out of long and hard experience.  They don’t just sing the words on the page. 

 
The purpose of suffering 

1. Only a crushed olive will produce oil 
2. Grapes must be smashed to make wine 
3. Rocks under extreme pressure become diamonds 
4. The seed must fall into the ground to sprout into a plant 
5. Only when piano strings are  tight and pounded will they resonate with music 
6. Oil and wood must be burned to make fire 
7. Wood and stone can only become sculptures when the dross has been cut away 
8. Only ground grain can be made into bread and cake 

 
VV 30-31 – John provided a very clear mission statement for his gospel in these verses.  While he did 
not even try to include all of the things that Jesus said and did, he did include enough so that his 
readers could believe in Jesus the Messiah of Israel and Son of God.  Those who did believe would 
have life.   
 

John 21  
 
V1 – Jesus showed Himself, offering further proof of His resurrection, in Galilee as well as Judea. He 
had told His disciples to meet Him in Galilee (Matthew 28:16). The meeting was to take place on a 
mountain, and the disciples were on the shore of the Sea of Galilee waiting for Him.  
 
V2 – Seven of Jesus disciples were gathered together. The fishermen, James, John and Peter, were 
there. Since Peter and Andrew were fishermen and brothers, it is likely that Andrew was one of the 
unnamed “other disciples”. Thomas may also have been a fisherman, but Nathaniel of Cana probably 
was not. Peter is named first, illustrating his leadership of the group. 
 
V3 – As a fisherman in his former life, Peter decided to go fishing and invited the others to come 
along. Probably unsure of what else to do while waiting for Jesus, they did so. The group fished all 
night but caught nothing. 
 
VV 4-5 – In the morning as the tired men rowed back to shore, they saw a man standing on the 
beach. The man yelled to them, calling them “little children”, a strange greeting from a stranger to 
adult men. He asked if they had caught anything and they answered directly.  There may have been a 
little fog because it is common on spring mornings on the Sea of Galilee, they were only 100 yards 
away, and they did not recognize Jesus. He had not called His disciples “children” before and so the 
strange greeting might have puzzled them.  
 
V6 – Jesus yelled to them to cast their nets on the right side of the boat. Despite the stranger’s 
greeting, which could have offended them, they complied. Soon they caught a huge number of fish. 
Notice that Jesus cared for their physical needs, spiritual needs and economic needs. No part of life 
escapes His notice or His concern.  
 
V7 - This episode was eerily like that in Luke 5, at the beginning of Jesus’ ministry when He first 
called His disciples. John picked up on the clue and realized immediately that the stranger on the 
shore, barely in sight, was Jesus. Peter put on an outer garment and jumped into the sea to swim to 
Jesus.  
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The KJV states that Peter was “naked”, but the Greek word can also mean “clad in undergarments 
only.” This is more likely since it is difficult to perform hard manual labor such as fishing with the male 
appendage flopping about. It gets in the way and is easily injured.  
 
V8 – The other disciples came in the boat, rowing to Jesus and pulling their catch of fish in the net 
behind them.  
 
VV 9-10 – Jesus had already started a charcoal fire and had a fish cooking on it. It is not a surprise 
that Jesus knew how to start a fire, but one wonders where He got the fish, bread, and charcoal. He 
told the men on the approaching boat to bring more fish for breakfast.  
 
V11 – Peter was ashore when the boat came up.  He walked over to the boat to help pull the nets, 
nearly bursting with fish, on to the shore. As an eyewitness John knew exactly how many fish were in 
the nets. Tilapia are common in the Sea of Galilee in modern times and have been common in the 
past, gaining the moniker of “St. Peter’s fish.” The fish were large, perhaps five lbs, and the nets 
contained probably 500-700 lbs worth of fish.   
 
V12 – The Lord invited them to eat with Him, and they all knew by now that He was Jesus. How odd 
they must have felt to eat a meal with a man who was recently dead.  
 
V13 – Jesus served His disciples for the first time since the Last Supper and for the last time in His 
earthly existence.  
 
V14 – John the author noted that this was the third major time that Jesus revealed Himself to His 
disciples after the resurrection. The first was to the disciples (without Thomas) in a locked room in 
Jerusalem, and the second was to the disciples with Thomas in a locked room in Jerusalem (John 
20). 
 
V15 – After the eight men ate together Jesus took Peter away from the group for a personal talk. He 
wanted to restore Peter’s relationship to Him after the disciple denied Him. Jesus asked “Do you love 
(ἀγαπάω agapaō) me?” Peter answered “Yes, you know that I love (φιλέω phileō) You.” It is puzzling 
why Peter answered a different question than Jesus asked. Jesus asked whether Peter had a deep, 
self-sacrificing, totally committed love for Him, and Peter answered that he had a brotherly affection 
for his Lord. In response, Jesus told Peter to take care of those who followed Him.  
 
V16 – Jesus asked the same question in the same way, giving Peter a chance to improve his answer. 
Peter answered the same way. Perhaps having promised so much to Jesus before the Crucifixion, 
and then having failed so miserably when he denied Christ, Peter was afraid to affirm his self-
sacrificing, total commitment to his Lord.  Jesus repeated His command for Peter, a natural leader 
and de facto leader of the disciples, to take care of His people. 
 
V17 – Jesus asked the question a third time, but this time lowered the bar, asking only if Peter had a 
brotherly affection for Him. Peter, exasperated, said that he did. One wonders if this failure of Peter’s 
to reaffirm his total commitment for Christ, wasn’t a greater failure than even the denials on the night 
of the crucifixion. On that night he was confused, frightened, cold, and about to lose his beloved 
leader. Now Peter stood facing the Risen Lord without fear or confusion and still could not bring 
himself to promise total allegiance. In fact, Peter even became offended that Jesus kept asking him. 
Finally, Jesus repeated His charge to Peter. 
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V18 – Jesus then had a prophecy for Peter. Though he could not voice total commitment now, he 
would be totally committed soon enough. In fact, Peter would become one of the boldest proclaimers 
of Jesus, and would suffer terrible persecution because of it.  
 
V19 – Writing much later and reflecting on these much earlier events, John realized that this was a 
prophecy of the martyrdom that Peter would face in the reign of Nero. Afterwards Jesus gave Peter 
his own personal command; to follow Him. 
 
VV 20-21 – Jesus and Peter were having this conversation not far from the others, and on hearing 
that he would be persecuted, Peter turned about, pointed at the second most famous man among the 
disciples, John, and asked Jesus about his future. 
 
V22 -  Unwilling to be pigeon-holed and realizing that answering Peter’s question would only damage 
unity in the group, Jesus reminded Peter of his mission, to follow Jesus, rather than worrying about 
what would happen to the others.  
 
V23 – All statements of fact can easily be morphed into a rumor, and this is exactly what happened 
here. 
 
V24 – This verse helps confirm that John the Apostle and John the Evangelist (who wrote this book)  
is the same person. It also clearly indicates that the writer is an eyewitness to the events and his book 
is therefore reliable.  John’s overriding purpose in his writings is to help others to believe in Him. 
 
V25 – Jesus said and did much more in his earthly sojourn, most of which is lost to history. However 
He accomplished the will of the Father.  


